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Negligence Index
Components of the negligence claim:
• There has to be a duty of care owed by the defendant
o As a matter of law, is the DF under any legal obligation to exercise care for the PL’s interests?
o Owed to the people who fall within in the ambit of risk produced by the DF’s actions
o If no duty of care owed, there can’t be liability period
o Not often contentious, but if it is, it’s fought hard by defendant
• Standard of care
o What would a reasonable person have done in the circumstances (how ought D to have acted)
§ This is an objective assessment
o Was the defendant negligent?
• Causation
o Did the DF’s negligence or conduct cause the PL’s loss?
§ But for the DF’s negligence, would the PL have been injured or suffered the loss?
o One of the toughest areas to prove causation is the medical context
• Remoteness
o Defendant is only liable for losses that are a foreseeable result of his or her conduct
o For which of PL’s injuries should the defendant be held liable? Which of the injuries are sufficiently
proximate?
§ This area can be very unpredictable
§ Typically that type of injury (general class) has to be foreseeable
• Damage
o Actual loss
o There must be damage or actual loss suffered by the plaintiff
o DF will only be liable for legally recognized types of loss
Defenses:
• Defendant can still raise defenses
• Should the PL’s conduct be taken into consideration?
• Contributory negligence
o Did the plaintiff fail to take proper care?
o Partial defense
• Voluntary assumption of the risk
o Did the plaintiff agree to assume the risks?
o Complete defense
• Illegality
o The court’s process doesn’t exist to help out people who engaged in conduct that would bring the court’s
reputation into disrepute if damages are awarded
o If the plaintiff did something criminal, the court won’t compensate them for a loss in that conduct
• Limitation periods
o Did the plaintiff file their claim in time?
o Statute varies limitation period

Topic 1: Introduction to Tort Law
Tort law has no end other than itself – E Weinrib

General
What is tort law?
• “A tort is a civil wrong, other than a breach of contract, which the law will redress by an award of damages”
• Area of law that deals with wrongs committed by one individual against another where committing party has
liability
• Typical purpose = compensation
Sources of Tort Law
• Principally judge-made law, notwithstanding a number of statutory modifications
• Stems from English common law
Tort Law and the Charter
• NOTE: Common law actions in tort which are divorced from any governmental connection will not be subject to
the Charter
• NOTE: Unless a tort claim is based upon a legislative enactment, or one of the litigants is a governmental official
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or entity, the Charter provisions will not apply to the case
o E.g. The Charter could apply to a case between two private (non-gov’t) parties if the common law in
question has been even slightly modified by legislative statutes
• NOTE: Common law is still interpreted in reference to the principles in the Charter
Why do we have tort law?
• Compensation and deterrence
• Built on a conception of fairness

Distinguished From Other Areas of Law
Criminal Law
• Tort law concerns itself with wrongs done against a person, whereas criminal law concerns itself with wrongs
done against society
• Are not mutually exclusive and both torts and criminal may result from same action
• Tort is compensatory, criminal is punitive
• Tort is a civil wrong between parties, criminal is a matter of public law
• Tort is a private claim, criminal is a public (the Crown) claim
• Tort is a local/provincial matter, criminal law is responsibility of the Federal Gov’t
Contract Law
• Tort is an obligation arising from the law itself, whereas contract law concerns itself with obligations which are
mutually agreed upon
• Are not mutually exclusive and both tort and contract actions may arise out of contractual disputes, e.g. a breach
of contract
• Tort is backward looking (attempt to restore the position you were in prior to the claim), contract is forward looking
(fulfills the terms of the broken contract)

Tort Theory
Essentialist (non-instrumentalist) account
• “Have we fixed this ‘disturbed equilibrium’ as a result of an act by the tortfeasor”
o Fault based system of accident compensation
• The [corrective justice] view of tort law
• Tort is about fixing the problems of specific parties
• It should not be used as a method of social control or concerned with deterrence
• We need tort law because we need a system that allows us to do what tort law allows us to do. Right wrongs.
Remedial action. A legal mechanism to “make things right” (compensation not primary focus)
Instrumentalist views
• “We need to compensate victims” (Primary purpose)
• Goal oriented theories.
• Pros
o Victim compensation
• Cons
o Tort law litigation is expensive
o Focuses more on the victim’s losses, not the tortfeasor’s crime (fault-driven)
o There’s an element to luck in litigation
§ Burden of proof, reaction of judges, etc.
o Real punishment is diminished by insurance coverage
• Protects interests on a continuum (Accidents à negligence à intentional/deliberate)
o Different situations along this continuum will allow us to consider individual cases and arrive at different
remedies depending on the facts of the case
Aims of Tort Law
• Compensation (Primary purpose)
o Not the purpose of tort law, but often the remedy of it (after liability has been established)
o Counter: If compensation is our aim, maybe tort law isn’t the best way to achieve this
§ Few actually get compensated
§ Victim must initiate the action
§ Victim has to prove that the defendant is at fault
§ Costs are very high (Legal, judicial time, expert witnesses, overhead, etc.)
§ Takes a loooooong time
• Justice
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Sometimes this is the lone justification for tort law
Societal belief that if someone does wrong, s/he must be forced to compensate the victim
Counter:
§ See (Compensation; i.e. costs)
Deterrence
o Impose liability on those who act carelessly
o Prevent others from acting carelessly
o Unclear if this actually works
o Counter:
§ Q: How do we even hear about tort cases? Sometimes they’re never talked about or we don’t
change our behavior based on it
§ Liability insurance à removes financial consequences of wrongdoing; transfers to insurer
§ More meaningful deterrents than simply tort (e.g. criminal penalties for poor driving vs. tort
liability)
o Seems too de facto to determine what amount should be given for deterrence—with minimum and
maximum
o Tort is more concerned with careless behavior. A moment of inattention. Not particularly helped by
deterrence. How can we effectively deter carelessness?
Education
o Significant tort judgments serve as education for others in society
o These insights can have an impact on changing how people interact/conduct themselves on a daily basis
o Counter:
§ ...but what if we don’t hear about these tort cases?
o Teaches us how to act so as to avoid liability
Ombudsman
o Tort law might not necessarily be about the effects; it can serve an ombudsman purpose
o Can put pressure on people in power to alter their behavior
o Argument: Tort law can serve an ombudsman purpose
§ Unhappy with cuts to healthcare?
§ Lawsuits have named the Premiere, Minister of Health, etc.
§ This serves as a means to keep powers in check
• Theoretically, this pressure urged the gov’t to act
o Argument: Psychological/therapeutic benefits
§ i.e. bringing a civil suit in a sexual assault case may bring some closure for claimants
§ This is in addition to the criminal law context
• This in itself has problems that civil court may help rectify
§ Can be therapeutic to litigate. Settles the matter
o Argument: Law and economics view
§ Sees tort law as a means of allocating the cost throughout the activity
§ Changes the price of driving, for example, with the goal to reach an “equilibrium”
§ “To internalize externalities”à to internalize costs as a result of behavior
Other purpose
o Reduction of the occurrence, and severity, of injury-causing events
o Protecting entitlements
o Responding to representations
o Protecting expectations
o Qualitative reconciliation of individual and social interests
o Providing relatively clear standards of conduct
o Reconciliation through a balancing process of competing interests
o
o
o

•

•

•

•

Instrumentalists call for tort law to be done away with and replaced by something else. It doesn’t achieve any of the above
aims particularly well
Criticisms of tort law:
• Ineffective regarding: compensation and deterrence
• Slow? Takes, on average, 5-10 years for a tort claim to be resolved
• Unfair
o Small claims tend to be overcompensated in order to avoid the cost of litigation
o Most serious injuries tend to be undercompensated
• Arbitrary
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Alternatives to Tort Law
Criticisms of the system
• Insurance mitigates
• Focus on defendant vs victim’s loss
• Costly to initiate process, to proceed with process, and there’s no guaranteed win
• Length to resolve issues; it is a very slow process
• Intimidating process going before court
Broad insurance schemes
• Auto / Life / Disability
Workers’ compensation
What’s the trade off? You cannot access the tort system, you trade the right to commence a claim in WCB realm. Instead
you’re in the system which is a no fault system.
• Disadvantages? Only concerned with incidents that could be connected to work. Not allowed to sue. If someone is
at fault, it takes away their punishment. May not compensate you as much (all systems have limits on what can be
claimed, roughly 90% of $98,700). Extinguishes injured party’s right to sue.
No-fault systems
• A compensation system that doesn’t rely on the person who caused the accident. Treats it as an accident.
Everyone pays into an insurance scheme and the money comes from there. Takes away right to sue.
• “Victim’s slush fund”. Probably more expensive, although savings in lawyers, courts, and admin costs.
• Receive compensation if you can prove that you are a victim – fall within the guidelines
• Arbitrary in that decisions need to be made about what sorts of injuries are covered
• Goal: get some compensation for all those that suffer a loss
• Example: WCB
o Issue: You receive the right to be covered by foregoing the right to sue your employer— even if it is the
employer’s fault; you are capped at $90,000 (or up to 90% earnings)
• Pro:
o This may be cheaper to implement justice
o You are more likely to recover funds
• Con:
o This may come at the cost of reduced compensation
o Difficult to implement based on preconceived social values (i.e. in Alberta)
o Example: Auto Insurance
§ Pure no-fault: Manitoba & Quebec
§ Mixed systems: BC
§ Ontario has a threshold no-fault scheme
• Add on no fault: some benefits and can claim against driver (AB)
• Threshold no fault: accident dealt with no fault accident scheme but can sue in some circumstances such as
permanently disabled (ON)
• Choice based system: tort law is one option and some no fault benefits and rest through tort, other way is just no
fault system (SK). Since 2003, drivers can make a choice of no fault coverage or tort coverage, but fewer than
0.5% have elected to take that option.
• New Zealand Accident Compensation provides compensation to people in any kind of accident.
• In some jurisdictions in Canada, the no fault include more than others.
• Disability insurance for example.
• Insurance takes away punitive aspect and deterrent aspect for DF.

Topic 2: Trespass and Intentional Interference with the Person
Part I: Trespass and Intentional Interference with the Person
Historic Development of Intentional Torts
Writ:
•
•

•

•

A statutory/judicial writ
Action had to perfectly fall within one of the pre-described “writs” if you wanted to file a suit
o If not, you had no suit
o If you had a correct case but chose the wrong writ, you would also likely fail
Claim had to fit within the “four corners of the writ” for the claim to be successful
o Inflexible
o If you brought writ to the wrong court, you would lose
Trespass v action on the case
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o

Trespass had to require direct injury
§ Courts no longer distinguish between direct and indirect injury (Scott v Shepherd)

Claims:
• Direct interference
o You directly caused harm
o Action of trespass
• Indirect
o You did not intend/the situation is set in motion but not directly caused by you
o Action on case
Hypotheticals: Are these intentional?
1. You slip on ice; break the spokes on a nearby bike
• That was an accident; no intention
• Not reasonably foreseeable
2. Deliberately run and slide on the ice; you happen to fall and break the spokes on a bike
• ~Negligence; not intentional but not an accident
• Reasonably foreseeable outcome
3. You intentionally walked up to a bike and broke the spokes on it
• Intention to cause damage à Actor desired the outcome
• Reasonably foreseeable outcome
Action on the Case: initially determined there was no difference between action on the case and trespass.
• Eventually determined there was
• Initial difference was whether the injury was directly or indirectly caused
o Trespass: Direct contact (hitting someone). Had to show direct interference, didn’t have to show damage,
fault was presumed.
§ Easier to prove (he hit me with a bat)
o Action on the Case: Indirect interference (laying a log across a dark trail – you had to start the causal
chain, but something else had to happen for the “contact” to occur)
§ Always required fault and damage
• Not always clear what the distinction is between the two
• Over time, action on the case became more dominant
th
• By the 19 century, tort law evolved to require fault for trespass. The PL doesn’t have to prove fault. If they can
prove damage or any other element of their claim, then fault is presumed.
o In action on the case, the plaintiff still has to prove fault.
We don’t use writs anymore, but they still influence our modern tort system.

Accidental, Negligent, and Intentional Conduct

Accidental: Unforeseen by a reasonable person
Negligence: Careless; a reasonable person could have foreseen and prevented this
Trespass (Intentional): NOTE: Need not be hostile or blameworthy (pushing someone out of way of oncoming traffic and
injuring them in process)
• Desired consequences or was substantially certain they would arise
Scott v Shepherd Example:
• D throws a lit firework into a crowded market place; it lands on a stall operated by “Y”; “W” picks it up and throws it
away to protect Y; it lands near “R”; R picks it up and throws it to “P”; it explodes in his face, causing injury
• Q: Is this a trespass?
o Yes; the D does not have to personally “touch the P”
o If the D started this chain of events, he is responsible for whatever mischief becomes of it
o Dissent: No. Where an injury is immediate, action of trespass lies. Against Y it’s a trespass but not a
trespass against the ultimate PL.
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Motive, Mistake, Volition and Capacity
Involuntary acts = no liability
Intention = desired consequences, volition = conscious mind
Voluntary acts can be unintentional. Intentional acts can’t be involuntary.
INTENT
• You desire the outcome
• You don’t need to have intended harm, but you need to have intended what you just did
o You can intend the consequence without having a blameworthy motivation
o Example: pushing someone out of the way of a moving vehicle to save their life could still be considered
an intention tort of battery, even though the intention was good
Intent Scenarios:
“Your car is missing...”
(A) Your friend who had your keys moved the car and is watching you look for it as a joke
(B) Your friend has your keys and moves your car from a tow zone around the corner
(C) ...your car is stolen
General Comments: Intention is there for every scenario, only motive differs
MOTIVE
• Motive is irrelevant for outcomes; requisite intention is most important
• Why did you do that?
• From an intentional torts perspective, the actor’s motive is insignificant to the question of whether the conduct was
intentional
Intent Scenarios: “A hunter see a deer...”
(A) They shoot, but it turns out to be a dog. Q: Is there an intentional tort?
• Yes! They intended to shoot the animal, it is intentional whether they wanted to hit a deer or a dog
(B) They shoot, the bullet misses; it bounces off a tree and hits a nearby dog. Q: Is this an intentional tort?
• NO! You did not intend to shoot at the animal you hit
• NOTE: You may still be liable for something (possibly negligence)
MISTAKE
• Actor engages in behavior under some kind of mistaken impression of legal impact of the behavior ex building
your deck partly on neighbor’s property thinking it’s your own. You didn’t intend to trespass but you did. Or taking
someone else’s bike off the bike rack (you have the same bike) you wanted to take yours but took theirs by
accident.
VOLITION
• Voluntariness
o Did the person act under the direction of his/her own consciousness?
• Volition has a very low threshold
o It is relatively easy to formulate
o Examples: Sleep walking, reflexive actions
• If the conscious mind isn’t directing your actions, it’s not voluntary
• There needs to be volition for a tort to be successful
INTENTION VS VOLITION
• Voluntary but not intentional
o “Swinging in circles with your arms out... you intend to swing but NOT to bump into people”
• Intentional but not voluntary
o ...ALL INTENTIONAL ACTS ARE VOLUNTARY
CAPACITY:
• Can the actor understand the nature and quality of the act?
o A court cannot find that you acted intentionally if it can be ascertained that you didn’t have capacity
• What does the actor need to understand?
o That the act can or does have consequences
o What those consequences are.
• Like volition, it’s a threshold question.
• Examples of people without capacity:
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Children – no sharp age line. Dealt with on a case by case basis. Generally, parents are not vicariously
liable for their children. Therefore, children aren’t typically defendants because they don’t have money to
transfer
o An adult with medical issues or developmental disability such that they have suffered a loss of capacity.
Very low threshold. Courts aren’t interested in excusing people based on lack of capacity
• You need to have capacity in order to form intent. However, having capacity is not enough to completely
determine intention. If you don’t have capacity, you won’t have intent
(Capacity is relevant when considering disabled people and children)
o

CHILDREN AND INTENTIONAL TORTS
• Q: Can children be liable for intentional torts?
o Traditionally sympathetic towards children
o We still ask if children were able to form the requisite intent on a case-by-case basis
o Outside of extreme youth, children can be found liable for intent
o NOTE: Parents are not automatically vicariously liable for their children
• Q: Can someone with mental illness be liable for intentional torts?
o From a tort perspective, we generally look at volition/capacity of the person
§ Was the act under the conscious mind? (~Intent/volition)
§ Can the person appreciate the physical consequences of the act? (Capacity)
§ NOTE: Tort law does not look at whether these individuals understood the moral context of their
actions

Assault
General:
• Goal: To protect the security and peace of mind for persons
• Assault:
o The defendant creates, in the plaintiff/claimant’s mind, a reasonable apprehension of imminent physical
contact which is harmful or offensive
o Direct threat of harm; fault is presumed; no damage is required
o NOTE: Once (i) and (ii) are established, there is a prima facie case made out
• “intentional creation of reasonable apprehension of imminent harmful or offensive physical contact”
Requirements:
• Direct threat
o “Was the threat direct?”
o Apply to DF’s specific actions
• Imminent threat
o First consider the PL
§ “Did the PL have an apprehension of imminent harmful/offensive contact (based on the DF’s
specific actions)?”
o Then consider reasonable person
§ “Would a reasonable person apprehend imminent harmful/offensive contact (based on the DF’s
specific actions)?
§ There is an objective element here (reasonable person)
• Reasonable: would a reasonable person apprehend the imminent threat?
• Apprehension: not the same as fear. The victim must apprehend that they will be
imminently contacted in a way that is harmful or offensive. Don’t have to actually be
afraid of the act.
Fault Element
• Fault is presumed
o (A) The DF intended the PL to reasonably apprehend imminent harmful/offensive contact as a result;
o (B) ...OR that a reasonable person would be substantially certain that this apprehension would arise
• NOTE: Fault may be rebutted by showing (A) or (B) above, but generally stronger to show both
Assault isn’t brought as a tort because there isn’t a lot there. Not much in the way of damages. Both parties can be
assaulted at the same time.
Responsible for which consequences?
• Assault: All consequences flowing from the main action (“mischief”) that occurred without consent; no matter how
unforeseeable or remote
Examples:
• Striking another person without intention is not assault
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•
•

Intending to strike a person but missing is assault
Threatening to strike – or otherwise harm – a person in a situation where they can be reasonably apprehensive of
the threat

NOTES:
• Subjective fear is NOT required
o The PL merely has to show that a reasonable person would “feel an imminent physical threat which is
harmful or offensive” (objective fear)
• Perception of threats
o If a toy gun looks real? Assault à A reasonable person would fear imminent battery
o If a toy gun obviously looks fake? No assault à A reasonable person would not fear an imminent threat
o If a real gun is used but has no ammo? Assault à A reasonable person would fear imminent battery,
even if the gun holder did not actually threaten them with a real gun
• What must the plaintiff prove?
o Direct threat of harm!
§ Cannot be through another party
§ Reasonable apprehension of imminent contact and that contact must be of a nature that is
harmful or offensive
§ PL does not need to show damage
Stephens v Myers (at 32)
Intending to strike someone but missing equates to assault
F
• D approached P with the intent to assault him (raised fists as if to punch)
• D was physically stopped from assaulting P by a third party; no physical assault has been committed
o D’s Counsel Argues: he had not means to actually carry out the assault
o Judge’s Response: if you weren’t there, you would’ve hit the guy
D Jury finds this was an assault; PL awarded damages
RATIO:
• If A approaches B with the intent to strike B, such that A would have struck B had he not been stopped, then this
amounts to assault in point of law
• “Intending to strike someone but missing amounts to assault”
Tuberville v Savage (at 33)
Idle threats are not assault – reasonable apprehension
F Puts his hand upon his sword and says “If it were not assize-time (judges in town), I would not take such language
from you.” He was saying if the judges weren’t here I would be behaving very differently but since they are, it’s not an
immediate threat.
• What if he said “if I was not in such a good mod?” different because mood can change instantly
D Tuberville succeeds.
RATIO:
• Saying, “I would strike you if the judges were not in town” is not assault
o This is a conditional threat that could not be fulfilled... the judges WERE in fact in town, so he could not
be threatening him
• Today: this depends on the reasonable apprehension in the P’s mind
Herman v Graves (at 33)
Assault is creating an apprehension of immediate physical contact – see above
F PL, Herman 17 years old, driving on highway and passes truck driven by Graves. He gets in front of her and hits
brakes for various reasons. They thought it was obnoxious behavior so they speed up and forced Herman to speed
up. Eventually both vehicles spin out of control and collide. Herman and Graves get out, Graves struck Herman in
face. Graves said he only hit Herman because Herman swung at him. Herman injured. Graves is perpetrator,
Jackson involvement questionable. What did court say of driving behavior?
• D was tailgating and acting threateningly toward another vehicle
D D’s actions did reasonably create an apprehension of immediate physical contact that is harmful or offensive
RATIO:
• Forcing a car off the road could reasonably lead one to believe that physical contact is imminent (and also
probably harmful or offensive)
The intent was present and P had reason to believe they were imminently endangered
Hypothetical Scenarios
12

•

•

Q: “Someone calls, says they’re coming over with a bat to attack you”; is this assault?
o If they’re outside your house? YES
o If they’re nearby? YES
o If they’re on the other side of town (or further)? NO
o If you know they’re not near for whatever reason? No, there is no imminence
Q: “Prof throws a chair into the crowd; A, B, and C duck; D sees the chair and is struck, E does not see the chair
and is struck.” Who could sue for assault?
o A, B, and C à Assault but no battery (reasonable apprehension)
o D à Battery with assault
o E à Battery without assault

Battery
General:
• Intentional application of direct offensive or harmful physical contact to the PL by the DF
• Direct offensive physical contact; fault is presumed; no damage is required
• Assault and battery do not require proof of harm
• NOTE: Once requirement 1 & 2 established, there is a prima facie case made out
Requirements:
• Directness?
o “Was this contact directed at the P?”
o “Would the result have occurred without the intervention of another agent?”
o Doesn’t have to be hostile or malicious
o Must PL be aware of the contact? No. You can be unconscious/unaware of contact at time it’s happening.
But to have claim, PL would have to become aware of it at some point
o NOTE: Using a weapon may still be considered direct, even without “person-to-person” contact
• Offensive/harmful contact
o Acceptable contact?
o Assume some amount of generally acceptable bodily contact in society
§ e.g. large crowds of people
§ e.g. “trivial” contact
o NOT acceptable contact?
§ Anything outside of this
Fault Element
• i.e. NOT accidental
• (A) The D intended the for the harmful/offensive contact to occur;
• (B) ...OR that a reasonable person would be substantially certain that harmful/offensive contact would occur as a
result of her actions
• NOTE: Fault may be rebutted by showing (A) or (B) above, but generally stronger to show both
• (A) and (B)
CPR Example
• CPR is definitely more than trivial contact
• You can cause damage and harm to people
• No intent to harm; no consent
• NOTE: There may still be a potential battery here
Battery Case Examples
• see Allan v New Mount Sinai Hospital [to vitiate battery in medical context, consent must be informed]
o PL told Doctor not to use left arm for IV. He did anyhow. The needle slipped and she suffered adverse
effects.
o Ruling: this was battery. In any surgical procedure, there must be express, informed consent.
o Because the doctor was competent in his performance, it wasn’t negligence. He just didn’t have
permission to use that arm
• see Non-Marine Underwriters, Lloyd’s of London v Scalera
o Insurance policies do not cover intentional torts
o Sexual battery is an intentional tort
o Consent is a separate issue that may be considered after battery has been established
o NOTE: Battery may still occur despite beneficial contact
o It is the onus of D to prove there was consent.
• Surgery is battery without prior consent
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o P withheld consent; therefore, if he “touched her left arm” (with a needle), then this was battery
Responsible for which consequences?
o Battery: All consequences flowing from the main action (“mischief”) that occurred without consent; no
matter how unforeseeable or remote
o Negligence: Only the reasonable or foreseeable consequences

Allan v New Mount Sinai Hospital
Surgery is battery without consent
F
• PL (Mrs. Allan) met DF (Dr. Hellman) for the first time just prior to her operation
• PL told DF “not to touch her left arm” (implying not to use a needle on it)
o She had difficulty finding veins there in the past
• DF did in fact put a needle in her left arm, no issues finding it. Slips out but he puts it back in (this is fairly
frequently occurring in these situations)
• PL had a severe reaction to the anesthesia used and suffered in the subsequent months (9 months off work,
discomfort/pain in left hand – also dominant hand)
• Expert witness acknowledged occasionally, upon patient request, they use the right arm vs. the left arm
I
• Was the D negligent in the course of the operation?
• Did the D commit battery to the P?
D
• D not guilty of negligence
• D found guilty of battery;
R Negligence
• Anesthetist must adhere to standards of a reasonably competent anesthetist
o Holmes et al v Board of Hospital Trustees of City of London et al (1977)
o Perfection is not required; onus is on the plaintiff to prove on the balance of probabilities that the
anesthetist did not act in accordance with this
o Judges believe this is not the case; DF is not responsible in negligence
o Anesthesiologist worked in reasonable way, nothing lacking in skill or training, not unusual for needle
to slip out, and he dealt with it appropriately, so no negligence
Battery
• Intentional application of offensive or harmful physical contact to a person; any surgical operation is battery
without patient consent
o Onus on DF to prove consent has been given; reasonable assumptions are allowed; i.e. a patient
holds up an arm (silently) for a needle
o Silence alone is not necessarily consent
• Judge does not believe PL consented to anesthetic in left arm; therefore = battery
o Expressly instructed against using the left arm
• Since he is guilty of battery, he is responsible for all remote or unforeseeable consequences; responsible for
damages even if nothing went wrong
o Regardless of whether he had any control; he is still responsible for all consequences from this string
of events
o If had been negligence, damages would be limited to foreseeable damages. So she would not
receive damages for things that weren’t foreseeable
Ratio:
• Negligence requires proof on the PL that the DF acted in such a way contrary to applicable standards
• Battery requires proof by the DF that they did not act in such a way;
o DF are responsible for any and all damages flowing from battery, regardless if unforeseeable or remote
• Defence to battery is consent. In medicine, informed consent is required prior to surgery
Non-Marine Underwriters, Lloyd’s of London v Scalera
Sexual battery is an intentional tort. Can get off battery charge by proving consent but onus is on DF.
F Scalera accused by young woman of a variety of sexual assaults. He insists insurance company needs to represent
him. Insurance company says they don’t have to because it was intentional conduct. Duty to defend case.
I
Is the onus on the PL or the DF to prove there was no consent?
• Should insurance be required to defend the DF?
D Re: sexual battery à PL doesn’t have to prove lack of consent, DF has to prove consent. Dismiss appeal with costs.
R
• If DF does not dispute contact took place, the DF bears the burden of proof that PL consented, or that a
reasonable person would have thought PL consented
• Battery: Onus of proving consent on the DF
o NOTE: Consent is a defense to battery
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Action for damages in trespass:
o If PL proves he is injured by direct action of interference of DF then:
§ Direct if is the immediate consequence of a force set in motion by the DF
o DF must prove act is both unintentional and without negligence
o DF also bears burden of consent
NOTE: Insurers are not required to defend DF
o If the act was non-consensual, the policy does not apply since the insured nor insurer contemplated
coverage for non-consensual sexual activities
o If the act was consensual, there is no sexual battery; there is no need for coverage
The law will not permit a DF in an action for sexual battery to say he did not intend harm
o Either the PL consented (no suit) or the PL did not (no policy coverage extended)

Ratio:
• If it is accepted that there was contact between the PL and the DF, then the DF bears the BOP that PL consented
or that a reasonable person would have thought PL consented

Invasion of Privacy
Statutory protection
• Only four provinces have “invasion of privacy” legislation (BC, MB, SK, NFLD)
• Quebec has its own form of privacy protection
• These four acts are also quite vague
• NOTE: There is no such tort as “invasion of privacy”; privacy is protected piece-meal by:
o Nuisance
o Breach of confidence
o Trespass to land
o Breach of copyright
o Defamation
o Intentional infliction of emotional distress
Roth v Roth (1991)
• When court recognized importance of invasion of privacy.
• Whether they can award damages will depends on circumstances of case
Jones v Tsige: Information
• “Four torts” four categories for tort of intrusion upon seclusion:
1. Intrusion upon the PL’s seclusion or solitude, or into his private affairs
o Elements:
o (1) It was intentional
o (2) Amounted to an unlawful invasion of private affairs, and
o (3) Would be viewed as highly offensive to the reasonable person & cause distress, humiliation, or
anguish
2. Public disclosure of embarrassing private facts about the PL
3. Publicity which places the PL in a false light in the public eye
4. Appropriation, for the DF’s advantage, of the PL’s name or likeness
TW v Seo: Information
• Invasion of privacy may or may not be recognized at common law, however it overlaps a number of other torts
which often trigger damages in lieu of breach of invasion of privacy
Doe 464533 v ND (2016)
F Request by DF for PL to send video of that nature, PL didn’t want to but finally relented. Agreed to be kept between
them two. He posted it on a porn site, and once PL found out she took steps she had to get it removed. It took 3
weeks to get down. New breach of privacy law.
I
D What did court decide?
• Remedies available for breach of confidence, intentional infliction of mental distress. And recognize invasion
of privacy based on publishing humiliating facts of PL.
• Never know how many people could have downloaded the video while it was up & where that could end up.
• Why would DF want to appeal? Damages were high (total was $100k not including costs and interest)
R What are the implications of the decision? Courts in Ontario have adapted and responded to privacy concerns and
willing to make laws regarding.
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What would you argue if you were before the Alberta courts on a similar matter? Argue that they’re similar thus
should be persuasive.
Why did the court decide to recognize a tort related to invasion of privacy?
• Privacy is an important value in the common law
• Privacy is a fundamental value in the Charter jurisprudence
• Many legal scholars support the recognition of a right of action for breach of privacy
• Science and technology threaten privacy
What did the court decide in Doe v ND?
• That a new privacy-related tort should be recognized in order to provide a remedy to the PL in this case
• That the DF’s conduct constituted a breach of confidence
• That the DF was liable for intentional infliction of mental distress
Ratio:
To succeed in a claim based on the tort created in Jones v Tsige, the PL must show that the DF had no lawful reason to
invade PL’s privacy
Jones v Tsige, 2012 ONCA 32
Outlines tort of “Intrusion upon seclusion”
F
• July 2009: PL (Jones) discovered the DF (Tsige) had been looking at her banking records
• PL and DF did not know each other
o The PL and DF worked for the same bank (BMO) but at different branches
o DF formed a common-law relationship with the PL’s ex husband
• The DF used her work computer to access information on the PL’s bank records at least 174 times over a
period of four years
o DF did not distribute or publish the material in any way
• PL became suspicious that the DF was accessing her account
o The DF claims she was in a financial dispute with the PL’s ex-husband and was checking to see if he
was in fact paying child support
o PL counters that the timings and when DF checked do not overlap consistently
• PL claims her privacy has irreversibly been destroyed and claims damages of $70,000 for invasion of privacy
and breach of fiduciary duty, and $20,000 for punitive and exemplary damages
I
• Did the motion judge err in holding that Ontario law does not recognize a cause of action for invasion of
privacy?
• Did the motion judge err with respect to costs?
D Appeal allowed; ruled in favor of A for $10,000; set aside DF’s original summary judgment; each party bears their
own costs as this is a novel issue
R ISSUE (1): re: Judge erring that Ontario law does not recognize action for privacy
• Professor Prosser delineated four torts:
1. Intrusion upon the P’s seclusion or solitude, or into his private affairs
2. Public disclose of embarrassing private facts about the PL
3. Publicity which places PL in a false light in the public eye
4. Appropriation, for the D’s advantage, of the P’s name or likeness
• This tort is most likely a tort of “intrusion upon seclusion”
• Relevant case law:
o Trending towards American system; no explicit tort, however case law has left open the possibility
that this may become an actionable claim
§ E.g. Sccone v Orr (1981), 34 OR (2d) 317 (Co Ct):
• Involved recording of a private conversation without the knowledge or consent of the
P; judge dismissed the P’s claim that there was no tort of invasion of privacy and
found in favor of the P for $500
§ E.g. Roth v Roth (1991), 4 OR (3d) 740 (Gen Div):
• Involved interference with the P’s ability to enjoy their cottage
• Mandel J rejected the contention that common law did not allow for a claim of
invasion of privacy
• Held that common law should not be held to existing categories; it should evolve
§ E.g. Athans v Canadian adventure Camps Ltd (1977), 17 OR (2d) 425 (HCJ) (Involves
appropriation of the P’s name or likeness)
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Expert water-skier had a claim against a PR firm that copied a photograph of the P
skiing
• P received damages for what he would have received in the market
o Rulings that refuse to ratify there is no the tort of invasion of privacy:
§ Somwar v McDonald’s Restaurants of Canada Ltd (2006), 79 OR (3d) 172 (SC): P accused
his employer, D, of unlawfully invading his privacy by conducting a credit bureau check on
him without his consent. P sought damages for invasion of privacy and punitive damages
Euteneir v Lee:
o P was arrested and held in jail; her clothes were removed after a suicide attempt
o Concludes: based on the context of this case, i.e. a criminal case, the suicide attempt, etc., it is clear
the judge could not have intended to express any dispositive or definitive opinion re: the existence of
a tort claim for breach of privacy
Charter jurisprudence
o Identifies privacy as being worthy of constitutional protection
§ s. 8 underlies the protection of privacy
o Charter recognizes three distinct privacy interests:
§ (1) Personal Privacy: R v Dyment, [1988] 2 SCR 417 at 428-9; the right not to have our
bodies touched or explored to disclose objects we wish to conceal
§ (2) Territorial Privacy: R v Tessling, 2004 SCC 67, 3 SCR 432; protects the home and other
spaces where individuals enjoy a reasonable expectation of privacy
§ (3) Informational privacy: Privacy re: information; most applicable to this context
Legislation
o Acts: Personal Information and Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA), Personal Health
Information Protection Act, Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, Municipal Freedom
of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, Consumer Reporting Act, etc.
o Privacy Acts have been passed in BC, Man., Sask., and NFLD
§ Quebec also has its own privacy protection
o NOTE: No provincial legislation provides a precise definition of what constitutes an invasion of
privacy
USA
o Recognize the four categories identified by Prosser and now adopted by the Restatement
o Requirements to make out cause of action for intrusion upon seclusion:
§ An unauthorized intrusion;
§ That the intrusion was highly offensive to the reasonable person;
§ The matter intruded upon was private; and,
• Requires (1) demonstrating a subjective expectation of privacy and (2) the
expectation is objectively reasonable
§ The intrusion caused anguish and suffering
Commonwealth Jurisdictions
o UK and New Zealand have similar requirements to the USA standard [at 41, 42]
•

•

•

•

•

•

ISSUE (2) Defining the tort of intrusion upon seclusion:
• Case law supports the existence of such a cause of action
• Elements required:
o One who intentionally intrudes, physically or otherwise, upon the seclusion of another or his private
affairs or concerns, is subject to liability to the other for invasion of his privacy, if the invasion would
be highly offensive to a reasonable person
o (1) Intentional or reckless action, (2) that the D must have invaded without lawful justification, the P’s
private affairs or concerns, and (3) that a reasonable person would regard the invasion as highly
offensive causing distress, humiliation or anguish
• Limitations:
o Only for deliberate and significant invasions of personal privacy
o Not to award damages to those who are unusually sensitive
o Offensive: Financial or health records, sexual practices and orientation, employment, diary or private
correspondence, all of which when viewed objectively can be described as highly offensive
• Damages:
o P has suffered no pecuniary (monetary) loss
o Saccone v Orr:
§ P awarded $500 for invasion of privacy and embarrassment
o Provincial Partitions Inc v Ashcor Inplant Structures Ltd (1993), 50 CPR (3d) 497 (Ont Gen Div)
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D committed tort of nuisance by invasion of privacy through telephone communications;
awarded $500
o Roth v Roth
§ P awarded $20,000 due to nature of actions overlapping
o MacKay v Buelow (1995), 24 CCLT (2d) 184 (Ont Gen Div)
§ Family law dispute where D harassed his ex-wife over four months
§ $25,000 for general damages, $15,000 for aggravated damages, $15,000 for punitive
damages, and special damages and an award for future medical care
Damages under provincial legislation:
o Four Privacy Acts do not require proof of damage as an element of the cause of action
§ Considerations: nature constituting violation of privacy of that person, effect of the violation
of privacy, any relationship between the parties to the action, any distress suffered by that
person, and the conduct of the P and D up to and after the violation of privacy [see 44 for indepth list]
o Without proof of actual monetary loss, the award are generally modest
§ Benchmark case for exemplary or punitive damages re: invasion of privacy:
• Malcolm v Fleming, 2000 CarswellBC 1316 (BCSC)
• D, P’s landlord, installed a video camera in the P’s apartment and caught
her changing, etc.
• Judge awarded punitive damages of $35,000 and $15,000 in general damages
• Punitive Considerations: Intimate location of the invasion, relationship between the
parties expecting a high degree of privacy, the substantial premeditation and
planning, the additional humiliation of discovery prior to trial, the fact that a
permanent record of the violation existed, and the fact that were no other means of
punishment as there was no criminal act committed
Quantifying damages:
o Damages for intrusion upon seclusion where the P has suffered no pecuniary loss should be fixed at
$20,000 or less
Overall:
o R committed tort of intrusion upon seclusion by repeatedly accessing the A’s bank records o
Intrusion was (1) intentional, (2) amounted to an unlawful invasion of private affairs, and (3) it would
be viewed as highly offensive to the reasonable person and cause distress, humiliation, or anguish
o Damages:
§ Higher award because the acts were deliberate, repeated, and arose from complex domestic
feelings
§ However, the A also suffered no public, personal, or other harm
§ Therefore, we will finalize damages at $10,000
§

•

•

•

ISSUE (3) Did the motion judge err WRT costs?
• Judge sets aside judgment for R and rules in favor of A, so there’s no need to comment
RATIO:
• The requirements to constitute an intrusion of privacy are that (1) it was intentional, (2) amounted to an
unlawful invasion of private affairs, and (3) it would be viewed as highly offensive to the reasonable
person and cause distress, humiliation, or anguish
• Damages for intrusion upon seclusion where the P has suffered no pecuniary loss should be fixed at $20,000 or
less
T.W. v Seo, [2003] OJ No 4277
Invasion of privacy may be found in other torts viz. overlap – one reason the tort itself doesn’t properly exist
F
• PL sues DF for damages from the actions of Seo (one of the DFs)
• Seo filmed the PL at an X-Ray clinic while changing
o Also touched the PL in unauthorized ways
• PL found the camera; DF tried to recover it
• PL claims battery, damages against the clinic for negligence and battery
I
• Whether there was a breach of the tort of invasion of privacy?
• Whether there was negligence against the Clinic?
D Jury finds the DF Seo liable for battery and the Clinic liable for negligence
• General and special damages: $224,700.32 against both
• Further $25,000 against Seo and $175,000 against the Clinic
Judge: Actions do not give rise to a cause of action based on a common law tort of invasion of privacy
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Re: tort of invasion of privacy
o i.e. viz. recording the P changing
o There was no common law in cases WRT these facts; these were not put to jury ·
Re: Roth v Roth
o Distinguishable: no interest of land in this case; also relies on a repetitive nature of actions
Re: Hunter v Southam Inc
o Distinguishable: does not involve an infringement of a constitutionally protected right; absence of
legislation in Ontario therefore other cases with legislation are inapplicable
Re: “Appropriation of one’s personality”
o Distinguishable: The image on the video camera would have to have been redisplayed and
diminished the PL’s public image
Overall: Actions do not give rise to a cause of action based on a common law tort of invasion of privacy

•
RATIO:
• Invasion of privacy may or may not be recognized at common law, however it overlaps a number of other torts
which often trigger damages in lieu of breach of invasion of privacy

Part 2: Defenses to Intentional Torts
Consent
General Principles
• If it is accepted that there was contact between the PL and the DF, then the DF bears the BOP that PL consented
or that a reasonable person would have thought PL consented.
• See Non-Marine Underwriters, Lloyd’s of London v Scalera (at 25)
Consent:
• Express vs implied
o Both are acceptable
• Consent is a complete defense
• Generally extends to all inherent risks involved in the activity
• “Free, full, and informed with capacity”
o (i) Voluntarily,
o (ii) ...agreeing 100%,
o (iii) ...and you are able to appreciate the risk
§ (i.e. of a sound mind)
• Can anyone give consent? What (if any) are the threshold requirements?
o Capacity of understanding what they’re agreeing to
o Given by individual in question
o Free, full, and informed
Factors Which Vitiate Consent
Duress: Consent obtained under force/treat of force. The consent is not free. Can’t be something silly like threat of
embarrassment.
Fraud: In the tort context it is not enough to establish that there was a fraud, it must be the fault of the DF and go to the
“heart of the matter”, not just of collateral importance.
o PL is induced to marry when DF was already married. Is this fraud?
§ NOTE: This is collateral construed very narrowly—construed very narrowly
o PL misleads DF about presence of STD’s and argues they would not have consented to sex otherwise
§ NOTE: Failure to disclose HIV status resulted in the SCC no longer looking at STD’s as collateral
to the act (R v Cuerrier)
§ SCC Test is now (1) proof on the objective standard that consent was obtained dishonestly, and
(2) proof that the accused’s conduct exposed the P to serious risk of bodily harm
Mistake: Consent given under a mistake belief only vitiates consent if the DF is the source of the mistake and led the PL
to the mistaken belief (different than fraud)
Public Policy: Courts look at the situation; nothing on the face of the consent invalidates it, but the Court does not allow
the consent to stand for public policy reasons. See Norberg v Wynrib [1992] SCC for example.
Norberg v Wynrib
There are public policy reasons to refuse to acknowledge consent in certain circumstances.
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Dr. prescribed drugs in exchange for sexual favors from a female patient who was addicted to a particular painkiller
Was the consent to have sex with the doctor vitiated?
Judgment for the Plaintiff, the patient. The court said that, due to unequal bargaining power and the fact that he
exploited his position, it vitiated her consent.
R SCC REASONS:
• Majority: Norberg was young woman with limited education and drug dependence. Wynrib is elderly male,
professional doctor. General damages: $20k, punitive $10k.
• Dissent: Was consent. She may not really have wanted it but she consented and engaged multiple times,
using Wynrib’s lonliness to get what she wants.
• Consent, express or implied, is a defense to battery
• Failure to resist could be seen as consent if a reasonable person would say so, but not in this situation
• Consent cannot be obtained by force or to a patient under the influence of drugs
• Free will of consent can now be modified based on the nature of the parties’ relationship
o i.e. entering into an unconscionable transaction because of an inequitable disparity in bargaining
strength CANNOT amount to a voluntary agreement
• New test:
o Consent will be invalidated:
§ (i) If there is an unequal disparity in the relationship, and
§ (ii) ...this disparity is exploited
§ (Power relationships etc)
• NOTE: Consent of drug addicts is not always invalid; exploiting the addiction to obtain consent vitiates this
consent
RATIO:
• Power and authority can contribute to the vitiation of consent.
Sports Context
• Physical contact in sports is not acceptable in everyday life, but the person involved is taken to have consented to
the “regular” types of contact that takes place in the sport
• Includes:
o Injuries sustained by those that break the rules
• DOES NOT include:
o Activities which fall below the standard of fair play
o E.g. hooking a player after a hit goes beyond the limit marking exemption from liability
• Mutual fights
o You cannot claim injuries from a mutual fight unless the injuries resulting from the other person are
excessive/unnecessary
Medical Context
Consent:
• Provider of care must obtain consent BEFORE the procedure or it will be a battery.
• Consent can also be implied, but hard to prove (e.g. rolling up sleeve for a blood test)
Consent must be:
1. Voluntary (Valid)
• The patient themselves must consent. This is broadly interpreted
• e.g. treatment as a condition of parole, this is voluntary
• Should know basic nature of treatment, what is the treatment, how it’s going to work, what’s going to happen,
& provider of treatment
• Battery claim if not valid
2. Given by someone with capacity
• Minors can give consent viz. the “mature minor” rule
3. Directed towards a specific treatment/provider
• If these elements, (1)- (3) are present then consent is valid, but not necessarily informed. If it is valid there is
no action in battery, but in negligence (harder to succeed).
4. Consent must be informed
• Lack of informed consent does not vitiate the validity of consent otherwise and there will be no cause for an
action in battery
• Consent, to be informed, should cover all aspects of the treatment
• e.g. disclosures of information, material facts and risks
• Should know risks, side-effects, other options for treatment
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Negligence claim if not informed

Examples:
• Malette v Shulman
o Informed consent, in a medical context, requires doctors to abide by the patient’s wishes, even at the
threat of death
o This assumes the consent is informed and was made without duress
• AC v Manitoba
o Minors can consent if they show reasonable maturity despite being under 16
o Statutory provisions that arbitrarily draw a line may be seen as unconstitutional
• Reibl v Hughes
o Battery:
§ Consent obtained viz. misrepresentation or fraud
o Negligence:
§ Consent possibly given...but not re: material risks such as death or paralysis, regardless of how
remote they are
Malette v Shulman
Informed consent requires doctors to strictly abide by patient requests; “Jehovah’s Witness” case
F
• P was in a car accident and was unconscious; soon after checking into hospital, nurse discovers her
Jehovah’s Witness card
o Card was not dated or witnessed
o Non-blood alternatives acceptable
o Dr at hand was then advised of this situation
• The D (Dr.) had tried non-blood alternatives but decided her condition had deteriorated so severely that blood
transfusions were necessary to preserve her life and health
o He personally administered the procedure
o He accepted full responsibility then, as he does now
• PL’s daughter arrived at the hospital with a church elder; advised against the transfusions
• DF claims he is not sure if the card was current; if it was signed under family or religious duress whether she
was fully informed and accepted the risks; whether she would have changed her mind if she was conscious,
etc.
• PL claims negligence and assault and battery
• P initially received $20,000 for battery against D (only)
o DF brings appeal forward
I
Whether a doctor is liable in law for administering blood transfusions to an unconscious patient in a potentially lifethreatening situation when the patient is carrying a card stating she is a Jehovah’s Witness and rejects blood
transfusions under all circumstances due to religious beliefs?
D
• Respondent wins (Jehovah’s Witness); $20,000 from lower court upheld
• Appeal (Dr) dismissed; cross-appeal dismissed
R
• The card was explicit in its goal; the point was to carry it in the event of injury and the P could not speak for
herself
o Therefore, the card is deemed valid; D had no reason to ignore this
• Informed consent was there; informed refusal has no consideration
o Most medical treatment without consent is battery
o This also includes the right to refuse medical treatment
o EXCEPTION: [Emergency situations] when patients are unconscious and/or unable to give or
withhold consent
§ They must not have anyone legally authorized to speak on their behalf
§
Time must be of the essence
§ A reasonable person would consent under the circumstances
• In this case:
o D clearly faced an emergency; she was unconscious; time was of the essence; he would have been
entitled to administer transfusions if she was not a JW
o In the event she gave prior consent: there would be no right to administer treatment (hypothetical)
• Re: JW Card
o It expressed her wishes clearly
o This religious interest over her body outweighs the interest in the state preservation of life
o Competent adults can refuse medical treatment, even at the risk of death
RATIO:
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Informed consent, in a medical context, requires doctors to abide by the patient’s wishes, even at the threat of
death. This assumes the consent is informed and was made without duress.
In this case, the court is discussing informed consent, but what they’re actually talking about is consent
generally
NOTE: Today legal way to express wishes is living will, formal/personal directive. Each province has rules on
what it must contain to be valid. Health care team is bound and must take reasonable steps to see if there is a
directive.

Capacity to Consent
• Adults lacking capacity
o How is consent handled or obtained when an adult lacks capacity? Ask family to make decision,
legislation indicates how to proceed (legal guardian, must have guardianship agreement). Mainly for
adults with permanent disabilities.
• Children
o Who can consent to health care on behalf of a child?
§ Parents or legal guardian
§ Simple with young child
§ But as child gets older, becomes more complicated. Adolescents may be able to consent rather
than parents
o What factors need to be considered?
§ Age
§ Maturity
§ Decision in question (depends how serious decision is)
AC v Manitoba
Mature minor doctrine analysis; treat children on a case-by-case basis
F Child is Jehovah’s Witness, has gastrointestinal problems, decided to reject blood transfusion. Child is 14 years old.
Doctor decides to do transfusion saying child cannot make decisions. Child welfare legislation in Manitoba stated that
16 or over can make healthcare decisions for self, otherwise health team can act in best interests of child. Parents
supported child’s decision.
AC Argument: Legislation lacks validity, unconstitutional, restricts freedom of religion, and argues equality based on
discrimination based on age
I
J
R
• Abella: Balance between protection of vulnerable persons (children) and autonomy of individual. As child
becomes more mature and is developing their own perspective and autonomy, their wishes will align more
closely with what is in best interest. Legislation not invalid because it allows interception between child’s
wishes and what is best.
• Binney: Decision was made that AC was a mature minor (but not quite, trial judge said he will assume so
even though it has no weight on decision due to legislation).
Majority reasons
• Children under 16 have the right to demonstrate mature medical decision-making capacity
• The impugned (Manitoba) legislation does not conflict with the Charter as it allows adolescents to participate
in the decision-making process on a “sliding scale of maturity”
• Statutory provisions that grant courts unfettered discretion to impose on those under 16, despite their actual
capacity, while granting veto to those children over 16, regardless of capacity, are unconstitutional
• Overall, these statutory provisions must adhere to the Charter and they should give those under 16 a chance
to show they have the maturity to make their own life-saving decisions re: emergency treatment
• Mature Minor: a minor deemed mature enough is permitted to make decisions about their own health
care
• MM from Gillick. Mrs. Gillick, mother of 4/5 young women, sent a letter to health authority saying if any
daughter came asking for birth control, they are not to help them unless they have mother’s consent.
R
Reibl v Hughes, [1980] 2 SCR 880
Informed capacity requires knowledge of ALL potentially material facts
F
• Reibl underwent surgery for the removal of an occlusion in the left internal carotid artery
• The D (Hughes) performed the surgery properly, however, during or immediately after the surgery, the P had
a massive stroke
o This left him paralyzed on the right side of his body and impotent
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P was not informed about the potential risk of stroke before the surgery
o P (Appellant) consented to the surgery
o If knew potential risks, would have held off on surgery
I
How specific does the doctor have to inform the patient about the risks of a medical procedure to entail consent for
surgery?
D Laskin CJ: (unanimous court)
• Appeal allowed with costs; trial judgment restored ($225,000 in damages)
R
• Re: liability for battery
o These findings do not justify the imposition of liability for battery
o Lack of proper information from doctor to patient can vitiate consent
§ You must inform the P about all potentially material risks, especially if there is a risk of death
or paralysis
o Failure to advise the plaintiff of relevant risks can amount to negligence
o
Concludes:
§ Battery à consent viz. misrepresentation or fraud
§ Negligence à Failure to disclose material risks, no matter how remote
§ This was a breach of a duty of care; the consent given is still valid
• Re: Assessment of the Court of appeal
o Gave too much consideration towards doctors’ opinions
§ This is too subjective
o Goal: To determine whether a reasonable person in the appellant’s shoes would have chosen to
undergo the surgery, given these potential risks
§
This is more objective
Concludes: A reasonable person would have probably delayed the surgery had they known all the information
RATIO:
• Doctors must inform their patients of all material risks before the patient can give informed consent; this includes a
discussion of serious but remote outcomes, such as death or paralysis
• The test to determine whether enough information has been given:
o Objectively ask whether a reasonable person would have undergone the surgery or not at all if they were
given all of the information?
o Is this different than their answer with whatever information they were provided?
•

Quotes: “the surgeon’s duty was to explain to the patient the risks involved in not having an operation....and, second, to
explain to him the specific risks inherent in the proposed [operation], paying sufficient attention to anatomical and
statistical detail to make the patient aware of the degree of risk... “the defendant did not take sufficient care to
communicate to the plaintiff the purpose of the operation...more importantly...convey...and assure that the plaintiff
understood the gravity, nature and extent of the risks...”
Statutory Exceptions
• Patient consent is not required where there is a statute that says doctors/nurses/etc. may proceed without
consent
• Examples: Public Health Act, RSA 2000
• Mental Health Act
o Can be detained in mental health facility if they want to or not and some treatment can be provided.
• Public Health Act
o A patient who has a communicable disease but doesn’t wish to be treated for it can be treated against
their will in order to protect the rest of us. Long list of diseases (sexually transmitted, tuberculosis)
Emergency Exception
• Doctors may act when it is an emergency if they cannot obtain consent from a patient
• Treatment is needed to preserve life/health.
• No realistic way to obtain consent (patient is unconscious)
o Pain/panic à Could potentially be unable to consent but not safe assuming this as a physician
o If doctor is aware that patient would say no, they cannot just wait till they’re unconscious and choose to
go ahead with it.
• EXCEPTION: When P offers evidence withholding consent for various medical services
o e.g. Malette v Schulman
Public Health Act, RSA 2000, c P-37, ss 39, 40
• Doctors may act under statute when they believe a patient has a communicable disease
o Public interest can sometimes override the need for consent
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Socrative Questions:
What does patient need to know for consent to be informed?
• Who will be providing treatment
• What the treatment or procedure involves
• What are the risks of having the procedure
• What are the risks of not having the procedure
What does patient need to know for consent to be valid?
• Who will be providing treatment
• What the treatment or procedure involves
What is the legal effect of a failure to disclose (or a failure to obtain informed consent) ?
• Potential liability in negligence
According to Justine Binnie (dissent) in AC v Manitoba, the “mature minor” rule…
• Means the mature minor in question is the decision maker
According to Malette v Shulman, an adult may refuse treatment
• At anytime for any reason
Paisley Snail
• Duty of care: Manufacturer won’t want to manufacture if held to liable to anyone. General duty of care principle
doesn’t have a limiting device.

Topics 3+4: Introduction to Law of Negligence; The Standard of Care
Historical Development and Elements of Negligence
Historical Development
• First articulated prior to Donoghue v Stevenson is a dissenting opinion
• Courts articulated a fault based theory of liability:
o Fault had to be shown by plaintiff
o There had to be loss or damage
§ This is contrary to trespass where you don’t need to show these
§ Seen as requirements to limit the growth of the negligence claim
o Various specific relationships had a duty of care attached to them
§ BUT it was then argued that there ought to be a general duty of care
§ 50 years prior to Donoghue
o Donoghue v Stevenson:
§ You must take reasonable care to avoid acts or omissions which you can reasonably foresee
would be likely to injure your neighbor
§ Who is it owed to?
• People who are so closely and directly affected by my act that I ought reasonably to have
them in contemplation as being so affected when I am directing my mind to the acts or
omissions which are called into question
• It shouldn’t matter what the category of the relationship is. What should matter is that
given the circumstances, if something is reasonably foreseeable, steps ought to be taken
to prevent that occurrence from happening to anybody who it may happen to
Elements of Negligence Action
Duty of Care Owed by DF
• As a matter of law, is the DF under any legal obligation to exercise care for the PL’s interests?
• Owed to the people who fall within in the ambit of risk produced by the defendant’s actions
o Drivers = other people on the road. Doctors = patients.
• If no duty of care owed, there can’t be liability. Period.
• Not often contentious, but if it is, it’s fought hard by defendant
Standard of Care and It’s Breach
• What would a reasonable person have done in the circumstances (how ought DF to have acted?)
o This is an objective assessment. Question of law.
• Was the defendant negligent?
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o Question of fact.
Causation
• Did the DF’s negligence or conduct cause the PL’s loss?
o But for the defendant’s negligence, would the plaintiff have been injured or suffered the loss?
• One of the toughest areas to prove causation is in the medical context
• If DF owed duty and fell below standard, and whatever their behavior was not causally linked then PL will not be
successful. If DF can show that injury would have happened anyways, then can get out of liability.
Remoteness of Damage (Proximate cause)
• Defendant is only liable for losses that are a foreseeable result of his or her conduct
• For which of plaintiff’s injuries should the defendant be held liable? Which of the injuries are sufficiently
proximate?
o This area can be very unpredictable
Actual Loss (Damage)
• Actual loss
• There must be damage or actual loss suffered by the PL. PL must establish the loss.
• A DF will not be held liable to a PL if the PL can’t prove that he/she has suffered a legally recognized type of loss
Defenses
• DF can still raise defenses
• Should the plaintiff’s conduct be taken into consideration?
• Contributory negligence
o Did the plaintiff fail to take proper care?
o Partial defense
• Voluntary assumption of the risk
o Did the plaintiff agree to assume the risks?
o Complete defense
• Illegality
o The court’s process doesn’t exist to help out people who engaged in conduct that would bring the court’s
reputation into disrepute if damages are awarded
o If the plaintiff did something criminal, the court won’t compensate them for a loss in that conduct
• Limitation periods
o Did the plaintiff file their claim in time?
o Statute varies limitation periods

Standard of Care: General Principles
Common Law Standard of Care: The Reasonable Person
• Generally, the standard of care is objective: reasonable person test
• Judge determines what reasonable behavior is
• Questions to ask when assessing: What is the SOC? Did DF fall below the SOC?
SOC asks how the reasonably prudent person would act in this situation. One way of getting at the answer to this
question is to consider the following factors:
FACTORS - related to foresight of the harm
1. Likelihood or Probability of Harm
• The more likely the potential harm, the more court will expect from the reasonable person
2. How grave/serious would the harm be if it arose
• The higher the gravity of potential harm, the higher the court’s expectation that the reasonable person will
adjust their activity (the care will be proportional to that gravity)
• The higher gravity, the higher the care
3. Practicality or cost/burden of taking adequate precautions or of foregoing activity in question?
• Balanced against likelihood and gravity of harm
• The lower likelihood and seriousness, the less likely someone should undertake a high cost to prevent a
less likely and less serious harm
4. Social Utility of the risk-causing activity factored in too
Then ask if the DF has met the SOC or fell below (has DEF as much as a reasonable person would’ve or not).
Emergency only taken into account if not a result of DF’s conduct and not anticipated by DF
Vaughan v Menlove (50)
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Defendant paced a stack of hay near cottages owned by PL. DF was warned that there was a substantial possibility
that the hay would ignite, and DF replied that he would “chance it”. The hay eventually did ignite and burn PL’s
cottages, and PL sued to recover for their value.
Should an individual’s personal intellect be taken into account or just an objective standard?
Judgment for PL affirmed. This case rejects the argument that a DF’s particular sensibilities or weaknesses should be
taken into account in evaluating negligence claims. Rather, one must look only to whether one has acted as would a
reasonably prudent person under similar circumstances.

Reasonable Care
Learned Hand Formula
• If B<PL, there is liability
• Where B = burden of taking reasonable care
• P = probability of injury
• L = severity of injury
§ This isn’t a formula so much as an expression of what a judge considers
• According to the Learned Hand formula, reasonable people take precautions within the cost the same as
or less than the product of likelihood of injury and gravity of injury
• A reasonable person exercises more care as, the likelihood of injury increases and the seriousness
(gravity) of injury increases
• It is reasonable to engage in extremely risky conduct when… there is no other way to carry out a socially
important risk and the “costs” of injury resulting from the conduct are less than the costs of taking
appropriate precautions
Bolton v Stone
Where the risk is extremely unlikely, there is no duty to take care to prevent that risk (Burden of adequate precautions)
F
• DF operated a cricket pitch. Had done so for a very long time.
• In that time, the ball had only been struck so as to leave the park a handful of times (six times in the past 30
years, of 90 years of playing)
• In this case, a woman was struck by a ball that had been hit out of the park.
• Sued in negligence: negligence is the omission to do something which a reasonable man would consider (In
this case, erect barriers)
I
Was DF negligent in not erecting barriers?
D No.
R The likelihood of this happening in so low that the reasonable man wouldn’t consider it necessary
COMMENTS:
• Reasonable man would weigh the risk against difficulty of eliminating it
• Another factor to consider is the social value of the activity which gives rise to the risk
• The more serious the effect =/= a more serious risk. For example, just because drowning is a very serious
matter, does not imply that it is a serious risk
RATIO:
• Where the risk is extremely unlikely, there is no duty to take care to prevent that risk (Burden of adequate
precautions)
Paris v Stepney Borough Council
Depending on the degree of the injury that may arise, the SoC may shift
•
This case was discussed in class
o PL was blind in one eye
o Was working in a garage and was struck in the eye by a loose piece of metal, rendering him entirely blind
o Sued in negligence for not being supplied with adequate safety gear
o The probability of such an event was very small, but its consequences were very serious, his employers,
knowing of his disability, should have taken extra care to provide goggles for him. The more serious the
possible damage, the greater the precautions that should be taken. Stepney Borough Council owed a
special duty of care to PL and had been negligent in failing to supply him with goggles, even though
sufficient equipment was not given to other employees.
o Appeal held – Paris wins
Watt v Hertfordshire
F The claimant was a fireman. A woman had been involved in a traffic accident and was trapped underneath a lorry.
The fire services were called to release the woman. They needed to transport a heavy lorry jack to the scene of the
accident. The jack could not go on the fire engine and the normal vehicle for carrying the jack was not available. The
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fire chief ordered the claimant and other firemen to lift the jack on to the back of a truck. There was no means for
securing the jack on the truck and the firemen were instructed to hold it on the short journey. In the event the truck
braked and the jack fell onto the claimant's leg causing severe injuries.
There was no breach of duty. The emergency of the situation and utility of the DF’s conduct in saving a life
outweighed the need to take precautions.

Priestman v Colangelo
Police have limited exception in their standard of care – policy reasons
F A police officer was pursuing a car theft suspect when the officer attempted to shoot out the rear tire of the suspects
car. The bullet missed the tire but hit the driver instead, causing him to drive off the road and killing two pedestrians.
I
D The Court held that the officer was not liable because he had acted reasonably in the course of his statutory duty to
apprehend the suspect. A test for negligence was proposed by Locke J., stating that:
• If the circumstances are such that the legislature must have contemplated that the exercise of a statutory
power & the discharge of a statutory duty might interfere with private rights & the person to whom the power
is given & upon whom the duty is imposed acts reasonably, such interference will not give rise to an action.
While the principle still stands, the outcome likely would have been different given the other factors that must be
weighed against more modern policy attitudes.
R
•
Police activity will sometimes put others at risk, but as long as the police acted reasonably in carrying out their
actions and obligations, they will not be liable if that risk materializes
•
The individuals who were killed because the police shot at the suspect while fleeing in a car could not sue in
negligence
•
Dissent said the officer should consider the gravity of the offence and the likelihood of danger to other citizens
before acting as they did. In particular circumstances, Priestman should not have fired.
o Burden of adequate precautions: let him go? (what’s the social cost here?), keep chasing, but not
shooting (endangers the life of the pursuing officers)
Holmes, The Common Law
• Standards of law are general application. Law takes no account of infinite varieties of temperament, intellect, and
education which make the internal character of a given act so different in different men.
• Law considers what would be blameworthy in the average man, the man of ordinary intelligence and prudence,
and determines liability by that.
Fleming, “The Reasonable Man”
• Moral qualities and knowledge
• Physicians: Held to the body and practice they belong to. So specialists held to higher standard than GPs for ex.
• Disabled people held to standards of others with their disability.
Children
Tender years 0-7: kids can only be negligent in extraordinary circumstances
GENERAL RULES: Standard of Care for Children
• Capacity? à Generally, adults are assumed to have capacity whereas we have to ask this for children
• Common Law Standard à We hold children to a lower standard and we must approach this differently
• No vicarious liability for parents. Unless there was lack of supervision, then maybe
• Adult Activities Doctrine à We presume children are able to meet the ordinary standard of care for adults if
they are engaged in adult activities
o Why? Underlying reason is the public policy risk of the activity which may put others at risk
o Criticism: Child is often PL so will be reimbursed less often. Also what even if an adult activity? Driving
okay. But what else? Where do we draw the line?
When considering whether a child is negligent: (McHale v Watson)
1. Subjective Test: Consider the age, intelligence, experience, general knowledge and alertness; is the child
capable of being found negligent? If NO à no capacity, we stop here. IF YES:
2. Objective Test: How would a reasonable child of that particular age have acted in those circumstances?
McHale v Watson
Children are held to a modified standard – the reasonable child of their age and experience
F
• DF (12) and PL were playing tag.
• At the end of the game, DF took a sharpened metal spike and threw it at a fence post.
• The spike was redirected and struck DF in the eye, causing serious damage
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Is DF liable?
No. DF is a child and so we must adjust the objective reasonable person test to reflect his age and experience. Thus,
when assessing whether a child is liable in tort, we must compare their behavior to that of a reasonable person of a
similar age and experience.
• The decision implies that this had less to do with cognitive capacity, but also an inattentiveness to the security
of others, something more in line with children than the simple lack of understanding that it may glance off the
post
• Exception: Adult Activities Doctrine: Where a child engages in an “adult” activity, he will not be accorded
special treatment (no imported subjected factors like immaturity). The child will be held to the standard of an
adult in like circumstances (ex: 8 year old driving a Vespa).
• The more broadly framing the question, what answer are you more likely to come to?
o Broad: Can someone foresee a 12 year old throwing a sharp piece of metal around people and that it
would hit someone? Yes.
o Specific: Would a 12 year old throwing metal at a post and have it bounce off and hit PL in the eye?
Not foreseeable.
• PL wants court to lean into broad question. Easy path from A to B (dissent- negligence)
• DF wants specific b/c it adds complicating factors, makes it harder to get from A to B.

Hypothetical Example –
Scott is 8. He is riding his bike to school, racing cars down the street. He looks up in time to see his classmates
Tonya and Patrick, but not in time to avoid colliding with them. T & P both suffer injuries.
Apply 2 step test from Heisler
• What if Scott was 5 instead of 8?
o This may change the analysis; b/c the tender-age doctrine arguably applies.
• What if he had been driving a Vespa?
o This could be deemed to be an adult activity (need a license etc). In that case he would be subjected to
the adult standard. The SoC is related to the activity.
o Unfair to the public to allow kids doing adult activities to use the lower standard as people expect a
certain level of experience/proficiency.
o The definition of adult activity is vague; a 12-yr old playing golf?
SoC for the Elderly
• Q: Does the SOC change for elderly people?
o No; elderly adults are expected to have experience and have formed reasonable judgment
• Children lack experience of wisdom and judgment for the consequence so of their reactions
Disabled
Summary of Disability and SOC
• Physical
o Held to the standard of a reasonable person WITH THE SAME LIMITATION (reasonable deaf person)
o It is not negligent to not have the ability, but it IS negligent to not take the limitation into account.
• Mental
o If it was foreseeable (has happened before) à DF expected to have taken steps to prevent it ex:
medication, or not working around people
o If not foreseeable (first time), DF must prove on BOP
§ As a result of mental illness they had no capacity to appreciate the duty owed OR
§ B/c of the illness the DF had no control over his actions at the time his relevant conduct fell below
the SoC
• What function or aspect of tort law is prioritized by an approach that ignores mental illness or disability?
Compensation.
• What aspect of tort law is emphasized by an approach that considers the DF’s mental illness or disability in the
standard of care analysis? Fault.
• Why we should/shouldn’t consider mental illness?
o Someone could fake a disability.
§ Courts readily accepting of physical ability because it’s readily visible and not something likely to
be faked
§ Whereas mental disability is opaque, we may not be able to see it. We don’t have a good
empirical way of observing that ourselves.
o Impact on caregivers if they know the person they’re caring for will be responsible
o Reasonable person will become irrelevant, won’t have objective standard anymore.
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Standard of Care for Disabled
In order to be relieved of tort liability when a DF is afflicted suddenly and without warning with a mental illness, the DF
must show either of the following on a balance of probabilities
• As a result of his or her mental illness, the DF head no capacity to understand or appreciate the duty of care owed
at the relevant time, or
• As a result of mental illness, the DF was unable to discharge his duty of care as he had no meaningful control
over his actions at the time the relevant conduct fell below the objective standard of care”
o If illness happens quickly and without warning and DF has no ability to control actions, not liable.
• CASE IN AB: Mental illness CAN be taken into account in standard of care. But if it is something that can be
foreseen then DF must take steps to make sure illness doesn’t pose risks to people.
Hypothetical:
Donna is a waitress at a busy restaurant on campus. She has a weak left arm due to a car accident she was in 10 years
ago. Her weak arm does not normally cause her problems, and she is able to work around it. Last Friday night, Donna
was extremely tired and the restaurant was very busy. As she rushed to get out an order to a table of 10, her left arm gave
out and she dropped a bowl of hot soup on Molly, who suffered injuries as a result.
• Questions: How often does this happen? One in a million or once a week? Has it happened before? How
foreseeable it was? What if this was first time Donna’s arm had given out?
o Would not say it should have been foreseen. If it happened occasionally, then would be different. If
Donna knew her arm would give out when she gets tired and stressed, then she should have known it
could be foreseeable.
• What if Donna was suddenly afflicted by a paranoid delusion that Molly was trying to kidnap her, and she spilled
the soup because she was holding it in front of herself as a defense against Molly?
o Never happened before, suddenly inflicted with it. Similar approach to Fiala v MacDonald potentially.
o Physical disabilities were not always acknowledged.
o Mental disabilities: Courts basically disregarded mental disabilities unless they were so serve that you
could say DF wasn’t acting voluntarily. Changing now.
Fiala v MacDonald, 2001 ABCA 169
Mentally ill people are to be held to a different standard if the “episode” was not reasonably foreseeable – adequate
precautions otherwise
F
• While on a run, DF experienced a manic episode
• During the episode, he approached a stopped car and began beating on the windows and roof, yelling at the
driver
• He then broke through the sunroof and started choking the driver
• P involuntarily hit the gas and hit another car, injuring both the driver of the second car (P) and her daughter
• Basically, we have an injured plaintiff, but two people who are not really responsible for their actions (both
MacDonald and driver)
I
Are the DFs negligent even though their actions were not voluntary?
D No. MacDonald experienced a manic episode. We cannot hold mentally ill people to the same standard as the
reasonable person.
R
• Linden in Canadian Tort Law states that objective reasonable person standard ought to be relaxed where a
DF’s mental illness prevents them from meeting the SoC
• In contrast, some authors have stated that compensatory nature of tort is paramount
o More points in support of holding mentally ill to the higher objective standard:
§ Person who caused the accident should be liable
§ Practical considerations in determining to what standard they should be held
§ The higher standard will encourage caregivers to take adequate precautions
§ To lower the standard will erode it
o These points are insufficient
§ Fault is the central principle of negligence, not compensation (Klar)
§ To find fault here is unjust. There was no wrongdoing
o Mentally ill people cannot comply with the reasonable objective standard
o We cannot impose strict liability on the mentally disabled
o The case law supports this (Butler, Canada AG v Connolly)
• What must the defendant show?
o Sudden and without warning affliction &
o No capacity to understand or appreciate the duty of care owed -or- Unable to discharge duty
of care as you have no meaningful control over actions
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Blackburn v British Columbia
• DF is hearing impaired. She’s driving and didn’t hear approaching siren and there’s a collision in an intersection
as a result (her and ambulance crash). Car next to her had stopped at green light.
• Argument at trial is that she’s hearing impaired
• Court said she was expected to take account of hearing impairment when driving, she’s expected to compensate
in other ways to make up for the hearing impairment such as visual clue of green light but car next to her stopped.

Professionals
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

SoC of professionals: the reasonable and prudent doctor, the reasonable lawyer.
The modified standard of care must be in the context of their work as a professional
Following industry practice not negligent, unless practice itself found negligent
Standard based on the time of the incident – standards/equipment can changes very quickly
Expert evidence critical. First qualify the expert so judge believe their advice is good.
Doctors:
o In general the standard of reasonableness has to do with being a medical professional, acting in a
medical context. We now know that we are at least outside of the general reasonable person context
o Error in judgment is not negligent; to be negligent you have to fall below the standard of care. Error itself
has to be departure of acceptable practice
o Beginner status not an excuse. If they’re new, expected to consult with senior practitioner to make sure.
Beginner status does not excuse them.
o Competing schools of thought? Important to show what vast majority of doctors would have done in
situation. Can have more than one approach and all be reasonable (DF cannot be held liable for following
one and not another)
o SoC is assessed based on what a similar (specialty) reasonable DR would’ve done.
o Time frame? By time negligence claim is before the courts time has elapsed and practices have changed.
Will this change the assessment of SoC? No. Must follow standard at time of incident.
o If a generalist engages in a specialist activity he will be held to the standard of the specialist.
o Informed Consent
§ Q to ask is: What would the reasonable person in the patient’s position want to know before
making a decision? (Reibl v Hughes is also relevant here)
Lawyers:
o Must establish lawyer-client relationship for DoC to exist
o Missing the Limitations Period would be falling below SoC. Otherwise, hard to say he didn’t meet SoC.
o Also see: Negligent Statements/Misrepresentation under “Pure Economic Losses”
o Judges don’t need expert evidence cause you know… they were all lawyers at one point LOL

Millette Estate v Zung, 2005 ABQB 115
Modified standard of care for professionals: reasonable practitioner of similar experience (commonly accepted standard of
practice) – unless it’s outside of their field of practice
F
• PL attended Dr Zung (DF) complaining of headaches and a stiff neck
• DF performed a detailed exam – found high blood pressure and prescribed accordingly
• Also found he had history of cerebral aneurysm in his family
• DF ordered a follow up in 2 weeks and a CT scan
• PL then died
• Other info: another doctor familiar with PL was surprised that the scan wasn’t immediately done
• Dr. Zung performed a very good exam and appeared worried. No reason not have ordered scan
I
Is the DF guilty of negligence?
D No. Acted as a reasonable general practitioner would have.
R
• To succeed in a medical negligence claim, P has to prove:
o Doctor owed PL a duty of care
o Doctor breached applicable standard of care
o PL suffered injury or loss
o Dr’s conduct was the actual legal cause of PL’s injury or loss
§ Failure to prove one = no go
• Commonly accepted standard of practice = no liability unless that standard is found to be negligent
• We cannot condemn in hindsight. Must apply the standard operative at the time
Did the doctor make a mistake between the need for urgent, and emergent scanning?
Had Dr. Zung acted differently, would Mr. Millette have survived?
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Custom/Generally Approved Practice
General Custom:
• Questions to ask:
o Is there a custom?
o If there is, how many follow it? How long has it been in place?
• Existence of custom is not determinative of whether SoC is met or not, merely evidentiary (custom itself can be
unreasonable). Must be persuasive
o “Just cause everyone else is doing it doesn’t mean it’s a good idea”
• Evidence of custom is persuasive especially when in matters beyond the Court’s experience
• Does adherence to custom settle the issue?
o First assessment whether it’s reasonable
§ Can’t settle issue of whether DF is negligent or not until known as reasonable
o What if it is reasonable?
§ Doesn’t settle issue. It is a piece of evidence court will consider but not end all, be all.
o How technical is the issue?
Custom in a Professional Practice:
• Custom in Practice is almost always determinative of the SoC with professional context negligence
o EXCEPTION: a practice that is fraught w/obvious common sense risks
§ Ex: not counting how many cloths you put in and out of a person before and after surgery
o Also, what is relevant is the generally accepted practice at the time of the alleged negligence, as new
practices might’ve appeared by the time of trial
Ter Neusen v Korn
Affirms the commonly accepted standard of practice standard used in the modified standard for healthcare professionals
• Also applies to professional practice generally
F Ter Neuzen became infected by HIV as a result of her participation in Korn's artificial insemination program from 1981
to 1985. Korn had not warned her of risk of HIV infection. Prior to January 1985, there was no test available for
detection of HIV in semen or blood in Canada, and medical literature did not mention AI as a mode of transmission of
HIV before September 1985. Korn was not aware that HIV could be transmitted by AI until July 1985. Expert evidence
established that Korn's AI practice, as well as recruitment and screening of donors was in keeping with general
practices in Canada. Korn was found negligent at trial, but this was overturned on appeal. No one was screening at
the time. He followed generally accepted practice.
I
Is doctor guilty of negligence? Is living up to the customs of a profession enough to eliminate liability in negligence?
D No. Not negligent.
R
• Began treatment in 1981; in 83, the risk of transmitting HIV through blood transfusion was first discovered;
same year, risk of transmitting STDs through AI was published, but not widely read; there was no test in 85 to
screen semen for HIV; first case of HIV transmission through AI reported months after P contracted it. The
doctor abided by the standards set out in the guidelines; the person who donated the infected semen lied.
• No one was screening for HIV at the time. DR followed community standards
• DR found to have adhered to standards and acted as reasonable DR
• *Can a court ever conclude that DR that follows general practice was negligent? Only if SOC is deemed to be
negligent.
• *How does court decide when not knowledgeable in field? Experts.
RATIO:
• A doctor will not found not liable if he acted as a reasonable doctor would. He met the standard of care
required by his profession
Conformity with general practice, if that general practice is reasonable
Waldick v Malcolm
Common practice needs to be shown, needs to be objectively reasonable
F While getting a free haircut at M’s place, W slips and cracks his skull on the icy parking lot of M’s rural home. The
parking lot was not sanded or salted, as it was not customary to do so in the area (even W didn’t do it). W is suing M.
I
• Did M fail in her duty of care under Occupier’s Liability Act?
• Did W willingly assume the risk by walking on the parking lot he knew to be treacherous?
D (1) Yes. (2) No. A negligent standard isn’t a standard.
R
• DF alleged “common practice” that nothing was done with icy sidewalks (no proof)
• SCC said practice must be proven by evidence, not just by DF claims/allegations
o Even if custom/practice is proven, does not necessarily make it reasonable such as here it was
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clearly negligent
o Unreasonable/negligent custom cannot be a valid defence
• Volenti doctrine: where mere knowledge of a danger by a party does not absolve the responsible/negligent
party of their duty of care. The injured party must not only be fully aware of the danger, but also have
specifically absolved the other party of any legal responsibility
• Issue whether DF was contributory negligent by not wearing a coat? No.
What does the evidence have to establish for the DF to show he/she has met the standard of care by following
custom or standard practice?
• Is there a custom?
• If there is a custom, how many follow it? And how long has it been in place?
How persuasive is evidence of custom?

Statutory Standards
•

•

The statute might explicitly create or preclude civil liability
o Statute can also specify that only “gross” (unclear concept) negligence will allow a PL to sue in
negligence (Ex: Municipal Act, Emergency Medical Aid Act)
If statute is silent on civil liability, then:
o Statute might provide a useful standard of conduct, and breach of that statutory standard MIGHT
give evidence of negligence (SK Wheat Pool v Can Wheat Board).
§ Breach or compliance with statutory standards of conduct merely provides evidence in a
negligence action. It is not “proof” that the DF was or was not negligent.

R v Saskatchewan Wheat Pool
No statutory standards of care, but they will function as evidence
F Grain was delivered with a weevil infestation in violation of s 86(c) of Canadian Grain Act. Statute did not make
reference to using civil liability for breach of its provisions
I
Can a civil cause of action be brought for breach of a statutory duty?
D Nope
R
• Is there a claim at all?
• SCC says there is no such thing as a claim for breach of statutory duty.
o In determining this, they reject the English rule (tort of breach of statute) where there is a “breach of
statute” à making up a legislative intent
o Court would prefer to deal with this through regular channels of negligence
o If parliament wanted you to be able sue for civil liability, they would have said so
• English Position
o There is a tort of “breach of statute”. Every time there is a statutory duty created and someone
breaches that, it gives rise to common law duty
o SCC rejects this position because it’s putting words in parliament’s mouth. If they wanted to create a
duty, why wouldn’t they say it?
• American Position (majority position)
o The majority standard in the US believe that breach of statutory standard is conclusive that you were
in breach of a duty, it is evidence of negligence.
o SCC concern is that this isn’t the right exercise of judicial power. The statute isn’t necessarily
definitive of the standard of care. Liability without fault à strict liability/absolute liability
• Canadian Position
o There is no tort of “breach of statutory duty” in Canada
o Where there is a common law duty of care, what role does the statute play in determining standard of
care?
o They use it as evidence toward the standard of care. The statute can be a useful guideline, but
it isn’t conclusive of what the standard of care is.
§ A breach of statutory standard is not conclusive evidence of breach of duty of care.
Does not necessarily = negligence. Must be taken into account based on other
evidence + circumstances etc
• Where there is a statute and the statute has a standard of conduct, it will be evidence for a judge in deciding
what the standard is the defendant has to meet
• There is no tort breach of statute.
• Breach of a standard set out by statute is evidence of negligence
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Degrees of Negligence
•
•

•

Looking for marked departure of the actions of a reasonable person
Municipal Government Act, s 531(1)
o A municipality is only liable for an injury to a person or damage to property caused by snow, ice or slush
on roads or sidewalks in the municipality if the municipality is grossly negligent.
Emergency Medical Aid Act
o Protection from action
o 2 If, in respect of a person who is ill, injured or unconscious as the result of an accident or other
emergency,
o (a) a physician, registered health discipline member, or registered nurse voluntarily and without
expectation of compensation or reward renders emergency medical services or first aid assistance and
the services or assistance are not rendered at a hospital or other place having adequate medical facilities
and equipment, or
o (b) a person other than a person mentioned in clause (a) voluntarily renders emergency first aid
assistance and that assistance is rendered at the immediate scene of the accident or emergency, the
physician, registered health discipline member, registered nurse or other person is not liable for damages
for injuries to or the death of that person alleged to have been caused by an act or omission on his or her
part in rendering the medical services or first aid assistance, unless it is established that the injuries or
death were caused by gross negligence on his or her part.
o Don’t want people who could provide help to be too nervous of being charged for helping

Donoghue v Stevenson established the concept of negligence in tort
Socrative Questions
• According to the Learned Hand formula, reasonable people take precautions within the cost the same as or less
than the product of likelihood of injury and gravity of injury
• A reasonable person exercises more care as, the likelihood of injury increases and the seriousness (gravity) of
injury increases
• It is reasonable to engage in extremely risky conduct when… there is no other way to carry out a socially
important risk and the “costs” of injury resulting from the conduct are less than the costs of taking appropriate
precautions
How does the court approach the issue of the standard of care when dealing with a child?
• The standard is not always modified. Depends on age of child and surrounding circumstances. The court is ready
to modify circumstances but won’t always happen.
When dealing with a DF who has a physical disability, the courts typically…modify the “reasonable person” standard to
that of the reasonable person with the same type of disability
What does the evidence have to show in order for the DF to meet the standard of care by following custom or standard
practice?
• That there is a custom or standard practice
How persuasive is the evidence of custom or standard practice?
• It is evidence of the standard of care expected of the DF and the persuasiveness of the evidence depends on the
degree of expertise required in order to determine the appropriate standard of care
What role does a statutory standard play in the decision about whether the DF acted negligently?
• The statutory standard is useful evidence that may assist in the determination of the standard of care

Topic 5: The Duty of Care
•
•
•

•

Determining if DF has legal obligation to exercise care for PL’s interests
Do not do DoC analysis if you already know there is one
Variety of elements relevant:
o Characteristics of victim (were they a foreseeable victim?)
o Status of DF
o Activities (some activities don’t have a duty of care attached to them)
o Type of injury (Personal? Property? Pure economic loss?)
DoC is question of law (can be overturned for reason of law if judge is wrong)
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•

Duty and remoteness are two issues often discussed together
o Remoteness: Limiting device courts use to rein in potential liability a DF might face. Refers to whether
particular kind of loss was foreseeable.
o Duty: Whether PL was a foreseeable victim

Donoghue v Stevenson
F

I
D
R

On the 26 August, 1928, Donoghue and a friend were at a café in Scotland. Donoghue's companion ordered and paid
for her drink. The cafe purchased the product from a distributor that purchased it from Stevenson. The ginger beer
came in a dark bottle, and the contents were not visible from the outside. Donoghue drank some of the contents and
her friend lifted the bottle to pour the remainder of the ginger beer into the tumbler. The remains of a snail in a state of
decomposition dropped out of the bottle into the tumbler. Donoghue later complained of stomach pain and her doctor
diagnosed her as having gastroenteritis and being in a state of severe shock. Donoghue sued the David Stevenson,
the manufacturer of the drink, for negligence. She was unsuccessful at trial and appealed the decision to the House
of lords. Finally, her claim was successful.
Whether PL was so closely related to DF that DF should have considered PL’s interests when they produced beer?
The majority stated that the manufacturer does owe a duty of care to the end consumer, for the purpose of their
product is to be consumed, not to be sold to a distributor.
Overall, the court found that in cases like this where the manufacturers are manufacturing goods for the eventual
consumption of consumers, they do have a duty to take reasonable care to ensure that their products are safe for
consumption.
You cannot knowingly foresee harming your neighbor. Neighbors are persons who are reasonably foreseeable as
being affected by your actions or omissions. A duty of care is not owed to the world at large; it is owed to your
neighbors.

Dissent:
Lord Buckmaster: Resistant to neighbor principle. Concern is with implications. He says where will liability stop if duty
of care is opened up that way?
RATIO:
Neighbor principle. Person should take reasonable care to avoid acts or omissions that she/he can reasonably foresee as
likely to cause injury to neighbor
Palsgraf v Long Island Railroad Co
F

I
D
R

A man was getting on to a moving train owned by the Long Island Railroad Company. Seeming unsteady, two
workers of the company tried to assist him onto the train and accidentally knocked his parcel out of his hands. The
parcel contained fireworks wrapped in newspaper which went off when they hit the ground. The employees did not
know what was in the package. The force of the blast knocked down some scales several feet away which fell and
injured Palsgraf. At trial and first appeal Palsgraf was successful, which Long Island Railroad appealed.
Were Palsgraf’s injuries reasonably foreseeable?
Appeal allowed.
Cardozo (majority), says no, as workers had no reasonable way to foresee that briefcase was filled with fireworks that
would explode. Andrews (dissent) said it was directly linked and that should justify it, it was traceable.
• Risk of Andrew’s position: Everyone would have a duty of care to everyone.
o More PL’s compensated
o Discounting the concept of fault. Doesn’t matter that you couldn’t foresee harm
• Anns v Merton Borough Counil (Anns’ Test)
o Are the parties sufficiently close? à on face there is duty of care
o Are there any conditions that reduce the limit of scope of duty à if there is a reason why a duty
shouldn’t be imposed

Anns Test
To ground a duty, you don’t need to fit the facts of the situation to an existing case à novel claims will be recognized if a
duty can be found via a two step test:
• Sufficient relationship of proximity or neighborhood such that reasonable contemplation of consequences indicate
the likelihood of an injury (sufficiently close)
• Are there any considerations to negate or limit scope of the duty or the class to whom it is owed? (Is there a
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reason a duty shouldn’t be owed)
o This test was very easy to meet
Cooper v Hobart
Novel claims; shifted the emphasis in the first stage of the Anns Test: foreseeability/proximity, rather than mere
foreseeable
F PLs invested money with mortgage broker. They’re regulated by statutory entity. PLs are people who lost money due
to bad investments. Argue that registrar of mortgage brokers owed them a duty of care. What does PL say registrar
should have done differently? Should have taken action sooner to look into what mortgage broker was doing. Should
have warned potential investors. Should have suspended broker’s license earlier than it did.
I
Is there a duty of care here?
D
R For novel claims, re-articulation of the Anns test. SCC claimed it was the same, but it really wasn’t.
• First stage:
o Foreseeability/proximity
§ Foreseeability – Yes
§ Proximity – No
• Without statute there isn’t even a DF. So must look to statute for proximity. Main
reason for refusing proximity is become obligations of registrar is with respect to
public as a whole. They must not grant license to people who shouldn’t have one exc
o The introduction of foreseeability narrows the scope. Sure, proximity can be demonstrated, but was it
really foreseeable that the injury would occur to this victim?
• Second stage:
o Residual policy concerns
• Evolution from Anns: in Hobart, there’s a duty of care if the plaintiff can show reasonable foreseeability and
proximity.
o There’s greater emphasis placed on foreseeability of the injury occurring to THIS victim, rather than
any possible victim
•
•

•

What are the courts attempting to do with the duty of care inquiry?
o Trying to balance things.
What are they trying to balance?
o What are the risks of broadening the duty of care concept.
o Think to Donohue v Stevenson, instead of having a categorical delineation of duty of care, we could be
potentially ready to recognize a duty of care in potentially any relationship. Questions of efficiency and
effects on society.
Why not use the “duty at large” approach? What are the risks?
o Always a potential threat of liability.
o Does this keep with fault based approach? (Essentialist view)
o Court is worried about opening the floodgates of litigation

STAGE 1
1. Does an analogous duty already exist? If yes, don’t do Anns test. If not, deeper analysis is needed
2. FORESEEABILITY: Was the harm a reasonably foreseeable consequence of DF acts?
• Foreseeability at this stage is “foreseeability of the plaintiff as a victim” as opposed to foreseeability of the
injury itself which is dealt with in remoteness
3. PROXIMITY
• Analysis whether sufficient proximity between parties (were the two parties closely enough related that it
would be appropriate to engage duty of care – does there exist a relationship such that there is a proximate
connection)?
• How to determine PROXIMITY:
o Courts look at following factors
§ Expectations of parties
§ Representations by parties
§ Reliance by the Plaintiffs
§ Were there property or other interests involved?
§ Personal relationship – a factor not necessary though
o Does relationship constitute a novel duty category or does it fall under into a recognized category
(where proximate-duty relationship exist)?
§ Personal injury/property damage?
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o

§ Negligent misrepresentation,
§ Duty to warn of the risk of danger
§ Gov’t authorities
Even if we haven’t already recognized duty of care in question, we might’ve recognized
something close: proximate-duty relationship cases in which duty of care exists can have
indicators that can tell us whether we can find a sufficient proximity:
Are there any Policy Reasons relating to the nature of the relationships that would block a duty of
care?
o Questions of policy as they relate to the internal relationship of the parties (different from
residual policy considerations) à difference not clear (Klar)

STAGE 2
Residual policy considerations (DF has to raise them)
• Are there any residual policy considerations that scope of duty of care should be limited?
•
External to the parties (is there something more global/social importance than might lead us to wish to decline to
recognize duty of care?)
o Questions of how recognizing the duty would impact the legal system, social and economic
consequences, society in general
• Concerns about indeterminacy: worry about liability becoming too broad, having no limits (indeterminate)
• Negligent misstatement
Examples:
• Pinkerton: NWT gov’t and security company owed DoC to mine workers – because of the relationship and the
size of the group
• Palsgraf – No DOC owed to the plaintiff because she was too far away from situation to be a reasonably
foreseeable victim à there must be foreseeability for there to be a duty
• Sylapse – Social worker and treatment center did not owe DoC to family of the child they’re protecting? (no
proximity and public policy reasons not to recognize duty) [girl wrote story indicating abuse]
• Biggest difference between Cooper and Anns is at the proximity stage. Foreseeability is given much more weight
than it used to be
Fullowka v Pinkerton’s of Canada
Facts: Explosive goes off in a mine. Strike taking place on mine site. Lots of illegal acts happening then. Violence was
normal, threats of bodily harm and death threats, assaults on security guards, and had been previous explosions (not any
that hurt people but that did damage property). Not a situation where violence wasn’t expected. Original security firm
withdrew it’s services. Pinkerton’s is second company hired to help with security. During summer, violence settled down a
little bit so Pinkerton’s reduced security force a bit.
• PL argued that Pinkerton’s should have done more to prevent the person who committed the wrong
Proximity (re Pinkerton’s)
• Factors to consider in determining whether the relationship is one of sufficient proximity:
o Expectations of the parties
§ PLs expected that Pinkerton’s was there to provide security services and mine was as safe as
they could make it
§ Pinkerton’s couldn’t guarantee safety of miners. Whatever they did there would be some residual
risk.
o Representations made by the DF
o Reliance by PL
o Property or other interests
Proximity (re Government)- does exist
• Must look to statute
• Proximity exists here because …
o Smaller group
o More direct and personal dealings
o Statutory duties were related to conduct of miners themselves
Styl Apps Secure Treatment v BD
F RD, at 14 years of age, wrote a story at school about being abused by her parents. Crown intervened and put RD in a
treatment center. RD attempted to commit suicide (3 times) and had psychiatry problems; then RD became ward of
the state. Not enough evidence to press charges against the parents. RD’s family sued the treatment center and B for
negligence to the family, since RD did not reintegrate into the family.
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J

R

Does a treatment center and its employee into whose care a child has been placed, owe a (until now unrecognized)
legal duty of care to the family of a child they have been ordered to protect?
• A treatment center and its workers do not have a legal duty of care towards the families or associates of their
patients.
• Government actors only have a duty of care insofar as the statute under which they work specifies such a
duty of care.
• First Step: Whether they’ve recognized a duty of care like this before? No.
• We won’t impose a duty here towards the family (from social worker or center)
• Their main duties are towards the child and introducing a duty towards the family would cause complications
for treatment of the child
• Look at Anns Test
o Is it foreseeable that there could be harm caused? Yes, risk that child will not be reintegrated into
family.
o Sufficient proximity between parties? There is a statute so that is the starting point to determine
proximity. What are the duties that the statute outlines? But can also be a private law duty and that
could conflict. How can the health care practitioner do their job properly if they’re always wondering
what will happen if it doesn’t go well and family sues them. Paramount objective is well-being of
children. No proximity.
o There are also statutory remedies for families in this situation. They can have the court orders
reviewed. Legislation itself absolves liability for those doing their duty.
o Second Stage: Issue of residual policy concerns. Policy considerations that are external to the
relationship of the parties. Would say no here.

Duty to Rescue
Duty to Rescue Rule in Common Law = No Duty to Rescue
• UNLESS some other factor implicates you in the situation in a way differently then just running into that situation
• Misfeasance à wrongful infliction of harm
• Nonfeasance à failure to prevent harm
• Formalist (essentialist/Weinrib) – Structure of private law is inherently negative, prohibiting people from doing
something rather than compelling to do something. Law isn’t supposed to command us to take action to look after
rights of others
Horsley v McLaren
R
1. There will be a duty if the DF created a sufficiently proximate relationship where harm to the victim is
reasonably foreseeable depending on the circumstance
2. Whether there is a duty or not, the moment you start acting you are subject to a duty that you cannot be
negligent in fulfilling that duty.
3. Negligence has to cause the injury to the plaintiff.
4. The general rule is that if a person by his fault creates a situation of peril, he must answer for it to any
person who attempts to rescue the person who is in danger. However, this is subject to whether the
person's actions are faulty enough to induce the other party to risk his life.
F
McLaren invited Matthews and Horsley onto his boat. Matthews fell overboard. McLaren reversed the boat to go to
his location (you’re supposed to look around, not reverse). Crew tried to rescue Matthews but conditions were windy
and water was cold and choppy. Horsley jumped in to help Matthews. Mrs. Jones also jumped in to help. Matthews
sank. Horsley was picked up but could not be resuscitated. Jones was picked up and saved saying the water was
so cold it was paralyzing. Cause of death for Horsley was shock/unconsciousness in cold water followed by death.
McLaren alleged to be intoxicated. PL’s argument was that since McLaren’s attempt to rescue Matthews was
negligent, it induced Horsley to jump into the water.
I
Whether McLaren had a duty to rescue Horsley?
D
For the DF
R
Trial:
• Matthews family not successful. As McLaren didn’t cause it. Matthews just fell in on his won. But argument
that nothing they did could have saved him as the cold water could have killed him.
• Horsley’s family argues that he jumped in because it was obvious that what McLaren was doing was not
adequate which made Horsley jump in and try to rescue. They were successful at trial, but reversed on
appeal.
SCC:
• McLaren – he owed a duty of care to guests (as a result of the boat driver – guests relationship created by
MacLaren).
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He met the Standard of Care (wasn’t negligent in the first guy’s falling in the water since he fell due to his
own fault) – SOC met.
• No negligence in the process of saving the drowning guy à hence no duty owed to the rescuer (had
MacLaren been negligent in rescuing the first guy, then he would’ve owed a Duty of Care to the rescuer)
• The errors in rescue were errors in judgment (expert evidence), and so did not rise to the level of
negligence
• He had a duty of care, but there was no negligence in the rescue attempt – it wasn’t so unreasonable that
we could liability à duty was found, but standard was not breached
There can be a duty to rescue in a situation where the defendant created a relationship which created an
obligation on the DF’s part (Horsely v McLaren)
• You can look at it as an exception to duty of rescue or as something different which gave rise to a duty of care
•

A duty to rescue, although not imposed at first, if undertaken by someone, establishes a DOC. If then abandoned,
it can amount to a breach of duty (Zelenko)
Emergency Medical Aid Act RSA 2000
• Legislative attempt to make it more likely to encourage people to come to the rescue of somebody
• Applies to both health care providers and lay people that attempt to provide medical help in an emergency
• No liability unless you’re grossly negligent

Duty of Care For Commercial Hosts

•

Commercial host DOC to prevent intoxicated patron from injuring himself or others

Stewart v Petite
R
Alcohol-serving establishments have a duty of care to their intoxicated patrons and third parties who may be injured
by their intoxicated patrons.
A duty CAN be owed by commercial vendors to their patrons for the foreseeable risks associated with their
intoxication. Particularly, the vendor should monitor consumption at sale. However, as Stewart was accompanied by
2 sober individuals, who could have driven, the theatre could not reasonably foresee such a scenario
F
Foursome was eating at a dinner theatre. Two men were drinking, two women weren’t. Man drives, loses control of
car on ice and crashed. As a result, one of the women who was not wearing a seatbelt struck her head and was
seriously injured.
I
Could the theatre be liable for such an event and to third parties as a result of allowing Stewart to drive after he had
been drinking?
D
Dismissed action against theatre.
R
• Status of commercial host liability before Stewart?
o Actual patron who drank got into accident and hurt and THAT patron brought claim against
establishment
o First SCC court case to recognize that duty of commercial hosts is broader than what it was initially
o Guest passenger legislation à insurance didn’t cover guest passengers unless driver was grossly
negligent
o Sue commercial host cause they have more $$$
•
•

An establishment meets the SOC if it was not reasonably foreseeable that parties would’ve drank and
driven (in this situation there were 2 sober individuals who could have driven instead)
Staff had reason to believe the sober member of the party would drive, thus they didn’t fall below the SOC.
However, there was a duty of care owed to the patrons and those foreseeable victims who may be injured.
o Avoided liability by not falling below the SOC
o Standard varies according to the circumstances

Difference between social and commercial host?
• Social hosts don’t sell so they don’t profit
• Social hosts are less well equipped to track what all guests are doing
• Even if social host has alcohol available, other people can still continue to bring
• Don’t know how much is being consumed or what is being consumed
• Social host may also be consuming alcohol which could impair your ability to judge the impairment of others
• Social host may know their guests better and gauge who usually drinks and drives who would be more prone to
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Social Host Liability
Childs v Desorneaux
R Being a host of a party at your home where there is drinking is NOT enough to impose a duty of care
F DFs hosted a NYE party at which guests supplied their own alcohol. One of the guests, who had a history of drinking,
became intoxicated and drove home. While driving he crashed with the PL and caused injuries. PL is suing the host
DFs for negligence in allowing the man to drive home
I
Do the hosts of a BYOB party have a duty of care to third party users of highways who may be injured by intoxicated
by party guests?
D Judgment for DF, relationship not proximate enough and no foreseeability
R
• Social hosts different than commercial (not regulated, no tracking)
• (1) Commercial hosts have more control over consumption, (2) strict legislative rules governing commercial
hosts, but no such laws for private parties, (3) contractual relationship between commercial hosts and patrons
• Not foreseeable as hosts didn’t know he was drunk. Partygoers are responsible for their own actions
• However, different cases (a more active host that has more control + awareness) could impose a duty of care
BUT even then policy consideration has to be taken into account (Childs)
What is the next step?
• Foreseeability
o Present here? Why/why not? Needed to have some indication of how much he drank or visible signs
of impairment. Trial judge found from past habits, they should have considered it, but SCC said no,
not enough.
• Proximity
o What relationship is the Court considering here? Nonfeasance, different level of reticence. Court
acknowledges that it’s not the case that they never find duties of care in nonfeasance but they want
to distinguish them. Duty of care can be found
o What does the Court decide – is there sufficient proximity?
o Why or why not?
o Factors common to other nonfeasance situations
§ Risk creation/enhancement
§ Autonomy
§ Reasonable reliance
§ Paternalistic context
• If host seems to have an interest in keeping you intoxicated and takes an active role in that. Or sees the
guest leaving and is visibly impaired. Not ruling out liability of social host. But in this case there was not
foreseeability. Even if there had been, there was not sufficient proximity.

Duty to Warn/Creation of Danger
•

A failure to act (nonfeasance) to prevent future harm is not negligent if the type of harm that occurred was not
foreseeable (Oke v Weide)

Liability to the Rescuer
•
•

•

The general rule is that if a DF creates a situation of peril as a result of his negligence, he must answer for it to
any person who attempts to rescue the person who is in danger (MacLaren)
It is reasonably foreseeable that someone will try to help
o However, this is subject to whether it was the DF’s negligence that induced the other party to risk his life
o In MaLaren, the boat driver was not negligent in the first guy falling in the water and neither was he
negligent in the rescue operation à hence, no DOC owed to the rescuer
There would have had to be some negligence on the part of the operator to generate a duty owed by the operator
to the rescuer.

Rescue must be reasonable
• Rescue was reasonable à rescuers could recover (Moddejonge v Huron County)
• If you as a rescuer, if you behave in such a way as to recklessly endanger your own safety, that won’t be a way to
fault the initial defendant
Urgency
• No liability to the rescuer if there is no urgency/need to rescue (Shilling v Balckburn)
• However, in Bridge v Joe, court ruled that urgency was not necessary.
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o Distinguished Shilling where PL was too distant and unconnected from the accident, PL didn’t know for
sure there was an accident

Urbanski v Patel
F DF, surgeon was negligent in performing surgery on PL’s daughter. Surgeon removed daughter’s only kidney (he
thought it was an ovarian cyst) as it was abnormally shaped and not located where it should be. Negligence in not
checking the organ before taking it out. Daughter now has no kidneys, obv needs one. Dad stepped up and gave her
one of his. Now suing for costs he has incurred (time off work, pain and suffering, exc).
I
Was the surgeon liable to the father?
J For the PL, father
R Court said yes attempt to rescue was entirely foreseeable and he is liable to daughter and father.
•
•

If you as a rescuer, if you behave in such a way as to recklessly endanger your own safety, that won’t be a way to
fault the initial defendant
Court trying to say don’t be foolish, don’t put yourself at risk when you’re in over your head. But short of
something glaring, we won’t say it was wanton.

Moddejonge v Huron County
• Group of junior high students taken to go swimming in a lake. Couple of the kids got into some trouble in the
water and then an older child tried to get in and help. Older child ended up drowning. They should be
compensated. She managed to rescue one of the students.
• If you want to help, they will give you lots of scope. Common law is not prepared to say you have to help. Court
will recognize it is a normal reaction for people to have and unless you really acted foolishly, they will require the
original DF to compensate you if you suffered losses as a result.
Emergency Medical Aid Act: If you get hurt when you’re trying to help someone and the reason you’re helping is due to
another party’s negligence. That party could be liable to you. This act encourages people to help (lay people, or health
care people off duty). There will only be liability if the person providing aid is grossly negligent. In order to be liable they
don’t only have to be below standard of care but significantly below.

Duty to Supervise Others
Parents
• Presumption is always that parents are not liable for negligence of their children by virtue of status as parents
(neither vicarious liability)
• There is a parental duty to supervise and control conduct and activities of children
o Whether a parent’s conduct is negligent is assed in view of accepted standard of parents in community
(Taylor v King)
Teacher-Student
• Duty of Care exists, SOC depends on age and activity

Duty to the Unborn
•
•
•
•

Fetus is considered to be part of the body of the mother, not it’s own person
Fetus doesn’t have legal standing as it’s not a legal entity so we use “legal fiction” to recognize the claim of the
not yet born individual (like we do in estates with the deceased)
Child in utero is a reasonably foreseeable victim and should be considered in scope of duty of care.
Lawsuit cannot happen until child is born

Duval v Seguin (not in book)
Pregnant woman injured in car accident by DF driver negligence. As a result of accident, child is born with disabilities.
Child after birth brought a claim against DF seeking a claim
Dobson v Dobson
R
Pregnant women do not owe a duty of care to the fetus in their womb (policy reasons in Anns Test)
th
F
While in 27 week of pregnancy, woman drives her car negligently and causes a car accident. Fetus is permanently
injured and was born prematurely that day. Son suffers physical and mental injures including cerebral palsy. His
grandfather launches a tort claim for damages against the mother.
I
Should a mother be liable in tort for damages to her child arising from a prenatal negligent act that allegedly injured
the fetus in her womb?
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R

Judgment for DF, mother
• Should not be liable for policy reasons
• Anns Test: (1) is the relationship close enough between the two parties to create a reasonable duty? (2) Are
there public policy implications that should negate or limit the scope of the duty?
• (1) satisfied but public policy negates it because it would violate privacy and autonomy of women and it’s
impossible to judicially define a reasonable standard of conduct for pregnant women
• McLachlin: Would violate women’s rights under the Charter (liberty and equality)

What is the difference in Dobson relative to Duval?
• Mother is being sued. Not a third party. The woman herself is being sued.
What test did the SCC use to decide whether a duty is owed?
• Anns Test. Not Cooper because Cooper hasn’t been decided yet.
What did the SCC ultimately decide in Dobson?
• Foreseeability/Proximity then policy concerns. Prior to Cooper, policy concerns relate to bigger concern. Not to
relationship of parties. Policy concern related to relationship of parties.
• Greatest degree of proximity. Worried about policy implications of finding duty of care.
• Foreseeability is easy to find. Everything that happens to fetus is based on what mother does or doesn’t do.
• Assuming two legal entities
• Slippery slope à woman becomes responsible for everything to happen to fetus. No way to draw a line around
what would affect and wouldn’t affect a fetus. Isn’t always obvious what is okay/beneficial/harmful, it’s a moving
target.
Would this case be decided the same way today, based on post – Cooper jurisprudence?
• Probably not a different outcome. Policy analysis may have came in question 1 (proximity) instead of being
residual.
• Did it become harder or easier to find duty of care? Who has to show proof of proximity? The PL. Who raises
residual policy concerns? The DF. Arguably became tougher to find duty of care.
Did the SCC get it right in Dobson? Why or why not?
• Dissent says woman under obligation to drive carefully to others on road. With imposing liability to unborn child,
we’re not imposing more duties on her.
• Majority says good in theory but if legislature wants to do something they can create policy on it.
• What if a pregnant woman isn’t eating healthily? But what if she’s not eating right because she’s in poverty and
eating less so there’s enough food for her born child. People make decisions based on their circumstances.
• AB is different because a case came up and a duty was recognized to provide compensation
Maternal Tort Liability Act
A mother may be liable to her child for injuries suffered by her child on or after birth that were caused by the mother’s use
or operation of an automobile during her pregnancy if, at the time of that use or operation, the mother was insured under a
contract of automobile insurance evidenced by a motor vehicle liability policy.
• Only province to pass legislation. Suggests this is not very common concern.
• Woman driving on farmland and gets into accident. Her unborn child suffers injuries. Tort claim was initiated even
though Dobson was decided. Family sought special remedy. Special legislation passed just to address this
incident. Legislature also took the step to make legislation to address this issue. Child’s actual name is addressed
in the act. Intended to apply retrospectively so an insurance claim could be made in respect to that accident.
• What does this legislation accomplish?
o Goal is to accomplish limited exception to immunity mother has at common law for injuries to her child
o Motor vehicle accident context
o Allows a child born with injured caused by mother’s negligence while driving and while she was insured
driving then an insurance claim can be made on that basis
• Is this solution preferable to imposing a duty through the common law? Why or why not?
o Can work to create a solution.
Paxton v Ramji
F Mother takes prescription acne drug prior to conception. Gets pregnant, despite partner having vasectomy, and
continues with prescription and infant PL is born with defect. Manufacturer has strict protocol for doctors prescribing it
to women of child bearing age. Essential to explain not to get pregnant during or shortly after treatment. Vasectomies
aren’t fool proof, can reverse themselves, although rare. Doctor wasn’t worried about following protocol strictly (2
methods of birth control) due to his confidence in the vasectomy. Also discussion around whether she had partners
that weren’t her husband.
I
Did the doctor owe a duty of care to the infant PL when the mother was not yet pregnant at the time he prescribed the
drug?
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No duty of care to child
Is a duty of care owed? Yes. Third parties can owe a duty to an unborn child. Ontario Court of Appeal got confused.
• The physician does NOT owe a duty of care to an unborn or not yet conceived child at the time of the
physician’s negligence
• This is controversial, but it basically boils down to the fact that a doctor cannot act in the fetus’ best interests
while also acting in the patient’s best interests. Again, this analysis may be incorrect, but it’s the law
• Found there was no duty due to lack of proximity
Doctor’s sole duty is to the female patient and to provide the best medical advice possible. If a duty was imposed to
potential future children, it could cause doctors to limit treatment options proposed to women – inconsistent with
women’s autonomy and privacy rights. The doctor’s relationship with future children is necessarily indirect and the
power is with the mother to make decisions affecting her and any future children. In obiter – mothers also do not owe
a duty of care to future children
• imposing a duty of care would create an irreconcilable conflict between the child and the mother and where
there is no proximity, there can be no duty

What did the Court of Appeal say in Paxton v Ramji and Bovingdon v Hergott?
• Did the Ontario Court of Appeal get it right?
o Must first decide if a duty of care is owed to a potential child.
• Is this a situation of a novel duty of care?
o Paxton: No haven’t recognized duty (page 444)
o Doctor doesn’t owe duty to child “not yet conceived or born”
o Foreseeability is not a problem, can see that it is there
o No proximity because lack of communication
o Policy issue in conflicting duties
o What Court of Appeal says and what is in practice don’t really match up. For example when a pregnant
woman is diagnosed with cancer. If you give her chemo, there is a good chance it will harm the child.
Doctor tells woman about problem, tells her the treatment, tells her effect on her and child and then she
must decide.
o Court of Appeal didn’t conceptualize it in this way. Because the drug being dealt with is Accutane, treating
acne is arguably not a life threatening condition. Probably being viewed as optional treatment. Court got
caught up in conflicting interests and how to balance them. They concluded that doctor can’t balance
them. Which is wrong. Doctors do it all the time.
• Does your answer depend on whether the child is conceived (or not) at the time the negligence occurred?
o Not yet conceived can be a long time (can be a week before or a year before)
o For example: High chair is manufactured. Child in it gets hurt cause it’s defective. Does it matter that chair
was manufactured before child was conceived?
• What is a sufficiently “close and direct” relationship, for purposes of establishing proximity?
o Wasn’t because doctor could not communicate with fetus.
o “Not concerned with how intimate the PL and DF were or with their physical proximity, so much as with
whether the actions of the alleged wrongdoer have a close or direct effect on the victim, such that the
wrongdoer ought to have had the victim in mind as a person potentially harmed”
Liebig v Guelph General Hospital
R
F Family of newborn sued hospital staff for negligence pre and during delivery that resulted in child have cerebral palsy.
I
Can a child after being born, sue health care practitioners for what happened prior/while it was being born?
J Yes.
R
• Court sits and hears in a count of 5 for a second time (usually only happens when they realize this is an
important issue that will affect lots in the future)
• Clarify labor and delivery cases before Paxton remained good law
• In Paxton, child was not yet conceived so that is their argument.
• There IS a Duty of Care to unborn in the context of labor and delivery
• An infant, once born alive, may sue for damages for negligence during labour and delivery
Other DOC situations
• Wrongful Birth
o Claim by parents that physician’s negligence led to birth of a child with a disability (didn’t tell them about a
test that would have shown the disability and had they known they would have terminated pregnancy)
o Fairly accepted by courts
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Wrongful Life
o Brought by the child when child born w/disability and suffering (causing child to suffer) or illness against
the doctor (Dr. was negligent in failing to offer parents some sort of pre-natal testing that would have
indicated problems and having known the issues, the mother would have terminated the pregnancy)
o Child argues, but for negligence, he/she wouldn’t have been born, hence would’ve been better off “I
would have been better off not being born”
o Canada does NOT recognize this claim because existence is more preferable to non-existence, and it’s
impossible to assess damages
Wrongful Pregnancy
o Dr. negligent in giving advice about contraceptive or in performing a vasectomy or sterilization à healthy
but unwanted kid (denied in AB)
o Courts don’t like these claims – brought by parents

Maternal Tort Liability Act
• Ss 4 and 5 establish a limited exception to the immunity that a mother has from actions in tort by her child from
injuries suffered by the child on or after birth as a result of the mother’s actions prior to the child’s birth
• S 4 – caused by mother’s use or operation of an automobile if at the time of use the mother was covered by
automobile insurance

Public Officials
Proceedings Against the Crown Act à Allows actions against the executive branch as though it were an ordinary
person. It can be sued directly or for the vicarious acts of its agents
• Can be sued but lots of special rules (special notice periods, limitation periods, context for immunity)
• Why distinguish between public authorities and private persons for purposes of tort liability?
o Concern about floodgates. Concern about opening the door too widely for negligence claims. Worried
about overly burdensome liability. What a public authority does can affect more people than a private
person.
Statutory Duty vs Statutory Powers
• Statutory Duty: Government is not liable for doing what the statute requires. However, if they do it negligently or
don’t do it, they can be liable
• Statutory Power: Gives the government discretion in their behavior. Example: Highways dept. “may” conduct
inspections.
Policy/Operations Dichotomy
Policy à when gov’t authorities are making policy they shouldn’t be liable unless they do that in bad faith
What is a Policy decision? One that includes:
o Social, political, economic factors
o High level of decision-making
o Resource allocation decisions (budgetary considerations)
Operations à (executing the policy decisions they made) à then a duty of care can be imposed by the common law

•

Just v British Columbia
R Duty owed by government if it’s an operational decision, not policy
F PL was driving to Whistler. Was hit by a falling rock. Daughter died and he had serious injuries. Trees were a known
factor in levering rocks loose. Department of Highways had a system for inspecting and fixing rock slopes. Just
brought an action in negligence, arguing that BC had failed to maintain highway properly.
I
Is the government under a duty of care to maintain the highways and if so, are they liable if the highways are not
sufficiently maintained?
J In favor of Just since it’s operational in nature, it’s justifiable
R This was a case where they found liability:
• Applied Anns Test (before Cooper):
o There was proximity/reasonable contemplation
According to Cory J, how are the courts to approach public authority liability?
• Classify the kind of decision made as either policy or operational
What is the policy/operational approach?
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If it’s policy then there can be no duty of care other than it has to be made in good faith. Policy decisions are
highly unlikely to move to liability
If it’s operational (implement larger policy) there can potentially be a duty of care owed
This case is about a challenge to the manner in which the inspections were carried out. The public authority
had settled on a plan to inspect the slopes. The aspects of the plan were “the product of administrative
direction, expert or professional opinion, technical standards or general standards of care.” It was not a policy
decision, it was an operational decision. The decision is thus justiciable.

Brown v British Columbia
• PL injured in motor vehicle accident due to skidding on an icy road. Three other accidents on that road that
morning. Due to icy conditions, RCMP contacted his dispatch asking for a sand truck. But wasn’t till he called 3
times and an hour later that he was told one was dispatched. Reason why it took so long was because they were
still operating on summer maintenance schedule. PL claims province was negligent because failure to respond to
these concerns in timely manner and failed to carefully maintain roadways so this wouldn’t have been an issue at
all. Went to SCC. Says the decision to adopt a summer schedule is a policy decision. Generally duty to maintain
road but this specifically is whether what schedule we have is a “classic policy decision” b/c involved
consideration of finances, personnel, social, political, and economic factors.
Swinamer v Nova Scotia (AG)
• Diseased tree fell on a truck and injured the PL driver. For years prior to the accident, the DF had operated a
hazardous tree removal program. Marked dead trees as ones needed to be removed but didn’t notice this tree
and didn’t note it. After they identified problem trees, made proposal to department to get funding for the project.
Funding partially allowed.
• PL stated there was a prima facie duty of care owed by the department to users of the highways against
reasonably foreseeable hazards, including falling of trees. Further, DF had a duty to use a reasonable standard of
care in operating the hazardous tree removal program. DF was negligent in failing to train the inspector properly.
• At trial PL successful. CA reversed. SCC dismissed PL’s claim.
How to determine if something is operational or policy?
• Policy:
o Social, political, economic factors
o High-level decision making (how low do we go?)
o Resource allocation decisions
§ McLachlin, in dissent, viewed the inspection schedule as policy
• Operational:
o The manner, frequency, and methods
o The product of administrative direction, expert or professional opinion, technical standards, or general
standards of care
o Manifestations of the implementation of a policy decision to inspect
Examples:
• Operational decision: Manner and frequency of inspection of boulder on mountain highway (policy decision was
whether to have inspections or not) – (Just)
• Icy Road not maintained because department was on summer schedule à found to be policy decision
(Swimaner)
Statute can address civil liability specifically, but it can be silent on civil liability.
If statute is silent on civil liability, Statutory Standard can be indicative of whether a duty of care is owed AND/OR
of the standard of care.
• In Canada there is no tort of breach of statutory duty (SK Wheat Pool). Therefore Courts have to look outside
of the statute. If courts continue to look at statute to find a duty of care, an argument to raise is that they shouldn’t
be looking there.
R v Imperial Tobacco Canada Ltd
Facts: The British Columbia government passed the Tobacco Damages and Health Care Costs Recovery Act that
granted the government power to sue tobacco manufacturers for breach of duty to recover costs on the health care
system for people suffering from tobacco related illnesses. The tobacco companies sued under the Act challenged its
constitutional validity.
SCC:
• Was there proximity with government? No.
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General duties to public but not private duties to individuals
Deemed to be a policy decision because focused on harm reduction

The government can shield itself from liability by statute.
Municipal Government Act – “A municipality that has the discretion to do something, it is not liable for deciding not to do
that thing in good faith or for not doing it”.
• Legislative response that exempts or shield authority from liability
Summary:
• Is a duty owed?
o Usually run of the mill question where we know if there is or not
o But can be novel
o First question: have we already decided that a duty of care is owed in a situation like this or analogous to
this?
§ If yes, move on to standard of care analysis and negligence (don’t do Anns/Cooper)
§ If no, then Anns/Cooper.
• Foreseeability
• Proximity (expectations, representations, reliance, property/other interests)
o Assuming yes to both, then look at residual policy considerations. Broader policy issues, what are
implications for continued development of the law. Beyond the relationship of PL/DF, how will other legal
obligations, the legal system and society more generally be affected.
• What are courts trying to do?
o Find a balance between a duty of care will be imposed and when one won’t. Also watching for the
potential of floodgates.

Topic 6: Proof of Negligence
PL has burden of proof on Balance of Probabilities
• More likely than not or 50% + 1
Burden can be shifted to the DF (through statute or common law)
Burden can be discharged by:
• Evidence that supports the argument they’re making.
o Might not always have evidence for everything however, there are other ways such as inferences and
presumptions
• Inferences
o Logical conclusion the court can reach from other information in front of them from which it logically
follows that something else must also be in place
o Useful when No Direct Evidence, DF was in control of situation, injury wouldn’t normally happen without
negligence
o “Res Ipsa Loquitor” – The thing speaks for itself
§ Major J: The doctrine is no longer law and the trier of fact should simply weigh the circumstantial
evidence along with the direct evidence and then decide if the PL has enough to sustain their
action
• Presumptions
o A legal consequence that flows from proof of a particular fact or set of circumstances
o Can be rebuttable or irrefutable. If it’s irrefutable then that’s the end of it, the DF is stuck with that
consequence. If it’s rebuttable then the DF can point the judge to the facts that lead away from the
consequence
o Can be presumption of death. If someone is missing for more than 7 years, then that person is presumed
dead
Shifting the Burden to the DF/Presumptions of Negligence
• A legal rule says finding of a fact can lead to the existence of a presumed fact
• Presumption can sometimes be rebutted (if it can be rebuttable by law) à as long as the other party presents
evidence to the contrary it can be rebuttable
o Ex. Statute: Traffic Safety Act (TSA)
§ S 185: If DF breached the TSA, onus is on the DF to prove that the breach of TSA didn’t cause
injury to the PL
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S 186: When a driver hits a pedestrian, then onus of proof lies with the driver (even if the motor
vehicle operation did NOT contravened the TSA). Pedestrian may have a concussion and not
remember what happened, no idea what was happening in car.
Ex: Common Law: What if the PL has no direct evidence as to how or why the incident occurred?
§ Presumption of negligence when injury of passenger on public transport (Nice v Doe)
§

o

What happens if the scales stay balanced after the PL’s case?
• PL loses because they have no shown on a BOP that their claim is established
Should DF call evidence?
• No because they may put things in evidence that could assist the opponent
What if PL has no direct evidence as how or why the incident occurred?
• Depends on circumstance
Issue of negligence brings up certain questions
1. Sufficiency of evidence to bring a finding of fact
2. Weight of evidence in establishing the facts
3. Existence of a duty
4. General standard of conduct
5. Particular standard of conduct
Baker v Market Harborough
R Where the evidence suggests that both drivers were at fault, the court will apportion liability equally between them
F Two cars collided head on in center of the road. Both drivers were killed. Each party brought a claim against the
other. Impossible to determine who was at fault (no way to discharge burden of proof).
I
Who was at fault?
J Both 50% at fault.
R Court concluded each driver completed the same negligent actions therefore each was 50% responsible and so ach
recovers 50% of damages.
• If it’s impossible to distinguish fault, the accident is evidence of shared fault
• Proof of an accident can be proof of a DF’s negligence. In this case there were two negligent DFs: never will
one escape liability
• In the absence of evidence enabling a court to distinguish between two people at fault, it should hold
both to blame, and equally so
• If the accident happened on one side of the road as opposed to the center, the Court may have reasoned
differently then it did. There were no conditions that suggested they should have been driving in the center.
• Other option would be to say neither were to blame and dismiss both claims
• Why is 50/50 preferable? Might not be able to get insurance otherwise. Dismissing the claims means no one
gets anything. 50/50 means each party will at least recover half their costs.
• What does the court have to conclude to do what Denning did?
o Is it enough to know that one of them was negligent but not who? No
o Must know both are negligent. Must know both bore some responsibility to what happened.

Inferring Negligence / Res Ipsa Loquitur
How does trier of fact deal with circumstantial evidence?
• Res ipsa loquitur (the thing speaks for itself)
• Creates a presumption of negligence or constitutes prima facie evidence of negligence
• If the PL is injured and doesn’t have direct evidence but can put circumstantial evidence, the PL can discharge
their burden by showing Latin maxim to apply
• Factors to Use the Latin Maxim:
o DF had control of the situation
o Accident has to be type that typically doesn’t happen without negligence
o Cause of accident itself, reason why it happened, isn’t known
• Once PL satisfies the court that Latin should apply, the court can infer negligence and then it would fall to DF to
dispel that inference
• Doctrine available in limited circumstances. People disputed what it’s effect was in a procedural way.
o It creates a presumption of negligence and now DF has to show they weren’t negligent on a BOP
o Other courts said didn’t reverse proof but DF must show proof of same strength for court to have support
in favor of DF as of strength for PL
o Entitles trier of fact to be able to draw inference but doesn’t require them to draw inference
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Byrne v Boadle
Ratio: Res Ipsa Loquitor – the injury is evidence of the negligence
• Barrel rolled out of an attic and struck a passerby injuring his shoulder
• Couldn’t prove negligence directly, but on a balance of probabilities there was responsibility for negligence
• Res Ipsa Loquitor
Fontaine v British Columbia (Official Administrator of)
R Res ipsa loquitur is no longer good law – circumstantial evidence will be treated as supporting a reasonable inference
if it convinces the trier of fact on a balance of probabilities.
F Fontaine went on a hunting trip and never came back – his body was recovered, along with that of his hunting
partner, crashed in their car in a creek bed. There were severe rainstorms and terrible road conditions in the area at
the time of the accident. Fontaine’s wife is claiming compensation under BC legislation on the basis that the driver
(Fontaine’s hunting partner) presumably negligently caused the accident.
I
When does res ipsa loquitur apply? What is it’s effect?
J Res ipsa loquitur is no longer good law.
R
• Res Ipsa Loquitur (“the thing speaks for itself”) – doctrine applies when these circumstantial facts are proven
(1 & 2):
1. The thing that inflicted the damage was under the sole control of the DF (or of someone for whom he
is responsible/whom he has a right to control)
2. The occurrence is such that it would not have happened without negligence
3. There must be no evidence as to why/how the occurrence took place
• If these conditions are satisfied, it follows, on a BOP, that the DF was negligent and is thus liable for the
damage (i.e. circumstantial evidence constitutes reasonable evidence of negligence)
• If there is any evidence as to how occurrence took place, the appeal to res ipsa loquitur is inappropriate
question of DF’s negligence must be determined on that evidence
• Res ipsa loquitur is a permissible fact inference; judge decides if it can be made, jury decides if it will (it is not
bound to find negligence on the basis of RIL)
• If DF produces a reasonable explanation that is as consistent with no negligence as the res ipsa loquitur is
with negligence. Neutralizes the inference of negligence and PL’s case must fail because they did not
discharge their burden of proof
• The law would be better served if the maxim was treated as expired: circumstantial evidence must be
weighed with direct evidence to determine whether the plaintiff has established a prima facie case for
negligence against defendant.
• In this case: the circumstantial evidence (tires were worn, car left road fast enough to break through trees) is
not strong enough to raise the presumption v. the defendant; the bad weather means the accident could
equally have happened without negligence.
• Now we let the trier of fact determine what importance or relevance the circumstantial evidence has. They
just weigh direct and circumstantial evidence. Whether that is different than what happened when they used
the Latin maxim is arguable. We don’t label it with the maxim anymore but it’s basically similar.

Topic 7: Causation
General Principles:
“Causation is an expression of the relationship that must be found to exist between the tortious act of the wrongdoer and
the injury of the victim in order to justify compensation of the latter out of the pocket of the former” Snell v Farrell
• Link or connection between what the DF did and the loss suffered by the PL. Without a link, courts won’t impose
the liability
• Causation = purely factual inquiry
BUT FOR TEST
• Cause in Fact: But for DF’s negligent conduct, would the PL’s loss have occurred?
o Not enough to show that the DF’s negligence was a POSSIBLE cause. Has to be a legitimate cause (not
just that the actions COULD HAVE caused the loss, but that they DID CAUSE the loss)
o Could be more than one cause though
o Necessary cause vs sufficient cause
o DF’s conduct doesn’t have to be entire reason of outcome, but must be necessary to outcome
Robust and pragmatic approach to the “BUT FOR” test
• Flexible causation test where causation does not have to be determined by scientific precision
o Burden of proof remains with the plaintiff, but in some circumstances an inference of causation may be
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drawn from the evidence without positive scientific proof (scientific proof requires 95%+ certainty,
but courts only need BOP)
Relevant in cases of factual uncertainty
o Where the PL can prove he was injured due to the negligence of either of the two DFs but cannot
prove which one actually caused him the injury, then both should be held liable (Cook v Lewis)

Material Contribution Test
• ONLY USED WHEN MORE THAN 1 TORTFEASORS WHO WERE NEGLIGENT AND THEREFORE BUT FOR
TEST CAN’T BE APPLIED
Material Contribution Test (legal test, not factual one):
• SCC doesn’t want lower courts to use this test often, but only in exceptional circumstances:
o Available when impossible for PL to show injury based on “but for test” (D’s could point blame at each
other)
o “But for test” impossible to use when
§ 1) There are 2 or more tortfeasors
§ 2) All of whom act negligently
§ 3) And all of whom exposed the PL to an unreasonable risk of injury
Snell v Farrell
R In the absence of certainty, an inference of causation may be appropriate
F DF performed a cataract operation on PL. After injecting a local anesthetic into the eye, it started to bleed. However,
there were no other signs of bleeding. After 30 minutes, he proceeded with operation. After surgery, there was blood
in the eye. Blood cleared, but optic nerve atrophied resulting in blindness. Damage to optic nerve could have
occurred naturally or been the result of continuing the operation. Experts could not say for certain which.
At trial: Accepted expert testimony that DF was negligent in continuing the operation after noticing the discoloration.
Concluded that PL had established a prima facie case of causation and the burden shifted to DF to disprove
causation. DF could not discharge this burden, and was found liable. Material contribution test/McGhee approach
(created risk of harm). PL can show that the DF created a risk of injury/harm by their negligence and the harm within
that risk occurred. Allows an inference of causation to be drawn based on material contribution and that requires the
DF to dispel the inference. Material Contribution can find a DF liable for compensation even if they didn’t cause loss.
If all you have to show that they contributed to the risk and then the risk happened then some DFs will be liable when
they didn’t cause it.
On Appeal: upheld trial judgment
I
Whether the plaintiff in a malpractice suit must prove causation in accordance with traditional principles; or whether
recent developments in the law justify a finding of liability on the basis of some less onerous standard.
J In favor of PL
R Rejection of material contribution test. Damage to the optic nerve could have occurred naturally or been the result of
continuing the operation. Principles of causation: legal or ultimate burden of proof is determined by substantive law
upon reasons of experience and fairness –
1. Onus on person asserting proposition
2. Where the subject matter of the allegation lies particularly within the knowledge of one party, that party may
be required to prove it.
McGhee explained as promoting a robust and pragmatic approach to the facts to enable an inference of negligence to
be drawn even though medical or scientific expertise cannot arrive at a definitive conclusion. Legal burden lies with
PL, but in the absence of evidence to the contrary brought forward by DF, an inference of causation may be drawn
although positive or scientific proof of causation has not been adduced. Not necessary for medical experts to provide
a firm opinion supporting PL’s theory of causation – balance of probabilities. Trial judge erred in not appreciating that
you do not need a firm medical opinion.
Example:
• 2 negligent actors. They each set a fire. Somehow the fires combine and your house burns down
• But for test à Each DF can say there’s no causation cause even if they didn’t start the first, the other person
would have and same outcome
• Not fair that PL whose house burns down is left to deal with consequences
Athey v Leonati
R Take the victim as you find them. If you are a necessary cause, you are liable. You don’t have to be a sufficient
cause. Necessary is enough
F Athey suffered back injuries in two successive car accidents, and soon after experienced a disc herniation during a
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stretching exercise. A mixture of the injuries from the two accidents and a preexisting condition caused this.
Trial Judge & CA: Try to apportion responsibility
How much did DF cause the herniated disc?
Appeal allowed and PL entitled to recover 100% of damages
As long as DF is part of the cause of the injury, DF is liable for all injuries caused or contributed to by their
negligence. This is a single, indivisible injury. DF’s negligence doesn’t have to be sole cause.
§ “Crumbling skull” rule: recognizes that the pre-existing condition was inherent in PL’s “original position”. DF is
liable for additional damage but not the pre-existing damage, doesn’t need to return PL to a better position.
§ No finding here that any measurable risk that the disc herniation would have occurred without the accident
and therefore, no basis to reduce the award to take into account any such risk. Fitness world incident was not
a cause, it was an effect. Competing causes in this case were the pre-existing injury and the accident. PL
must prove causation by meeting the but for or material contributing test.
1. If herniation would have occurred without the accident, no causation
2. If necessary for both accident and the pre-existing condition for the herniation to occur, then causation is
proven
3. If either accident or pre-existing condition sufficient to cause herniation then trial judge must determine on
balance of probabilities whether D’s conduct materially contributed to the injury
Trial judge’s findings indicated it was necessary to have both (#2).

What if an injury has more than one cause?
• Even when there’s another factor (like a pre-disposition) then you deal with the thin skull rule (DF’s problem that
they injured someone who would be hurt worse than average) and DFs will be responsible for loss they’ve caused
Resurfice Corp v Hanke
R Material contribution only used where it’s impossible to prove causation for factors beyond PL’s control
• But For test is the standard test, material contribution test is only to be used in exceptional cases where
it’s impossible to prove causation due to factors beyond P’s control and there was a breach of duty
and standard of care
F PL was injured when a water hose was placed into the gas tank of a ice-resurfacing machine. Vaporized gasoline
was released into the air and caused an explosion which badly burned the PL. PL sued the manufacturer and
distributor of the machine alleging that there were design flaws because the gas and water taken were similar in
appearance and were placed too close together on the machine, making it easy to confuse the two.
§ Trial judge held that the PL could not prove that the DF’s negligence caused his loss.
§ Appeal court ordered a new trial as the judge erred in applying the but-for test instead of the material
contribution test
I
What test of causation should be used?
J
R
• This case basically laid out when the material contribution test was appropriate
Evidence supports Trial judge’s finding that:
• H was not confused by the two tanks (by H’s own admission)
• The seriousness of H’s injury and the relative financial positions of the parties were not matters relevant to
foreseeability
Causation: H’s own carelessness was responsible for his injuries, not the design defects
Proper test:
§ Standard is the but-for test
§ MCT test is only applies in exceptional cases
§ Where factors outside of the PL’s control make it impossible for the PL to prove that the DF’s negligence
caused the PL’s injury using the but-for test, and the PL’s injury falls within the ambit of the risk created by the
DF’s breach of his duty of care owed to the PL
Foreseeability
§ Not reasonably foreseeable that an operator of the zamboni would mistake the gas tank and the hot water
tank
o Tanks were different sizes
o Gas tank had label “gasoline only”
Causation (following trial judge) → Conclusions of trial judge:
§ “The onus is on the PL to establish that the damage was caused by the negligence of one or both of the DFs
to some degree”
§ “Must find causation before considering contributory negligence" -- Since no causation, no contribution
analysis is necessary
§ Conclusions were based on evidence
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o H knew which was water/gas and that water should not be put into gas tank
o Caps are different
Causation analysis:
§ Comparative Blameworthiness
o If product doesn’t meet industry standard, manufacturer is not absolved of liability if the end-user
uses it improperly
o However, in this case: Trial judge found not only that H’s carelessness was responsible for his
injuries, but that the alleged design defects were not responsible
o No need for contributory negligence analysis
§ Test for Causation
o But-for: “but for the appellant putting the hose in the gasoline tank, the explosion would not have
occurred
o Material contribution test: Appeal erred in suggesting that this test must always be used when there is
more than one cause of an injury (all cases could have more than one)
o BUT FOR is the STANDARD ⇒ But-For test is the standard test for causation for cases involving
either a single cause of multiple causes
o Material Contribution Test can only be applied if:
§ PL must establish that it is impossible to prove causation using the but-for test and that this
impossibility results from factors beyond the PL’s control (e.g. the current limits of scientific
knowledge)
§ PL must establish that the DF breached the standard of care and that his or her injuries fell
within the ambit of the risk created by the DF’s breach
§ Material Contribution Test has to be applied in these circumstances, because denying the
plaintiff recovery pursuant to the but-for test would be unfair and unjust (policy reasons).
Clements v Clements
R Looked at when material contribution test is valid – not valid here because there was only one tortfeasor, not multiple
F The DF admitted that driving a motor bike overloaded at excessive speeds on a wet highway was negligent.
Passenger on bike was injured. The question was whether that negligence was a cause of the injury.
Why did the accident occur (why did the DF lost control of the motorcycle)?
• Overloaded motorcycle (100 pounds too heavy)
• Bad weather conditions
• Rear tire picks up a nail and as he was accelerating (from 100 to 120 to overtake a vehicle), nail came out,
tire deflated quickly, bike swerved, and husband tried to take motorcycle down on its side but was
unsuccessful
Duty of care is owed (driver to passenger) and we established he was negligent (speeding and overloaded)
I
Whether the "but for" test applied, or whether the "material contribution" test applied.
J Favor of the DF
R
• Material contribution test is only appropriate where it is impossible to prove causation via “but for”, but it is
clear that the DF breached its duty of care in a way that exposed the PL to an unreasonable risk of injury
• Only times where you can use material contribution:
o Circular causation: DFs can point to the other and avoid direct causation. (Cook v Lewis, two people
who negligently cause a house to catch fire)
• Removes the need to prove causation on the facts. Accepting causation cannot be shown for various
reasons, but it’s clear there is some degree of liability
• In cases where “but for” is impossible – what does impossible mean? A number of tortfeasors, all of
whom acted negligently, all of whom exposed the PL to an unreasonable risk of injury à This is
needed before material contribution is available
PL was unable to prove causation relying on the but for test because of the limitation of the scientific reconstruction
evidence. Because of this, the court opted to apply the material contribution of risk test as an exception.
The SCC clarified in Clements that the material contribution test is a very limited and rare exception to the general
“but for” test.
Expert testifying for the defence said what led to the motorcycle not being under proper control was the deflation from
the nail. That is what started the motorcycle swerving, it was the immediate precipitating event. No way for the expert
to determine what speed or what weight he would have been able to bring it under control with it deflating as it did.
• DF says doesn’t matter if it was overloaded and he was speeding, it was the nail that caused the crash. If he
hadn’t been overloaded or speeding the accident would have happened anyways.
What is the PL’s argument?
• Trying to get trial judge to implement material contribution test. PL must show “but for” the DF’s negligence,
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he would not have been injured.
What is the causation problem?
In exceptional circumstances, PL can recover when the “but for” test is not/cannot be shown to be met
• How?
o Material contribution test
o This test removes the need to prove causation on the basis of the “but for” test. Meaning they don’t
have to show causation in fact.
• When?
o You can use it when it is impossible for the PL to show “but for” test.
o What might lead to impossibility to show but for test?
§ Multiple DF’s
§ When there was no causation (when evidence doesn’t show causation but court doesn’t want
PL to know this)
• The “but for” test is an impossible standard, according to the SCC, when:
o There are a number of tort feasors
o All of whom acted negligently
o And all of whom exposed the PL to an unreasonable risk of injury
What gives rise to the impossibility in such cases?
• Each DF can blame others
Why is the material contribution test available in such circumstances?
• Consistent with corrective justice
• Compensation, fairness, deterrence
What did the trial judge do wrong in Clements?
• You don’t have to prove causation with scientific certainty
Ediger v Johnston
R Use the “BUT FOR” test
F Medical malpractice in labour and delivery. Physician accused of negligence for how he applied an attempt at forceps
delivery, and whether he had adequate back up ready in case. During process of delivery, child’s heart rate dropped.
I
Whether being found negligent in these circumstances, whether his use/attempt use of using forceps caused harm to
the baby.
J In favor of PL.
R
• Physician’s negligence during delivery resulted in bradychardia
• But for his negligence, there would be no injury
o Injury may have been avoided if physician had met standard of care
DF Argument:
• Umbilical cord could have been shorter than normal
• Umbilical cord could have been wrapped around

Factual Uncertainty
Snell v Farrell (258)
• Few possible reasons that could have happened to result in outcome
• We knew physician was negligent for carrying on with procedure
• Uncertain because could have been other factors
Cook v Lewis
R
F PL (Lewis) shot in the face by one of two hunters (Cook) that shot at the same time. Lewis could not prove which one.
I
When there are two parties, and it is proven that one of their actions caused harm, but it cannot be proven which one
it was, who, if anyone, is liable?
J In favor of Lewis
R
• Couldn’t determine whose shot hit the PL à Used an early version of the material contribution test
o Both were acting in a context where they were acting together à both at fault, both liable
Snell Case: A plaintiff may succeed by showing that the defendant’s conduct materially contributed to risk of the
plaintiff’s injury, where
a) the plaintiff has established that her loss would not have occurred “but for” the negligence of two or more
tortfeasors, each possibly in fact responsible for the loss; and
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b) the plaintiff, through no fault of her own, is unable to show that any one of the possible tort feasors in fact was
the necessary or “but for” cause of her injury, because each can point to one another as the possible “but for”
cause of the injury, defeating a finding of causation on a balance of probabilities against anyone.
Due to the situation that each defendant can point the finger at the other, it is impossible for the plaintiff to show on a
balance of probabilities that any one of them in fact caused the plaintiffs injury.
• The decision in lower court was based upon the general Canadian rule that stated that when it is certain that
one of two individuals committed the offence, but it is uncertain which one was the guilty agent, then neither
of them can be convicted.
Majority (Cartwright):
• Follows Canadian precedent instead because allowing both parties to escape liability is unfair because both
of them were negligent
• Lewis is in an unfair position in having to prove which of the parties did it and he will not recover because of
this
• Both parties must be held liable as they were both negligent in firing shots (alternative liability à where at
least one DF caused the harm)
• Rand: Burden must shift to DFs to prove who did it. If neither had proof then they are both equally liable,
however onus is on each DF to show the other one did it. This is fairer because the DFs have a better idea of
what happened then the PL.
Dissent (Locke):
• Relationship between two DFs is not close enough to make them share liability for each other’s actions. Just
because they were hunting together and were going to split the kill at the end of the day does not mean they
should be completely responsible for each other’s actions
McGhee v National Coal Board
R
F McGee worked for National Coal Board emptying pipe kilns. One day he had to empty a brick kiln which caused him
to get sweaty and powdered brick caked on his skin. He biked home without washing because there were no cleaning
facilities provided by employers, and developed dermatitis. Exact way disease develops is unclear but it was proven
that washing immediately would have lessened the risk of developing it. Coal Board successful at lower courts,
McGhee appealed.
I
When a DF has been proved to have negligently contributed to the development of an injury, should they be liable if it
can be shown that the PL’s actions also led to the development, and the exact cause is unknown?
J Appeal allowed
R Where an injury is caused by two or more factors operating cumulatively, one or more of which is a breach of duty
and one or more of which is not so, in such a way that it is impossible to ascertain the proportion in which the factors
were effective in producing the injury or which factor was decisive, the law does not require the plaintiff to prove the
impossible, but holds that he is entitled to damages for the injury if he proves on a balance of probabilities that the
breach of duty contributed substantially to causing the injury.
Fairchild v Glenhaven Funeral Services
R Material contribution test when liability is evident, but uncertain
F Fairchild's husband developed mesothelioma as a result of asbestos poisoning. He worked for two consecutive
employers where he was exposed to asbestos in his work. Both employers breached their duty of care for him by
exposing him to asbestos, but it cannot be determined which breach actually led to the poisoning, or if they both did.
Glenhaven was successful in the lower courts which Fairchild appealed.
I
When two DFs are equally probable to have caused an injury, which is liable?
J Appeal allowed
R In the lower courts the judges applied the “but for” test and determined that neither party can be found liable because
it cannot be proven that the outcome would have occurred without either of their actions.
• Dismissed at CA because since you only need one asbestos fiber, it could not be proved which employer did
it
• Doesn’t seem fair.
In this court, Bingham of Conhill uses the principle from McGhee to formulate his own specific formula for determining
liability in cases like this. He breaks the facts into six specific steps that must be present for his decision to apply, and
states that when they are present the plaintiff is entitled to recover against both DFs. He emphasizes that this only
applies when all six steps are present.
When the plaintiff (C) was . . .
• employed by two different companies (A & B) at different times;
• both A & B owed a duty of care to C;
• both A & B breached their duty to C when he worked for them;
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• C suffers from an injury indirectly related to the breach of duty;
• any other cause of injury can be effectively ruled out; and
• C cannot prove when the injury developed or who was responsible . . .
then C is able to collect damages from both defendant.
• Court found all DFs liable since they all materially contributed to the injury
• PL was not the one who negligently exposed himself to the asbestos, the employer was. Also, impossible for
PL to establish causation for reasons beyond his control
• Used material contribution test
• When all DF’s can point at each other to blame (and it has to be one or more of them), the onus then
shifts to them to prove who is at fault, else they all are
Sindell v Abbott Labs
R Market share liability when impossible to prove x manufacturer was the one who caused the injury, but they were a
part of it
• A P injured by a drug of unknown source can recover against known manufacturers of the drug under the
market share theory
• P must bring before the court Ds representing a "substantial share" of the market. A D is dismissed from the
case if it can prove that it did not produce the drug taken by the P. Each of the remaining Ds is severally liable
for only that portion of the P's damages that corresponds to the percentage of its share of the market.
• When a particular class of defendants can be identified as being responsible for an injury, but the specific
party that caused the injury cannot be determined, then all of the defendants must share liability for the
damages proportionally to the probability that they caused the injury.
F Sindell's mother was issued the drug DES during pregnancy in an attempt to limit the risk of miscarriage. However, it
resulted in Sindell developing cancer. This happened to many women and their daughters throughout the United
States at this time, as the drug was found to be carcinogenic. Sindell cannot identify the exact company that
produced the drug that her mother was given, as more than 200 companies produced the same drug. She is suing
five of the biggest producers.
I
If it is clear that a group of DFs were negligent, but not clear that any of them caused harm to the PL are they liable
and if so to what extent?
J In favor of PL
R
• The most persuasive reason for finding for PL states a cause of action is that the negligent DFs should bear
the cost of the injury. PL is not at fault in failing to provide evidence of causation.
• Their conduct in marketing a drug, the effects of which are delayed for many years, played a significant role in
creating the unavailability of proof.
• DFs are better able to bear the cost of injury resulting from the manufacturer of a defective product.
• When medication is involved, the consumer is virtually helpless to protect himself from serious injuries.
• It is reasonable to hold any of the DFs who supplied the product liable for the percentage of DES which they
sold.
• The burden is then shifted to DFs to prove that they did not produce the drug that caused the injury.
• Each DF will be held liable for its percentage of market share.
• If company could show they were not producing DES at the time the mother was prescribed it, then they
could get themselves out of liability

Topic 8: Remoteness
•
•

Duty owed, duty breached (standard of care not met), causation was present and now we’re asking whether the
DF should be responsible for the entire picture of the loss suffered by the P? Where do we draw the line?
Trying to balance accountability and an unreasonable burden

Test for Remoteness:
• FORESEEABILITY: was the INJURY foreseeable?
o Depends on how question is framed:
§ Narrow – was it foreseeable that that specific injury in that specific circumstance would occur?
§ Broad – was it foreseeable that that an injury would occur?
o Foreseeing the manner and full extent in which the injury occurs is not necessary b/c the type of
injury was foreseeable (Hughes v Lord Advocate)
o Doesn’t matter if you couldn’t foresee extent of injury as long as it’s foreseeable that some type of
injury of this type would result (Smith v Leech Brain)
o Reasonable foreseeability (Wagon Mound)– has to be foreseeable that an injury of a certain type would
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•

occur
§ Has to be more than possible (every injury that’s ever happened is thus possible)
§ Has to be a real risk that wouldn’t be brushed aside as trivial o
o Subjective/objective nature of inquiry
DIRECTNESS

Overseas Tankship Ltd v Morts Dock & Engineering Co Ltd (The Wagon Mound No. 1)
R Recognized foreseeability in test of remoteness
F There was bunker oil discharged into water. PLs here are owners of the dock and their employees at the time were
engaged in repair work on a ship. DFs are involved with a ship some distance away that had bunker oil added to it and
it became discharged into the water. The PLs were doing welding on the ship, and somehow the oil in the water cause
there to be a fire and caused great damage.
I
Is a tortfeasor liable for all damage, even that which is unforeseeable, directly resulting from a negligent act?
J The injury to Plaintiff’s property, though a direct result of the defendant’s negligence, was an unforeseeable
consequence and liability does not attach.
R
• It was a finding of fact that it was not foreseeable that the oil would burn on the water
• JCPC adopts the test of foreseeability
o The natural consequences rule leads to instances where a negligent party is liable for both the direct
trivial foreseeable damage and all unforeseeable and grave consequences too. This takes the law
beyond the principle that a man should be liable for the probable consequences of his actions.
• Not liable because it wasn’t foreseeable that a fire would result
What was foreseeable harm court found could happen as result of their negligence? There was foreseeable harm but
not to the extent of what actually occurred. Discharging oil into the water could cause pollution, damage to dock,
damage to foreshore. If you don’t have foreseeable harm then you don’t have to worry about remoteness because you
don’t get that far.
DF’s responsible if directness test is used. What does court do instead of following directness test?
PLs were the one who were engaging in conduct that created the potential of ignition. They didn’t want to say that any
oil on water was ignitable. If they knew/saw the oil and continued their welding operation, they were contributory
negligent.
A tortfeasor is responsible for the reasonably foreseeable or probable consequences of his negligent acts. In this
case, the test for liability for fire is foreseeability of injury from fire. However, this rule is in conflict with the “egg-skull”
plaintiff rule, which states that the defendant is liable for all injuries to the plaintiff, i.e., “you take the plaintiff as you find
him.”
Thin Skull Rule and Foreseeability (in Remoteness):
• Thin skull rule and foreseeability can co-exist.
• 1. Initial threshold step: PL wouldn’t have to show that anyone would have same degree of injury, but that a
person of ordinary fortitude would foreseeably suffer in these circumstances
• 2. Then thin skull rule can apply
• Issue comes down to: whether TYPE of injury was foreseeable, then thin skull rule allows them to recover
full extent even if that full extent was not reasonably foreseeable.
• Smith v Leech Brain & Co: thin skull rule does not preclude a finding that the cause was too remote. If the type
of initial injury was foreseeable, then the resultant harm must be bundled into the analysis – however, the amount
to which the negligence caused that injury will be dealt with in damages (here, a burn caused a cancer, but the
cancer wouldn’t have developed had the plaintiff not worked in a gas works plant before)
Crumbling-Skull Rule
• Recognizes the pre-existing condition of the PL. A DF is liable for the injuries caused even if they are extreme, but
need not compensate the PL for the debilitating effects of pre-existing conditions that the PL would have suffered
from anyway. HOWEVER – accelerating a condition that the PL would have suffered from anyway is actionable.
Re Polemis & Furness, Withy & Co Ltd
Ratio: Two tests for remoteness: directness and foreseeability
• A plank was dropped into a hold full of benzene à caused a fire
• Was there a direct connection between the negligence and the loss?
• TWO TESTS TO BE USED
o Directness (potential issue = proportionality)
o Foreseeability – D is foreseeable only for what they could have reasonably foreseen
§ Applies only to the SoC analysis and whether the action was negligent
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Smith v Leech Brain & Co
R Remoteness doesn’t negate thin skull rule; if the type of injury was foreseeable, then recovery, even if there was a preexisting condition which made it worse, is not precluded
F PL who is injured because of negligence of the DF. Metal shield workers would lean against for protection but they
couldn’t see through it so reasonable that they would peak out to see what was happening. When he did that, some
steel splashed onto his lip and burnt him. And he developed cancer as a result.
I
Is there a finding of causation when negligence results in an injury partly because of a pre-existing condition?
J In favor of PL
R
• DF is held liable, because thin skull rule, take your victim as they are. Harm was foreseeable. Even though
extent of injuries was more than you would expect from someone, is too bad.
• While the risk of cancer was not entirely foreseeable, the fact of injury was.
• This wasn’t a case of insufficient proximity, but of taking your victim as they come
o Differentiates it from Wagon Mound which would require the injury to be foreseeable
Hughes v Lord Advocate
R As long as the general type of injury can be foreseen [a burn, in this case] there will be proximate cause (Is this kind of
injury reasonable foreseeable?)
F Manhole left open with ladder in it, and they leave lamps around to show hole. There’s a tarp over it. Kids go in the
manhole, as they come out, one of the trips over a lamp that was left lit. Lamp falls into the hole, breaks, ignites, one
child falls back into the hole, and gets severely burnt.
I
Whether Defendant can be found liable for negligence where the manner or cause of the injury was unforeseeable,
but the injury is the type that was foreseeable.
J Appeal allowed, he was charged
R
• Not foreseeable that the lamp would explode, but was it foreseeable that there would be a burn?
o This is what the issue hinges on. It may be foreseeable that there would be an injury, but was this
type of injury (a burn) really foreseeable?
§ Court ultimately says yes
• They can only escape liability if the damage can be regarded as differing in kind from what was foreseeable
• The fact that it exploded and caused extensive burning is damage of a similar type. Had he lost his hearing
because of the sound of the explosion – given that the explosion was unforeseeable – this may have been
found differently as a loss of hearing is not a foreseeable outcome
• What must be foreseeable in order for the PL to be able to recover?
o The manner in which the injury occurred? No
o The extent of the injury? No
o The type of injury? YES
o NOT foreseeable that this exact series of events would occur. The more details and bits and pieces
you put in, the less foreseeable.
o Was foreseeable that someone could get burnt because the lamps were left around an “allurement”
(open hole with no one around telling people to stay away)
o Fact that it was foreseeable for someone to get burnt was enough for the whole series to be
responsible by the DF for the whole loss
o Broad view of foreseeability, similar to directness.
Case: DFs didn’t realize getting heating cover into liquid would cause harm. PL was burned when the burning liquid
landed on PL. What was expected would be some splashing. Based on Hughes, would PL win? Yes. Because it’s not
manner or extent, just the type of injury. Is it foreseeable that liquid would come out of the bath and burn someone? Yes.
But court said no, not foreseeable, too remote. DFs could not foresee chemical reaction resulting in eruption.
Foreseeability was splashing, not chemical reaction. Distinguished from Hughes, because Hughes had an allurement.
Mustapha v Culligan of Canada
R
• In order to make a successful claim of recover for psychiatric harm you must prove all the necessary elements
of any negligence claim, however, the damage will be seen as too remote if the breach would not have resulted
in the psychiatric harm of a reasonable person.
• If the DF knew that the PL had a particular vulnerability to psychiatric harm before the breach, then psychiatric
harm is reasonably foreseeable.
F Mustapha is replacing a water cooler, he sees dead flies in the water and he throws up. He develops psychiatric harm
as a result.
I
J In favor of Culligan
R McLachlin, writing for the court, states that just as in any negligence claim, to get recovery for psychiatric harm you
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must prove that there was a duty owed, a breach of the standard of care, resulting damage, causation and sufficient
proximity. In this case it is clear that there was a duty of care owed, as manufacturers owe a duty of care to their
consumers (Donoghue v Stevenson), and it is also clear that the Culligan's conduct breached this duty. There was
definitely damage suffered as Mustapha developed a major depressive disorder which had a significant impact on his
life. It is also proven that this damage was caused by the breach of the duty. However, in the remoteness question you
must consider if the breach would result in psychiatric harm to a reasonable person. If it is determined that it would,
then the "thin skull" rule applies. However, in this case there is no question that this breach would not result in the
psychiatric harm of a reasonable person. Although this extreme reaction was imaginable, it was not reasonably
foreseeable – which is the standard in negligence law. However, she does state that if Culligan had known of
Mustapha's particular vulnerability, then this type of damage would be reasonably foreseeable.
Fact Pattern:
DF negligently drives into a fire hydrant. The result is a heavy flow of water which forces open a basement window of the
PL’s building. In the end, the basement was flooded in several feet of water. PL sues for the damage done to the supplies
stored in the basement. Liability? Or too remote?
• Directness test: Recoverable (as it was a consequence of direct action)
• Remoteness:
o PL: Fire hydrants are a foreseeable thing on streets and if you run into one and knock it over, you will
release water that could cause damage.
o DF: Argue that not foreseeable for water to push open a window as they’re supposed to be weather proof.
Arguments about water pressure expected and directionally. What if supplies in basement were really
expensive? DF could argue that not foreseeable for there to be things that aren’t normal in a basement.
DF negligently causes a house fire while using a blowtorch to burn the paint off of the eaves of his home. Fireman
responding to the call suffers burns while putting out the fire, despite wearing protective clothing. Liability? Or too remote?
• Directness: Yes
• Remoteness (foreseeability):
o PL: Reasonably foreseeable that someone can be injured when he started a fire. Even a properly dressed
fireman could be injured.
o DF: Fireman was supposed to have protective gear to protect him from burns. (Tough argument for DF).
DF takes PL’s car without permission. PL gives chase in a second vehicle. As a result of his negligent driving, DF knocks
down a hydro pole and ended up stopping in a field. PL catches up, runs into field and steps on downed, live hydro wire.
PL winds up with severe burns and has to have his leg amputated. Liability? Or too remote?
• Directness: Yes
• Remoteness: Yes.
o PL: Foreseeable that if you knock down a hydro pole that it will cause damage.
o DF: Not foreseeable to take a car and foresee that the owner will chase you and end up with those
injuries.

Intervening Forces
•
•

Is DF’s liability affected when some else’s act intervenes between the defendant’s negligent conduct and the PL’s
injury?
Does the intervening act sever the chain of causation?

Bradford v Kanellos
Facts: Patron injured in restaurant when another patron hears gas and hissing sound and everyone runs out in a mob.
• Trial: Negligent to allow amount of grease to accumulate. Series of events was foreseeable.
• CA: How could negligent DF have anticipated that patron would hear the sound and have a hysterical reaction?
Ratio: Do intervening events sever the causal chain? – THEY CAN
• Injuries resulted from hysterical conduct of a customer which occurred when the safety appliance properly fulfilled
its function. Was it fairly to be regarded as within the risk created by the restaurant operator’s negligence in
permitting grease to build up? à on balance of probabilities, unlikely
• If there is an intervening act that separates the act of negligence from the injury, there is more
remoteness. Depending on the degree, it may sink a claim
What are some factors that influence judicial decision making in remoteness?
• Seriousness of injury
• Burden on defendant if liable
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•
•
•

Relationship of plaintiff and defendant
Type / severity of injury
Degree of negligence

Canada’s Position: If PL reasonably seeks medical help for injury caused by DF. And if the medical care makes it worse
then DF is liable for a mistake of medical team if it wasn’t negligent. If the care of medical team was negligent then it
would stop chain of DF’s liability. He is reasonable for everything up until negligent care. Theory is that medical team may
make mistakes, but if it rises to negligence then it’s less foreseeable and shouldn’t be DF’s responsibility.
Dr. causes by treatment a worsening of the Plaintiff condition
• If treatment an error DF liable for all damage and then it would be up to the DF to try and recover from the Dr. by
bringing him into the action as a 3rd party and trying to prove his negligence.
Suicide
(1) If the injuries caused by the DF were such that they led to mental disturbance leading to suicide then the DF is
liable (Not a Novus Actus).
(2) If the injuries caused by the DF were not such that they led to a mental disturbance but a deliberate act of a
disturbed individual then it is a Novus Actus and the DF is not liable.
Wright Estate v Davidson
Facts: Injured party is woman who was in car accident. Not overly serious car accident but struck right side of head and
had laceration but nothing serious. No pronounced head injury. In month after collision, complained of pain. During 9
months after, had ongoing medical treatment from various physicians to no avail. She became depressed and ended up
committing suicide.
• Trial: Recoverable.
• CA: Not reasonably foreseeable. If you do it as a deliberate and conscious decision then the suicide is too remote
and not part of what DF has to compensate. But if suicide is act of patient suffering metal illness then DF may be
responsible.
Costello v Blakeson
Suicide not found to be intervening cause, because court applies thin skull rule
F Involved a suicide attempt 3 years after an accident.
I
Was motor vehicle accident cause of suicide attempt?
D Yes, it was the cause. P denied recovery because intervening act
R
• P had prior history of depression and suicide attempts
• Court applies thin skull rule, this does not have to be reasonably foreseeable, must take victim as you find
them
• Damages: Crumbling skull – D is liable only for the acceleration of the suicide attempt – given P’s history it is
likely that another suicide attempt would follow at some point. D sped this up.
Note: Weird court thoughts: Giving money to survivors of suicide seems to condone suicide.

Policy and the “Instinctive Approach”
Palsgraf v Long Island Railroad
R There is a reasonable limit on the extension of duty in negligent acts - if the harm is not willful, then the plaintiff must
prove that the resulting injury resulted from an apparent danger inherent in the act.
F A man was getting on to a moving train owned by the Long Island Railroad Company. Seeming unsteady, two
workers of the company tried to assist him onto the train and accidentally knocked his parcel out of his hands. The
parcel contained fireworks wrapped in newspaper which went off when they hit the ground. The employees did not
know what was in the package. The force of the blast knocked down some scales several feet away which fell and
injured Palsgraf. At trial and first appeal Palsgraf was successful, which Long Island Railroad appealed.
I
Is there a generalized duty of care (whether or not the company could have reasonably foreseen the plaintiff being
injured)?
J The court reversed the appellate court judgment and dismissed the complaint.
R This case identifies two ways to determine if a duty is owed to Plaintiff: (1) the Cardozo method; and (2) the Andrews
method:
* (C.J. Cardozo) Negligence is based on the foreseeability of harm between the parties. C.J. Cardozo’s opinion is the
majority view and is referred to as the zone of danger view. Thus liability for negligence is limited to what was
foreseeable and what duties were owed that were reasonably foreseeable prior to the negligent act. Thus to recover,
a plaintiff must be a foreseeable plaintiff and be in the zone of danger.
* (J. Andrews) Each person owes an absolute duty of care; each person must refrain from acts (foreseeable or not)
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that unreasonably threaten the safety of others. Under J. Andrews’ view, everyone is a foreseeable plaintiff.
Lamb v London Borough of Camden
R Reasonable foreseeability of damages is not enough in itself to justify awarding damages; courts must consider the
public policy implications, or discover a more stringent standard to ensure that damage awards are logical.
F Lamb owned a house in London. She moved to America and rented the house to a tenant. Borough workers, working
on the street, struck a water main that caused serious damage to the foundation of the house and the tenant moved
out. All of the furniture was removed from the house. Eventually squatters took over the house, however agents of
Lamb ejected them and some meager security is installed. Squatters take it over again, and ruin the house. Lamb
sued the Borough for the damages caused by the squatters. The Borough was successful at trial which Lamb
appealed.
I
Is this damage a foreseeable consequence of the Borough's negligence?
J Appeal dismissed
R
• No one, throughout the course of the squatters taking over the house, suggested that it was the Borough's
fault or contacted them to put a stop to it. He says that in cases like this insurance should be the provider of
funds, not the courts. Although this is a foreseeable outcome of the water main breakage using Lord Reid's
test, damages should not be assessed for public policy reasons.
• Oliver essentially agrees with Denning. He states that Reid's test does not limit damage assessment enough,
and that it should include a more "stringent standard" but does not suggest an alternative.
• Watkins states that in cases like these judges must simply use their instincts to decide whether or not the
outcome is too remote to deserve damages. He says that there will usually be a clear common sense answer
– here it is to dismiss the appeal.

Topic 9: Defenses
When we analyze defenses to a negligence claim, we are shifting our attention from Defendant’s conduct to Plaintiff’s
conduct
• Has the PL done something that might limit (or preclude) his/her recovery?

Contributory Negligence
Partial Defense
What must the DF establish?
• That PL was negligent
• That PL’s negligence contributed to his/her injuries
Analysis
• Stage1: Was PL negligent?
o Standard of Care question (duty of care already established because we all have a duty to look out for
ourselves)
• Stage 2: Whether PL’s negligence contributed to the injury?
Apportioning liability:
• Relative Comparative Blameworthiness approach. How to determine it:
o How many acts of negligence were involved on each person?
o What was the timing? First person usually bears more fault
o What conduct was involved? To what extend does it breach statutory requirement? à Statutory
requirements not determinative but instructive
o What is to be considered?
§ Nature of duty owed by defendant?
§ Number of acts of fault/negligence
§ Timing of various acts of fault
§ Nature of the conduct
§ Extent to which statutory requirements are breached
o There is no cap on PL contributory negligence
o What happens is court can NOT figure out based on the facts how to allocate blameworthiness?
§ They have to allocate 50/50% liability (Contributory Negligence Act)
• Causation Approach
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Rue Castle Estate v Sebens
• PL is 16 year old girl, passenger in car driven by friend. Car was too full, too many people. She was in the back
seat not wearing a seatbelt. DF was negligent. Accident ensued, vehicle rolled over and the PL died. DF alleged
that PL was contributory negligent because she didn’t wear a seatbelt. DF argued she should have found another
way home when she realized there weren’t enough seatbelts. Trial judge refused to hold PL negligent because
given the circumstances (late at night) she didn’t have other good options to go home. She did not act
negligently. Her choice was reasonable in the circumstances.
Heller v Martins
Ratio: Not wearing a seatbelt is not fully exculpatory for the defendant
• Defendant tried to argue there would be no harm to the plaintiff had he been wearing a seatbelt. Claimed the lack
of seatbelt was the cause
• Rejected by the court
Seatbelt Use:
• Not wearing a seatbelt à most likely Contributory Negligence
o Ex. of exception: when no other ride home but the car w/o a seat belt
• Usually 5-25% to a PL who wasn’t wearing a seat belt depending on the facts
Medical Malpractice starts to see contributory negligence for patients
Person should’ve listened to doctor’s advice (ex: shouldn’t smoke after medical procedure)
• Pugsley v Wong: PL was inactive person prior to having procedure. Trial judge found her level of inactivity
contributed to the loss. Her sedentary lifestyle didn’t help.
• Dumay v Hamilton: Elective procedure, cosmetic tummy tuck. PL had the procedure done and her physician
knew she was a smoker. Advised her that she would have to cut down smoking before surgery and she could not
smoke for a week after. But did not explain why after. Couple days after surgery PL smoked and informed her
doctor. He told her not to smoke. She didn’t until she was discharged from the hospital but them she smoked 2-4
a day. Then she was admitted back to hospital for necrotic tissue. Discharges herself. Then admitted again. By
the time it’s resolved she’s had significant skin loss. She claims physician didn’t properly inform her of the risk.
Trial judge agreed with lack of informed consent. But also accepted expert evidence that patient’s history of
smoking and smoking after was in part responsible for loss she suffered. Trial judge said she did not contribute.
CA reversed decision and said she did. Couldn’t portion out accordingly so went 50/50.
• Cases of pregnant women failing to follow up on doctor’s visits
Hypotheticals:
PL is an accomplished soccer player who volunteered as an assistant coach. During a practice, he kicked a ball into the
goal. As he passed under the goal’s crossbar to retrieve the ball, he jumped up and grabbed the crossbar. The soccer
goal was not anchored to the ground, and, as he held on to the upper crossbar, PL fell backwards, drawing the weight of
the crossbar onto his face. He suffered multiple severe facial fractures which required surgery and the placing of three
lithium plates in his face. PL sues the DF soccer association for negligence. The DF alleges contributory negligence. Will
this defence succeed? Why?
• Would reasonable person jump and grab crossbar? Maybe. We can all think of a time when we did it or saw
someone do it. Have you ever seen a goal fall over because of it? No.
• If court says negligence on PL then causation is not hard to establish. Goal post fell over because he jumped up
and his body weight brought it down.
• Other factor: he’s an accomplished soccer player and coach so he should know better BUT he has experience
and probably has done so various times without this occurring.
PL has had a kidney transplant and is experiencing rejection. The physicians begin a treatment that is intended to deal
with the organ rejection problem, but which also has the side effect of interfering with blood clotting (ie, makes it less likely
that the patient’s blood will clot effectively to stop any bleeding that may occur). PL is a member of the Jehovah’s Witness
faith and has signed documents consenting to treatment with the exception of treatment involving the administration of
blood products or whole blood.
The physicians explain to her that she will die without a blood transfusion. She continues to refuse blood products. The
physicians discover internal bleeding and rush her to the operating room, but soon discover that the only thing that will
reverse the effects of the bleeding and save her life is a blood transfusion. They are unable to administer that treatment
because she has refused consent for it. She dies. Her estate later sues the DFs for negligence in how the kidney rejection
was handled. The DFs allege that the PL was contributory negligent for refusing to consent to a blood transfusion after
being made aware that a transfusion was necessary in order to save her life. Will the defence succeed?
• PL refused treatment that DR stated was necessary to survive.
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•

In the states, contributory negligence functions as a full defence, not the apportionment method.

At the end of the school year, the grade 4 class from an elementary goes to the lake for a swimming field trip. The lake
has a designated area for swimming, which is roped off and quite shallow. The teacher tells the children not to swim
beyond the roped off area because the water is quite deep. After a few minutes, an argument develops between two of
the children who are playing on the beach and Mr. Prozac goes over to sort things out. Because his attention is occupied
by this, he does not see one of the other children (Kent) stray beyond the roped off area and into the deep water, Kent
cannot swim very well. Soon Kent is out of his depth and in trouble, and floating further away from the shore. Kent is
eventually rescued but will suffer permanent injuries. He sues the teacher for negligence, the teacher alleges contributory
negligence.
• See if child has capacity. If they do, then yes arguable that they were negligent. But if child doesn’t have capacity
then they can’t be negligent.
• Courts are less likely to find children negligent.
Used to use last clear chance rule – not anymore
The “last clear chance” rule was used to allow a contributory negligent PL to recover in spite of having acted negligently
• Whoever had the last clear chance to avoid the injury would be responsible. Allowed PL to collect even if they
were negligent if the DF had the last chance to avoid injury
How are damages to be apportioned when the PL has been contributorily negligent?
• Based on the degree to which each party was at fault
Does it make sense to have a defence of contributory negligence?
• Yes, b/c encourages PLs to take some responsibility for their own safety & would be unfair to DF to be
responsible for the entire loss when PL contributed
• No, punishes injured PL & is an inefficient way to allocate accident losses
Contributory Negligence Act
• Liability for damages is in proportion to which you’re responsible for. If a proportion cannot be determined then
they are to be divided equally.
• Court finds who is at fault and for how much
• Questions of fact: amount of damage or loss, the fault (if any), the degree of fault
• If someone not named in the claim is found to be wholly or partially at fault, they can be added to the claim
Butterfield v Forrester
R A DF cannot be held liable for damages resulting partially from the negligence of the PL (First true appearance of the
defence of contributory negligence)
F Forrester was doing construction on his house and created an obstruction on the road. Butterfield left a pub and was
riding his horse when he collided with the obstacle and was seriously injured. However, he was riding extremely fast
in a residential neighborhood and the DF had left an opening so that people could still safely pass.
I
Is the DF at fault if a reasonable driver would have seen the obstacle and avoided it?
J In favor of DF
R The court is clear that that the fault is solely the PL’s. If he had been riding reasonably then he would have seen the
obstacle and not been injured. The DF cannot be liable for an injury that was partially caused by the negligence of the
PL. Claim defeated because he was driving recklessly.

Voluntary Assumption of Risk
•
•
•

•

•
•

Volenti non fit injuria
Voluntary Assumption of Risk = Assumption of the PHYSICAL risk + LEGAL Risk (both need to be present)
o Legal = right to sue
The agreement can be EXPRESS or IMPLIED
o Court must be able to reach conclusion that there was an agreement
o Waiver (Agreement by which you contract out)
In cases where agreement is implied, what does the court check for?
o Court will look at circumstances and see if both parties were aware of the waiver of risks.
o What if you have express agreement? Such as written waiver of liability. DF will use as a defence saying
the PL knew what they were in for and signed the waiver. They will be analyzed on the basis of contracts.
Whether the agreement was clear.
DF argues that the PL had knowledge of the risk of injury or the willingness to take the risk are not
enough, express or implied agreement to waive a claim for the injury is needed
When are implied agreement be used?
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Not found very often
Sport agreements
§ Court will need to see not just agreement to take risks but also to take legal risk
o Not enough to get in the car w/ a drunk person to show that PL voluntary assumed risk (court will apply
contributory negligence and damages can be reduced but court said agreement needed for volenti
defense)
Why is this less attractive than contributory negligence?
o It’s a full defence so rules out any recovery. No apportionment. PL gets nothing. Even though there is a
negligent DF.
o
o

•

Boychuk v Cougar Mountain Adventures
• Ziplining case where a waiver is signed. Waiver is incredibly clear. Operators were negligent and failed to
communicate with each other. Someone was sent down as someone was already down there. They ended up
colliding. Issue was that PL accepted the risk.
• One of the injured parties was a 26 year old who graduated from law school. She went with friends, each had a
waiver to sign. She said that releases may or may not be binding. Court said this was very clear waiver. And you
released them from any issue. You should assume the waiver will apply (even though they don’t always apply).
• She thought courts would be hesitant to enforce exclusion clauses. But if the clause is clear and has been
brought to the attention of the person then courts are not hesitant. Even if it’s kind of extreme.
Launch Pad Trampoline Park
• Waiver includes that behavior is inherently dangerous and agree to assume all risk and dangers of death,
paralysis, exc
• Second paragraph includes releasing company from legal action forever, including in their failure to safeguard the
patron
Dube v Labar
R In order for the voltenti non fit injuria defence to apply there must be an agreement between the two parties, either
express or implied, that P waives the liability owed to him by D (both physical and legal risk) for personal injury.
F Dube, DF (initially a passenger) had been drinking beer in the car with the PL, Labar. PL was also drunk and had
been driving, but after stopping, the DF took over. DF lost control and crashed the car, injuring the PL. The DF argued
that the PL voluntarily assumed the legal risk, which was a question of fact that the jury agreed with.
I
Does the volenti non fit injuria defence apply here?
J In favor of Labar
R Etsey discussed that in order for volenti non fit injuria to apply as a defence, DF must prove that PL, expressly or
through implication, agreed to exempt DF from liability for any damage suffered by P. It will only apply in cases where
it can be said that there was an understanding on the part of both parties that the liability had been waived.
Obviously, this doesn’t occur very frequently in car accident cases, and even more infrequently in cases involving
intoxication, as you must be in the right state of mind to properly agree to waive the other party’s liability. Here, Estey
decides that it is clear that D voluntarily assumed the risk when he took the wheel and that while there had been
some confusion with expressing the question of volenti non fit injuria and contributory negligence to the jury at trial,
their answers indicated that they had not been confused.
• Court doesn’t want to bar compensation if the PL made a poor judgment call – especially when there’s
insurance involved
• Court preferred a contributory negligence approach
• Volenti only arises where the circumstances are such that it is clear that the PL, knowing of the
virtually certain risk of harm, bargained away his right to sue for injuries incurred as a result of
negligence (acceptance of the risk of harm without recourse to law)

Illegality
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ex turpi causa non oritur action à out of turpitude no cause of action can arise
Complete defense (if it applies, completely rules out recovery), the court can raise it by its own motion
Can be applied to only specific heads of damage not necessarily entire claim
Used even less frequently then volenti
Applicable only where PL wants to profit from it in the context of illegality (court will ban recovery)
Says there’s no profits from illegal acts. Undermines the integrity of the system if you can engage in illegal activity
and nevertheless be perceived to be rewarded for that then that can cause negative effect on the judicial system
as a whole. Negative effects on public perception. Defence that has been invented by the courts to protect their
own process.
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•

Physical Injuries usually not prevented by illegality
o However, trespasser will not be owed a duty of care under occupiers’ liability act
§ Illegality did not prevent PL to recover from DF when DF allowed PL to drink and drive and was
injured due to DF’s negligence (Hall v Hebert)

Hall v Hebert
R Courts will recognize illegality at the policy consideration stage
• Illegality comes into play at the residual policy concerns: is it repugnant to public policy that we award
damages?
F The PL and DF get drunk at a party. They get into DF's muscle car. DF stalls the car on a steep unlit gravel road, with
a steep embankment on one side. DF agrees to let PL drive. They try a rolling start. The car crashes. They think they
are fine but PL actually has severe head injuries. PL sues the DF for allowing him to drive in his intoxicated state
Trial Judge: Allows the actions. Portions liability between PL and DF
CA: Says their conduct was illegal and therefore can’t recover for damages
I
Whether the DF could raise the defence of ex turpi causa (illegality) to negate the PL’s cause of action?
J
R A person can’t recover in tort for the consequences of their own illegal or immoral acts. This is intended to protect the
integrity of the legal system.
• Rather than negating a duty of care, ex turpi causa is a narrowly defined defence that precludes recovery and
is only applicable to cases where the PL is attempting to profit from illegal conduct or evade criminal sanction.
McLaughlin J: Trying to ground it in a flexibility model, to prevent from benefiting financially for illegal activities.
However, this does not necessarily limit you from redress for physical injuries.
o We do not want people to profit from illegal or wrongful conduct
§ Taking with one hand and giving with the other
o There is a need in tort law for this principle in cases where to find for a PL would undermine the
integrity of the justice system
o The legality of the PL’s conduct is an extrinsic consideration of the duty of care analysis
o Onus will lie on the PL to show they are not entitled to damages as a result of their illegal conduct
• Onus will lie on a DF to show why the PL is not entitled when it’s being used as a defence
Prisoner Example
• Prisoner sexually assaulted in prison. Develops drug issues because of it. Comes back to prison for 12 years out
of 15. He admits to his sexual assaults by prison official. Prisoner sued for damages.
• Expert at trial said prisoner’s drug issues and criminality for the issues of the prisoner.
• Government was held vicariously liable for the official and prisoner given damages for therapy and medical costs
for life and for past and future wages due since this would affect his prospect of having work
• SCC: Prisoner can’t sue for wages lost because they committed a crime and must therefore take all the
consequences that come with it, including losing wages for being unavailable for work. “Giving with one hand
what the law takes away from the other”
• Only time when court’s process wouldn’t be undermined with these types of damages is if the person was wrongly
convicted.

Limitation Periods
•
•

If a claim is brought outside the Limitation period, the claim is defeated
Not all limitation periods are contained in the Limitations Act
o Municipal Gov’t Act – limitations regarding suing the municipality

Why do we have limitation periods?
• Quality of evidence that can be brought
o Evidentiary rush. The evidence won’t be as high quality if you wait 20-30 years. Witnesses memories will
be affected. Witnesses dying or moving. Documents no longer being kept or available.
• Length of Time
o DF should not have threat of litigation hanging over their head indefinitely
• Efficiency
o DF’s being able to make business decision without future claims.
• Harder as time goes by for the court to apply standards that were in place at the relevant time the incident
happened as opposed to more modern standards
Where do we find limitation periods?
• Generally in the Limitations Act (first place you want to look)
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•

Some statutes have specific limitation periods specific to certain kind of conduct or DF
o Municipal government legislation usually have much shorter limitation periods for things like slipping on a
sidewalk
o Limitation period starts to run on the day the claim arose. What does that mean?
§ Date of car accident or some other time frame that is vaguely imbedded
§ In negligence law there is no claim until there’s an injury
§ Discoverability: Limitation period starts to run when PL discovered/ought to have discovered that
they had a claim
• Engineering work on a structure in 2010. Doesn’t become apparent that something is
wrong until 2015.
o Judicial interpretations of limitation periods

Alberta
• 2 years from day in which PL discovered/ought to have discovered the loss (General Limitation Period)
• 10 years ultimate limitations period even if you couldn’t have been aware of the loss within those 10 years
(Ultimate Limitation Period)
o S 4(3): 10 year period starts when the claim arises. If there’s a series of breaches then it’s when the last
one occurred. If one, then when conduct occurs. Could happen before discoverability.
• When does the limitation period start to run (in the case of the usual 2 year period)?
o When the PL either discovers or should have discovered that he/she was injured by the PL and could
have a claim
• When does the limitation period start to run in the 10 year ultimate limitation period?
o When breach of duty occurred
• Car crash May 1 2015. PL badly injured. When does limitation start running? Right when it happens.
• What if you have immediate injury and one that shows up later?
o Arguably knew of claim day of. You just have to file within two years. It won’t be heard immediately. Can
include further damages later on.
Exceptions:
• Disabled persons
o Someone who is a dependent adult or adult w/ a court decision that they don’t have capacity or unable to
make reasonable judgments in regards to a claim
o Limitations period does NOT run while the person is under that disability
o S 5 suspended for people with disabilities
• Minors
o S 5(1): Limitations period is suspended until minor reaches age of majority (doesn’t run)
§ Someone abused by parents as a child. Doesn’t discover till they’re 20. One you reach age of
majority limitation runs. So runs at 18 (Child has till they turn 28).
§ But also gives ways for DF to start clock early. Such as giving notice and judicial involvement exc.
Point is DF can take action to get the time to run
o 10 years ultimate limitation doesn’t apply to the minors
Municipal Gov’t Act – shorter limitations period
Limitation Period in a Statute
Medical Act in Manitoba
• No member or medical corporation is liable in any action for negligence or malpractice by any reason of
professional services requested or rendered unless the action is commenced within 2 years from the date when,
in the matter complained of, those professional services terminated
o 2 years from the date of the last service for the issue
• In a case with a clear limitations issue, you’d file for summary judgment. If it’s less clear, court may require
additional process. If it’s clear that it has passed you won’t even make it to trial
**Sexual Assault: Getting Rid of Limited Period
• Even if there’s no statute what would limit people? Witnesses moving away/losing track of them, DNA evidence
degrading, other evidence degrading, DF may not be able to satisfy judgment (lack of money, or insurance) so
even if PL wins they may not be able to get the pay out

Topic 10: Damages
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Introduction/Purpose of Damage Award in Negligence
General Principles
• Assessment of damages happens at the end of a case
• The PL has obligation to prove that they have suffered a loss in order to get damages. They also have to prove
the quantum. Loss and quantum must be proven on BOP.
• Principle of Mitigation – PLs have obligation to take reasonable steps to attempt to minimize their losses. If by
attempting to mitigate losses with reasonable steps the PL make their injuries worse those too will be
compensable. If they successfully mitigate then these avoided losses are not recoverable to the PL.
o PL cannot simply let losses accrue if there’s reasonable steps they could have taken to help
o If PL has to incur an expense in order to minimize their losses, court will recognize that and award that
amount back to PL
o If PL manages to avoid some amount of loss then they can’t claim for the amount they avoided
o Ex: PL had injury to his back. Was informed if he had surgery he would have a 70-75% of being better
and going back to work. 10% chance it wouldn’t work. 1% of being bad and paralyzed. And 0.1% of dying.
PL refused the surgery and DF said it was a failure to mitigate. Court agreed.
“Set-off” Parallel Expenditures
• The DF is entitled to set-off parallel expenditures. Example: If PL is claiming the full cost of nursing care the DF
can attempt to prove that this should not include expenses they would have incurred anyway had they not
suffered the loss
• DF has to show expenditures are parallel
• Ex. If PL is claiming full cost of residential care in a nursing home and that care includes food expenses. Then DF
may want to set off the cost for food needs. The DF who wants to set off expenses has to show that there are
parallel expenses and how to quantify.
Lump sum damages
• At common law, damages are awarded as lump-sums
• Difficult assessment as inflation, interest rates, and the PL’s future needs all have to be estimated.
• Guess work on behalf of court – we can’t go back and re-asses after damages are given. If there has been a
mistake, there is NO going back.
Nominal Damages
• Something is actionable without proof of damage. Example: Trespass claims. The Court is recognizing the legal
wrong, but there are no damages to compensate. Unusual to sue for this b/c of litigation expenses.
• To vindicate PL’s claim and recognize there has been a wrong but that is it
Compensatory Damages
• Seek to compensate PL losses (personal injury or property). The most common aim is to do the best you can to
restore the PL to their original condition.
Aggravated / Punitive Damages
• (Rare). Awarded to reflect PL loss as a result of DF conduct. Example: PL humiliation by DF conduct.
Special Damages
• Capable of precise quantification at the time of trial. They compensate for things already occurred. Example: outof-pocket expenses, missed work, travel. They have to be specifically outlined in the claim, things that can be
easily quantified.
• Damages that compensate PL for losses that can be reasonably exact quantified
o Costs of future and past medical care, modifications to home, loss of wages in the past
o Sometimes some judges will call these “Damages that have happened before trial” thus limiting the
category
General Damages

•
•
•

For things that have not yet happened but will require compensation for the future. This claim is generally more
vague such as enjoyment of life
For things that can NOT be that quantified
o Loss of enjoyment of life, loss of expectation of life, emotional harm
Sometimes some judges refer to general damages as future damages
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Cheat Sheet – purposes of particular awards
What is the function of the particular damage award?
• Nominal damages: Function is to vindicate a claim. There is a legitimate claim, DF acted in a way that caused
harm but court doesn’t think you need compensatory damages because harm was minimal. Court awards a small
amount to recognize harm done.
• Compensatory damages: return the PL to the position they would have been in had the wrong not been done,
compensate for the loss suffered
• Pecuniary damages: Capable of being quantified with a fair degree of accuracy (loss of income etc)

•
•

Non-pecuniary damages: not readily quantified or asses; happen in the future, no exact dollar amount (loss of
enjoyment, pain and suffering etc)
Special: Compensate the claimant for the quantifiable monetary losses suffered by the plaintiff. For example,
extra costs, repair or replacement of damaged property, lost earnings

•

General: Compensate the claimant for the non-monetary aspects of the specific harm suffered. This is usually
termed 'pain, suffering and loss of amenity'. Examples of this include physical or emotional pain and suffering

•

When dealing with general damages, we take non-pecuniary damages as one separate thing, and pecuniary
damages are dealt with separately

Nelson:

•
•

Pecuniary – fully compensate P, put in position P would’ve been before
Non-pecuniary – not fully compensate, but moderate compensation.

Compensatory Damages for Personal Injury
Pecuniary Damages
• Monetary Damages
o Examples: lost money, lost earnings/capacity, future care costs, medical bills, repair costs, disability
equipment.
• They can be reasonably quantified
Future Care
• PL doesn’t have to economize to save DF damages
• Future care cost award – calculated in such way that ideally it should be 0 by the time the P dies
Income
• Calculating future income: (guesswork)
o How long would they have been able to work until retiring with full pension (depends on age, occupation
etc.)
o If working life expectancy is lower because of the injury, that’s also factored in
o Take what he earned before and subtract what they can earn now and that’s the amount lost.
o Look at net income not gross income since it has already covered prior needs
o Must show how much PL was earning pre-accident, how much they would have been able to make
through working life, how long they’d be able to work, how likely is it that they will have uninterrupted work
life
• Contingencies taken into account in calculating income
o Positive
§ What if person would’ve been a rockstar at their job and earned more than expected? What if
salaries increase in a way not predictable at this time?
o Negative
§ What if person gets laid off, potential periods of unemployment, what is their job because extinct
due to technology, forced early retirement, would they have developed some disability anyways
o If PL was employed in workforce and had significant role in the home (cleaning, cooking, exc) they can be
compensated for that loss
• Grossing up: Taxation à any money invested will earn income and then tax will have to be paid on that income
so they try to neutralize that tax
o Loss of earning capacity is not “grossed up” for taxes because idea behind it is that you’re not asking for
damages to make up for earning but a capital asset for your capacity
How do you determine a child’s prospects?
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Look at family (if parents have university degrees), what parents do for work, expectations of parents,
average intelligence of the child → horrible things to do in a damage assessment
• If it’s an adolescent and they have expressed a preference for a particular career, it may affect things. But
if it’s a 5 year old who wants to be a doctor today and a cop tomorrow then no effect. But like a 16 year
old wanting to be a nurse may.
• Drawback: Can be bad in situations like me. Parents both blue collar, no post secondary yet you’re in law
school.
Gender wage gap
• Court will apply the female numbers/expectations even if they are different
o In McCabe CA overturned trial’s decision not to impose difference
•

Discount for contingencies of life
• What if things don’t turn out as we expect? PL can live longer/shorter or in other cases PL may recover
Capitalization Rate
• How much would PL earn if they invested?
• Investment à return & inflation
Loss of earning capacity – capital asset, loss of ability to earn income à damages award aimed at compensating that
loss
Andrews v Grand & Toy Alberta [an exploration of Damages – full compensation is the paramount concern in sever PI
cases]
R
• Explored all the elements of a pecuniary loss
• He was injured and home care was the best option for him, even though it was more expensive
o We do not look to mitigation where to do so would lead to a substantial reduction of quality of life –
within reason
o Mitigation does not mean the PL needs to accept the cheapest option for care
o Deduction for PL’s degree of contributory negligence is to be calculated after the final amount is
decided upon
o What a PL chooses to do with the money he is awarded is of no concern to the courts – he’d have
the option to spend it as he saw fit had he not been injured
o Full compensation is the paramount concern of the courts in severe personal injury cases
§ Damage awards need to serve a useful function
F Andrews, a 21 year old man, was injured in a car accident with an employee of Grand & Toy and is rendered a
quadriplegic after the accident. At trial, Grand & Toy were found entirely liable and damages of $1,022,477.48 were
awarded. On appeal, the defendant was found 75% liable and Andrews 25% liable and damages were further
reduced to $516,544.48, which was appealed to the Supreme Court.
• Where did the difference come from in damages? Andrews argued that his damages should include an
amount that would permit him to live independently in his own home. But because of his injuries he cannot
live independently. He needs someone there almost all the time. The difference was between the cost of a
set up in his own home versus the cost for living in a group home.
I
Can Andrews settle for cheaper care? Does the court have to take into account what he could do with the awarded
money?
J Appeal allowed in part. Award changed to 75% of $817,344 ($613, 008)
R Future Care Costs
Court found Andrews reasonably should be awarded home-care as he would have cared for himself at home had
there not been an accident
• Court says yes PL’s have an obligation to mitigate but doesn’t mean they can’t ask for an amount that would
actually compensate you. They’re trying to compensate the PL. But also not to minimize what DF has to pay.
Focus should be paying for actual losses. Mitigation requires PL’s to be reasonable and not extending or
allowing their losses to add up. But doesn’t mean they can’t request an award that reflects actual costs. Big
difference is cost of care in one’s home versus in group home setting. Both courts below agreed was that
most appropriate setting was in his own home. That means that proper compensation requires them to give
him enough money to do that. CA gave award that costs less but PL is not required to accept the cheapest
form of damages. Here proper compensation requires he would live in his own home.
• What kind of nursing care does he need? Maybe not a nurse but someone with a little lower level of training.
What kind of modifications need to be made to his home? Or does he have to move? Needs a mechanical
wheelchair so needs bigger doors and halls. Does he need modifications to a vehicle? If he can’t have his
own vehicle that him or his attendant could operate, how much will transportation cost? What other
equipment does he need? Not only that he needs a wheelchair but how often will it need to be repaired and
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replaced? Trying to take the most global view as possible.
Loss of Earning Capacity
Earning capacity was now zero. If his injuries weren’t so profound they would compare what he earned prior and what
he could earn now with the injury. But now there’s no chance of him being employed.
• Here he could have retired with full pension at 55. So total number of years is 55 minus how old he is now.
• PL comes with list of expenses. Once the court has a basic sum then they figure out other factors. How long
will the care be needed (how long do we expect him to live?). Look at contingencies, maybe he won’t live as
long as actuaries think he will or he will live longer. We have to consider things changing direction. Because
we’re assessing costs to the future it’s difficult.
• Because it’s a large lump sum, the court expects the money to be invested and it will accrue income from
interest. And the value of dollars will change over time due to inflation so how much do they have to bulk the
award by.
• Court also has to take the lump sum and “gross it up” for taxes. The lump sum you won’t pay taxes on. But
you will pay taxes on the income you earn from the income. Court wants to neutralize that impact.
• What he chooses to do with the money should not be taken into consideration when assessing damages.
Courts have no control over the PL’s expenditure of the award (nor would he have been limited in
expenditure of his earning had he been able to work)
• Dickson sets $100,000 as the upper limit for non-pecuniary loss in cases like this stating that a cap
needed to be implemented as they were constantly rising (now number is closer to $360,000 due to
inflation) à reserved for most serious injuries
**Before Andrews: Courts just came up with global damages. They didn’t itemize figures to headings. This made review
by Appellate courts impossible, how could they assess if there were mistakes if there was only discussion then a lump
sum with no itemization.
McCabe v Westlock Roman Catholic [damages require an individualized approach]
R
F Girl in high school saw another student do a gymnastics trick in the air and tried to recreate it and ended up landing
on her neck and severely injuring herself.
I
Gender wage gap issue (judge used male stats not female)
J Should have looked at with female wage stats
R
• Individual damage assessment whereas the judge erred because she tried to fix a societal issue instead of
focusing on person in front of them.
• Girl in case wanted to be in physical therapy but she also stated she would want to have a family and take
time off the workforce to raise her kids. Meaning the female wage statistics would be applicable to her
because of that time off.
• If she said she wanted to be CEO of a fortune 500 company by 27 and making 6 figures. Court would be
inclined to say that’s a nice plan but it’s not realistic
• Loss of future earning capacity: loss of variables, speculative exercise
•
•

Injured doing a backflip in class
The issue on appeal: Judge used male actuarial table to account for gender discrimination
o Is it contrary to principles of equality to account for these gendered discrepancies?
§ No, to do so defeats the purpose of the analysis and compensatory damages
o It’s unfair to the DF to use male tables. She wouldn’t have worked in the pattern so exemplified
o The learned trial judge’s application of equitable principles resulted in her ignoring some of the relevant
material facts
o Assessment of damages necessitates an individual approach à look to what they plan to do with
their life, the choices they will make. An individualized assessment

Non-Pecuniary Damages
• Non-monetary, difficult to quantify
o Examples: Humiliation, embarrassment, disfigurement, loss of enjoyment of life, loss of life expectancy,
pain & suffering.
• The aim is to provide reasonable solace for misfortune; to make life more endurable. This case sets a cap on
these damages
• Can ask for money for a financial planner
• Another method sometimes used, if PL and DF agree, you can have some of your sum done as a structured
settlement. Fairly safe investment.
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In 2013 cap for non-pecuniary damages are at $350k
People can only claim up to that max cap. People whose life is turned upside down forever that have suffered
substantial pain and suffering with a decreased life expectancy and someone who cannot enjoy life to the same
extent as they did before are the ones who get more money
**Depression: Could be pecuniary or non-pecuniary. PL can establish the costs (doctor’s visits, medications, exc) and how
much it will cost to mitigate. And could show their ability to enjoy life has been diminished (non-pecuniary)

•
•

Assessing Non-pecuniary damages:
• Courts look at how serious injuries are, how they affect PL’s ability to enjoy life in the future, what’s the need in
the situation for $ award that PL can enjoy some of the life.
• Court isn’t supposed to take into account the ability of the DF to pay. But what happens when they can’t pay?
Various ways to enforce. Say some comes from insurance but rest is due from DF. And you’ve attempted
enforcement and garnishing wages exc then PL doesn’t get the money. You can’t get blood from a stone. There
may come a point where there is no money to be had.
Collateral Benefits
• A benefit received by the PL for a third party to offset PL’s losses in some way
o For example disability insurance policy, gov’t benefits such as income support
• What are the advantages to keeping them?
o Simple
o Makes full compensation more likely
o Ensures the DF is held fully responsible
o To not do so would seem to penalize the person who is prudent
• Disadvantages?
o Don’t want to overcompensate
• Benefits people who can benefit secondary insurance
Nelson: Only worry about it in context of auto insurance claims.
Courts have 3 options:
1. PL keeps them and still recovers full loss from DF
• Pro: (1) Less complex. (2) If people paid into a life insurance policy, why not allow them to benefit from it.
Not fair to let the DF benefit from the PL’s risk adversity. If our concern is compensation, then this is
better because at least we know we’re not undercompensating
• Con: Worry that PL is recovering twice for the same loss
2. DF can deduct the value of the collateral befits from the award
• Pro: Point isn’t to punish DF, we’re trying to compensate PL. So if the PL has what they need then maybe
we shouldn’t be that worried.
• Con: (1) Letting the DF off the hook to an extent because they happened to be the lucky person who
injured someone that had taken care of the possibilities of life’s risks. (2) Where there has been a trade
off, like PL has paid insurance thus taking a hit to their income, then the court may make the exception to
allow PL to keep benefits. But if it’s gratuitous, PL hasn’t provided consideration then they haven’t
suffered a loss. If they took a month off work but employer kept paying them, they haven’t lost anything so
why should we make DF pay.
3. PL gets the benefits but that party who paid them (ex: the insurer) is paid back (right of subrogation)
• Insurer has right to make a subrogate claim, usually in the ins K – they can piggy back on PL’s claim
Insurance Act: In motor vehicle accident there is an answer to what we do with collateral benefits. Collateral benefits to
be deducted from damages. Deduct taxes, premiums, and contributions plaid by PL.
• Decreases insurance premiums
• PL’s aren’t double dipping – getting compensation from both insurers
• Who benefits from this? Insurance companies. This means they will pay less in insurance proceeds.
• At common law, general approach, if you pay for the benefit you get to keep it.
Cunningham v Wheeler [what is to be considered assessing collateral benefits – consideration]
R
• If payments received as part of an insurance package were paid for in some manner by the injured party
(either directly, or in some manner of reduced wages, etc.) then those payouts should not be deducted from
the calculation of lost wages when assessing damages.
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Collateral benefits – if consideration was provided for them by the PL – should not limit the
compensation the damages the defendant is liable for
o Deducted from wages, purchased privately, traded for in collective bargaining etc
Cunningham was struck by a car and injured. Had been an employee of BC Rail for 25 years and as he was off work
for 20 weeks he had collected disability benefits pursuant to a collective agreement. No deductions were made from
his pay for those benefits, but the hourly wage package was made up of an hourly rate of pay together with collateral
benefits. Disability benefits recovered did not have to be paid either to the employer or to the insurance company
managing the plan. The TJ held that the payments should not be deducted in calculating the amount payable by the
Wheelers for the wages lost by Cunningham as a result of his injuries, as he had established that the indemnity
benefits were paid for by him as part of his wage package. The Court of Appeal reversed the judgment, determining
that since there was no subrogation right in the employer, and the direct funding for the disability benefits came from
the employer, the plan was not in the nature of a private insurance policy and the funds received should be deducted
from the damage award.
Should disability benefits provided by a collective agreement be exemption from deduction from an amount recovered
in damages for loss of wages?
Appeal allowed
• Cory, held that while a PL in a tort action was not generally entitled to a double recovery for any loss arising
from the injury, the disability benefits obtained by Cunningham as a result of his collective bargaining
agreement were in the nature of a private policy of insurance and should not be deducted from the claim for
lost wages.
• To show that the benefits were in the nature of insurance, there must be evidence adduced of some type of
consideration given up by the employee in return for the benefit. Since the benefits at issue here were
bargained for and obtained as a result of a reduction in the hourly rate of pay, they were obtained and paid
for by Cunningham just as much as if he had bought and privately paid for a disability insurance policy.
• The application of the insurance exception to benefits received under a contract of employment should not be
limited to cases where the PL was a member of a union and bargained collectively. Benefits received under
the employment contracts of non-unionized employees would also be non-deductible if proof was provided of
payment in some manner by the employee for the benefits. Evidence that the employer took the cost of
benefits into account in determining wages would adequately establish that the employee contributed by way
of a trade-off against higher wages.

•
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“Minor Injuries”
Insurance Act, RSA 2000 – reform
• Only in automobile insurance claims
• We now deduct collateral benefits in automobile insurance claims
o Where insurance company has paid some benefits, takes away insurers right to make a subrogate claim.
Minor Injury Regulation
• All non-pecuniary minor injuries capped at $4000
• Minor injuries (sprain, strain, WAD injury) tend to be overcompensated whereas large injuries tend to be
undercompensated
• Numbers are reviewed each year
Since imposition of minor injuries cap. Insurance companies like it because it’s administratively easier and it’s easier to
determine how much one gets. If you ask PLs and personal injury lawyers, it’s not a good thing because insurance
companies start from idea that if you haven’t been hospitalized or have an obvious injury that they start with saying you
have a minor injury and you have to argue that it’s more serious. If there’s disagreement between the parties, they can go
to dispute resolution method and go to certified assessor.
• Benefits general people because less money paid out for these kinds of damages because our premiums should
be lowered

Survival of Actions and Dependent’s Claims for Wrongful Death or Injury
At common law, death of PL terminated the action. Deceased’s estate could not commence litigation and could not
continue litigation that was started prior to death. Changed through legislation. In AB, our legislation is Fatal Accidents Act
and Survival of Actions Act. Fatal Accidents Act deals with rights of family members to deal with claims where tortfeasor
has brought death. Survival of Actions Act is about responsibilities of deceased’s estate.
Fatal Accidents
Survival of Actions Act - AB (varies from province to province)
• Allows estate to bring a claim or maintain a claim on behalf of a PL (deceased)
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Allows claim brought against individual to be maintained against estate (if deceased is DF). Claim doesn’t vanish.
These claims are also derivative. If deceased didn’t have claim then estate also doesn’t have a claim.
If there’s a defence that could have been raised against deceased then it can be equally raised against their
estate
S 5 – damages that can be claimed are only actual financial losses by the deceased or estate are compensable
o No non-pecuniary damages (no punitive, exemplary, non-pecuniary)
o What if against the estate? Estate is DF. Can exemplary or punitive be awarded? Doesn’t say. General
sense is no. Purpose of punitive damages is to punish but how do you punish someone who’s dead?
Not Compensable: punitive / exemplary damages, future earnings, ability to earn, chance of future earnings
(There is no loss to the deceased’s estate...he’s dead).
o Different provinces can have different approaches

Fatal Accidents Act
• Can only bring a claim if the deceased would have had one; again, standard defenses apply
• Allows dependents/family members of a deceased to make claims on their own behalf
o Would also allow “loss of future earning capacity” that PL had
• S 3 – spouse, adult interdependent partner, parent (step parents and grandparents included), child (including step
children) & sibling
• Both pecuniary and non-pecuniary losses are compensable
• S 8 – allows certain dependents automatic, no need to prove actual dependency if you are listed as a family
member, amounts listed according to family member category
• Primary Focus: Loss of future financial support (support you would have received if they had not died)
o If you’re university student – depending on parental support
o Does have to be proven
• Loss of future wealth
• Loss of value of domestic work
o Homemaker of a family killed – domestic work has to be replaced by purchasing services from someone
else
• Pre-trial pecuniary losses (did not die promptly)
• Pecuniary losses incurred for caring for deceased (if time elapses between injury and death), travel expenses
between injury and death to visit the deceased, funeral expenses, grief counselling
• Non-pecuniary: Bereavement. The statute sets the amounts. Spouse = $X.
o No need to prove amounts, just relationship.
o Not all jurisdictions have this
o $82k to spouse/partner and parents (if both alive then to be divided equally), $49k per child
o Spouse doesn’t get bereavement damages if they were living separate and apart at time of accident
Amount of money awarded in the case of a deceased plaintiff – usually way less than in the case of a surviving PL, unless
significant loss of future wealth or loss of future earnings capacity.

Punitive Damages
(Rare). Not compensatory. Meant to punish the DF for their “outrageous” behavior. It amounts to a fine payable to the PL.
In excess, they’re given in order to reflect court’s view of DF’s conduct. They signaled court’s distaste for how DF has
acted. Purpose is punishment, deterrence, and denunciation.
• Outside category of compensatory damages
• We don’t have to measure how much PL needs, but how much we need to send a message to DF about the
unacceptable nature of the conduct – objective is to punish the DF
• Punitive vs aggravated damages
o Aggravated also not aimed at compensating PL à DF’s behavior was aimed at humiliating PL
Whiten v Pilot Insurance Company [when are punitive damages available – when behavior is reprehensible (marked
departure)]
R
• When should punitive damages be awarded, and how much is an appropriate amount?
o When the behavior is marked departure from ordinary standards of decent behavior
• Insurance company in this case was under an obligation to deal with its policyholders in good faith
o Breach of good faith à reprehensible conduct à basis for claim
This breach of good faith was independent of the breach of contractual obligation
F P denied W’s house insurance claim after a fire burned their house down. P originally alleged arson by Whiten, which
was proved/admitted to be completely false and lacking any evidence (investigations proved otherwise). P entered
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protracted litigation (over 2yrs) over the issue with W to force her to make an unfair settlement for less than she was
entitled to. Conduct was planned and deliberate.
Trial – Insurance company was aware that PL’s situation was becoming increasingly desperate so it was meant to
put pressure on them. Wanted PL’s to settle for way less than they were entitled to because of how desperate they
were. Awarded W $1M in punitive damages in addition to compensation
Appeal – overturned the punitive damage award
What to do with punitive damages? (When? How?)
Ruled for W.; Court restores 1M$ punitive damage award

When/How are punitive damages awarded?
• Where DF’s behavior has departed markedly from the ordinary decent person.
• Objectives are: punishment, deterrence, and denunciation
• This overlaps the civil and criminal realm
o Means it’s OK if we overcompensate the PL, objective is sending message to DF from POV of
punishment
o Context we’re operating in is almost criminal conduct
• Award the lowest damages that are consistent with achieving these objectives.
o Appeal courts can reduce if the amount is not “rational and measured”
Factors taken into account:
Proportionality between conduct and award:
1. Proportionality to the DF’s conduct/blameworthiness
2. Proportionality with degree of vulnerability of the PL to the DF’s conducts
3. Was proportionality to the harm that was directed specifically at the PL?
4. Is it proportionate to the need for deterrence?
5. Is it still proportionate after you take into account all other penalties that have been or likely that ill be imposed
(civil, criminal, industry fines – factored in, but not deducted)
• Is amount proportionate to the advantage that the DF has wrongfully gained?

Topic 11: Economic Losses
Purely financial loss that is not connected to personal injury or property damage
Courts reluctant due to indeterminacy concerns, but exceptions exist:
1. Negligent statements (negligent misrepresentation)
2. Negligent performance of services
3. Defective products/structure (i.e. that aren’t dangerous but just not proper and expensive to fix it)
4. Relational economic loss
5. Liability of public authorities negligence in carrying out inspection, P has to incur unexpected cost to rectify it

Liability for Negligent Statements
Elements Required for Negligent Misrepresentation: (Hadley)
1. DOC must exist. Duty is based on a special relationship
a. Meaning that the reliance was foreseeable and reasonable in the circumstances
b. In Hercules SCC changes this: There just need to be a duty based on the Anns’s test, not based on any
special relationship
2. Statement made must be untrue, inaccurate, or misleading
3. Person making statement must have been negligent
4. PL must have reasonably relied on the misrepresentation.
5. Resulted in a financial loss
a. Lawyer example: If you can prove, but for the lawyer’s negligence, your claim would have succeeded on
a BOP you get 100% damages. If you cannot prove it would have succeeded you get 0%.
Reasonable Reliance:
1. Where the DF had a direct/indirect financial interest in the transaction.
2. DF was a professional possessed of special skill or status (it can also be reasonable to rely on others).
3. Was the advice provided in the course of the DF business? The more speculative the information the less
reasonable it is to rely on it.
4. Information or advice was given deliberately, and not in a social occasion.
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5. Was the info/advice in response to a specific question?
Can a PL be contributory negligent in the negligent misrepresentation context?
• It is possible: The extent of the PL reliance can be unreasonable. This will go to reducing the damages payable to
them, not to negating the prima facie duty owed by the DF
Hedley Byrne & Co Ltd v Heller [established the test for duty/considerations (special relationship; reliance foreseeable
and reasonable)]
R
• Must be something more than a mere misstatement
• Expressly or by implication of the circumstances the speaker or writer must have undertaken some
responsibility
F Hedley were advertising agents placing contracts on behalf of a client on credit terms. Hedley would be personally
liable should the client default. To protect themselves, Hedley asked their bankers to obtain a credit reference from
Heller, the client's bankers. The reference (given both orally and then in writing) was given gratis and was favorable,
but also contained an exclusion clause to the effect that the information was given 'without responsibility on the part
of this Bank or its officials'. Hedley relied upon this reference and subsequently suffered financial loss when the client
went into liquidation.
I
J The court found that H&P's disclaimer was sufficient to protect them from liability and Hedley Byrne's claim failed.
However, the House of Lords ruled that damage for pure economic loss could arise in situations where the following
four conditions were met:
(a) a fiduciary relationship of trust & confidence arises/exists between the parties;
(b) the party preparing the advice/information has voluntarily assumed the risk;
(c) there has been reliance on the advice/info by the other party, and
(d) such reliance was reasonable in the circumstances.
R
Steps to take:
1. Is there a duty of care?
a. Duty based on the existence of a special relationship (reliance was foreseeable and reasonable)
b. Factors that determine if reliance is foreseeable:
i. Status/skill of advisor
ii. Status/skill of advisee
iii. Nature of occasion
iv. Nature of the advice
v. Was the advice specifically requested
c. When is reliance reasonable?
i. DF has direct/indirect interest in the transaction
ii. DF is a professional or has special skill or knowledge
iii. Advice given in course of business
iv. Is it given deliberately and not on a social occasion
2. Standard of Care:
a. Was the statement or advice inaccurate or misleading?
b. Did the DF Act negligently in making the statement?
3. Causation:
a. Did the PL reasonably rely on the statement?
4. PL must show an actual loss:
a. Did the reliance result in financial detriment? If not, no claim
R v Cognos [negligent misrepresentation in the employment context]
• A duty of care must exist. Need a special relationship: Two possibilities:
o Reasonable and foreseeable for the PL to rely on the information in the circumstance
o Did the DF purport to be relied upon
• The Hedley Byrne test for negligent misrepresentation applies to representations made by an employer to
a prospective employee in the course of an interview.
R The Hedley Byrne test for negligent misrepresentation applies to representations made by an employer to a
prospective employee in the course of an interview.
F Respondent Cognos advertised an accounting position. Appellant already had a good job, but applied and got an
interview. Respondent said the job was associated with a big project, even though project had yet to secure funding.
Appellant moved to Ottawa. 18 months later, the Respondent terminated the Appellant’s employment. Appellant sued
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for negligent misrepresentation.
At trial: Yes, there was a "special relationship" and there was negligent misrepresentation.
On appeal: Upheld trial decision.
Should the Hedley Byrne test apply to representations made by an employer to a prospective employee in the course
of an interview?
Decision in favor of Appellant: The Respondent’s manager had acted carelessly in making statements during the
Appellant’s job interview.
Applied Hedley Byrne test. 2, 4, and 5 were not met.
• Cognos recognizes that it owed a duty of care to interviewees not to make negligent misreps
• It was foreseeable that the appellant would rely on the information given during the interview in order to make
career decision -- it was reasonable reliance
• The Cognos interviewer didn’t make any caveats
• The agreement signed 2 weeks later did not amount to a valid disclaimer
Iacobucci J decided that there existed a special relationship between defendant and plaintiff giving rise to a duty of
care. It was foreseeable that the plaintiff would rely on the representation, a relationship of proximity existed, and a
duty of care existed to exercise reasonable care and diligence in making representations as to the employer and
employment opportunities beyond offered. Iacobucci is rejecting the Hedley Byrne duty of care, which confines this
duty to "professionals," such as doctors, lawyers or accountants, which he views as overly simplistic. Instead, the
question of whether a duty of care exists must consider a number of considerations, with only one of which being the
professional of the person making representations.

Hercules Management v Ernst & Young [jettisoned “special relationship” language, applied Anns test]
R
F DF auditors who were allegedly negligent in preparing a report for the corporations shareholders. Purpose was for
statutory reasons. It was to allow shareholders to assess performance of directors of firm. Shareholders that had
access to report also made some decisions if they would invest further based on these reports. PL claim was the
shareholders who invested money and lost money and wanted to recover some money from the auditors in that they
were negligent in creating the report an that is what made them invest and thus lost money. They argue they relied on
the report and thus invested and lost money.
I
Did E&Y owe a duty of care to Hercules?
J No duty of care because policy considerations negate it.
R
• Here it’s reasonable and foreseeable that an auditor’s report will be passed around and relied upon
DOC exists due to proximity and reasonable reliance.
NO DOC under policy head.
Effect of decision: Narrow the scope of potential claims to be brought against auditors. What they have to be worried
about is narrowing it so much for auditors to escape liability and leak bad advice.
• Market may help sort things out (if an auditor or a firm is known for being sloppy and careless then they won’t
keep getting hired)
• Regulatory body to keep them in check. Professional discipline. If they’re sloppy enough they could lose their
ability to practice. Other checks and balances (arguably one is negligence law)
•
•

Modified Anns test
Duty of Care: remove the term “special relationship”
o So what gives rise to a duty of care?
§ Foreseeable and reasonable reliance on the part of the PL
o Duty is based on a relationship in which the reliance was foreseeable and reasonable in the
circumstances
§ How to tell if the advice is reasonable or foreseeable:
• Status/skill of the parties involved
• Nature of occasion
• Nature of advice
• Was the advice specifically requested
§ When is reliance reasonable?
• DF has direct/indirect interest in transaction
• DF is a professional or has special skill or knowledge
• Advice given in course of business
• Is it deliberately and not on a social occasion
• Given in response to a request?
o Second stage of the Anns test:
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§

Residual policy concerns
• This is where the analysis stops. There’s a big policy reason not to recognize a duty of
care
• To find one would lead to a problem of indeterminacy

Negligent Performance of Services
In this type of situation Courts want to know if the PL could have protected themselves against losses through contract
(insurance) (White v Jones)
• If yes à then no liability
White v Jones [survivors of a deceased who are left out of a will by the solicitor’s negligence can sue]
R
• If there was no duty established between the solicitor and the beneficiaries, there would be no way to ground
a claim: estate can’t sue (it’s enriched), privity would otherwise bar
• By accepting instructions to draw a will, a solicitor does come into a special relationship with those
intended to benefit under it, the consequence of which is that the law will impose a duty to the
intended beneficiary
F
• Mr White asked his solicitor, Jones, to change his will to benefit his 2 daughters
• Jones took a significant time to respond to this request, during which time White died
• The daughters did not benefit from Mr. White’s will, therefore claimed their losses from Jones
I
J Jones liable for loss.
R
• Special relationship existed. Loss was foreseeable, there was a proximate relationship between client and
will’s beneficiaries and no reason why liability could not be fair, just, and reasonable
• Who does the lawyer have a relationship with? Father/testator.
• PLs are thwarted kids.
• If beneficiaries don’t have a claim, no one has a claim. No remedy for negligence of solicitor.
• Limited class of PLs.
BDC Ltd v Hofstrand Farms Ltd
R
F A courier company (BDC LTD) was contracted by the BC government to deliver an envelope to the Registry Office in
Prince George. The envelope had to be delivered on time otherwise the PL (Hofstrand Farms) would lose the right to
sale land to a third party. The envelope was delivered too late and the PL lost the right to sell the land to the third
party and consequently sued the courier company for economic losses flowing from the failure to secure the sale as a
result of the late delivery.
PL’s loss of $77k
I
J Courier was not held liable for pure economic loss of the PL (respondent) as Duty of Care was not established.
R Court Applied Cooper Anns test but added to foreseeability.
• Foreseeability of the PL? No knowledge of the plaintiff or its interests
• Proximity? There is insufficient proximity according to Justice Estey
• Why? Too large of a class of plaintiffs thus creating the spectre of indeterminate liability
Test Failed.

Negligent Supply of Products and Services
A building contractor, architect or engineer has a duty of care in negligence to subsequent purchasers who may suffer
financial loss as a result of repairing a latent defect that would if manifest give rise to a “real and substantial danger” to the
inhabitants. (Winnipeg Condominium v Bird Construction (1995) SCC)
• HOWEVER, La Forest say primary focus is on potential for “danger”. How a situation without danger would be
decided is still uncertain.
Winnipeg Condominium v Bird Construction (1995) SCC [can recover for pure economic loss via negligent supply of
product / structures if the defect posed a danger]
R To not allow the PL recover would encourage negligent property management if you do an inspection and find a
defect that needs to be repaired, but can’t recover, you might be motivated to just not do the inspections
You can recover for pure economic loss against a contractor when the defect posed a hazard
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The present owner of an apartment building (WCC) was required to make significant repairs to the outside cladding of
the building after a portion of it unexpectedly fell from the 9th story. It was later found that there were structural
defects in the masonry work. The present owner sued the construction company (Bird) who did the original work even
though he was not the owner at the time of original construction. Owners had to pay $1.6 million to fix the building.
Nothing got broken or wrecked and no one was hurt.
Whether the condo corporation that had to pay to get it fixed, could claim against the builder who had put the siding
on. There was no contract between the owner and contractor but rather between original owner
In favor of WCC
A building contractor, architect or engineer has a duty of care in negligence to subsequent purchasers who may suffer
financial loss as a result of repairing a latent defect that would if manifest give rise to a “real and substantial danger”
to the inhabitants.
• If the owners had not fixed it, then it would continue to pose a significant danger because bits of it could fall
off the building.
• The fact that it didn’t cause property or personal injury when the first chunk fell off was just coincidence and
luck.
Ann’s Test:
Foreseeability: Established
• It is reasonably foreseeable that if a contractor designs or constructs a building negligently and if that building
contains latent defects as a result of that negligence, subsequent purchasers of the building may suffer
personal injury or damage when those defects manifest themselves.
Proximity: This issue is not directly addressed, but the court notes that the liability extends to subsequent building
occupants whom may be injured by the defective construction. It is logical then to extend liability to subsequent
purchasers for the cost of repairs for latent defects that pose a real and substantial danger to the inhabitants of the
building.
Last thing they want to do is discourage people form taking action when they realize there may be danger just
because someone hasn’t been hurt yet. Don’t want to not encourage people to act proactively. Once you know
there’s a risk, you should take action. Court sees its not merely shotty or defective structure, it’s dangerous.

Relational Economic Losses
•

•

In CNR Recovery in relational economic loss must be limited but should not be impossible. Look for some
connection (proximity) between the PL and DF such that it is appropriate that the DF compensate the PL
o If we think it’s fair to allow recovery, then we might
Bow Valley Husky (clarified CNR)
o Relational Economic Losses: General exclusionary rule with limited exceptions and the possibility of
further categories being recognized.
o Cases in which Relational Economic Loss will apply
§ (1) PL has a possessory or proprietary interest in the damaged thing/property
§ (2) “General average” cases
§ (3) Situations where the PL and property owner are in a joint venture.
o How are new categories recognized?
§ PL must successfully argue new category based on Public Policy, Unequal Bargaining Power,
Deterrence, Proximity will also look at Public Policy

CNR v Norsk Pacific Steamship
R
F Tug owned by Norsk negligently struck a railway bridge owned by public works Canada. CN was one of several
companies which could use the bridge. They were the primary user, sole direct link between CN rails on the north and
south shores of Fraser River (tug owners aware of this). After the incident, several weeks to repair the bridge during
which time CN and other railways were forced to reroute traffic, increased cost of operations and reduced capacity.
CN sued Norsk for additional cost as a result of bridge closure.
I
J Favor of CN
R
Bow Valley Husky (Bermuda) Ltd v Saint John Shipbuilding Ltd
R
F HOOL and BVI decided that they would form a separate company Bow Valley Husky Bermuda (BVHB) in order to go
into the business of off-shore oil production. The new company became the owner of the off-shore drilling rig. BVHB
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entered into a construction contract with Saint John Ship Building (SJSB). BVHB wanted to use an anti-pipe freezing
system manufactured by Raychem. This system, however, became flammable under certain conditions. Both SJSB
and Raychem failed to warn the BVHB about this possibility. HOOL and BVI maintained a contract with BVHB for the
hire of the rig and for day rates paid if the rig was out of service. A fire broke out because of the improper use of the
pipe system and substantial damages occurred.
Can HOOL and BVI recover economic losses from SJSB or Raychem?
DF successful
According to the SCC, relational economic loss is recoverable in special circumstances. Although the categories are
not closed, there are three categories where the courts have been prepared to recognize relational economic loss.
They are:
• cases where the claimant has a possessory or proprietary interest in the damaged property
• general average cases, and
• cases where the relationship between the claimant and property owner constitutes a joint venture
Policy reasons, besides indeterminacy, of why the courts are so cautious to allow recovery for relational pure
economic loss claims. They are:
1. the fact that economic interests have customarily been seen by the common law as less worthy of protection
than either bodily security or property,
2. The fact that it may be more efficient to place the burden of economic loss on the victim, who may be better
placed to anticipate and insure its risks, and
3. confining economic claims to contract discourages a multiplicity of lawsuits.

Cases Outside of the Categories
Design Services v R [court will not widen the situations in which they want to allow these claims]
R
F Public Works (PW) launched a “design-build” tendering process for the construction of a building. The tendering
documents indicated that proponents could bid on the contract alone or in conjunction with other entities as a joint
venture. PW awarded the contract to a non-compliant bidder. O, the contractor which should have been awarded the
contract, and the sub- contractors associated with it, sued. No partnership or joint venture had been entered into
between O and the subcontractors. O settled with PW, but the subcontractors continued with the litigation. The trial
judge found that PW owed a duty in tort, but not in contract, to the subcontractors. The Court of Appeal set aside the
decision, concluding that a new duty of care should not be recognized in these circumstances.
I
J Appeal dismissed
R
•
•

PL was capable of foreseeing the risk and mitigating by K
Sophisticated commercial parties will be expected to act as such

Topic 12: Psychiatric Harm
Began with ‘nervous shock’ or ‘mental suffering’ claims
• No recovery
Reasons:
• Too many potential claims, too hard to test for validity (to tell if real), difficult assessment of damages, psyche is
less worthy of protection than the body
• Judges worried about FLOODGATES of how many claims could arise, possibility that people could exaggerate or
make up symptoms
Courts moved toward allowing some claims for psychiatric harm...
• Recovery is not possible for minor emotional upsets (anger, frustration, disgust) or for sorrow or grief
o Have to show diagnosable condition
Initial limiting factors:
• There had to be a physical injury or impact to plaintiff (possibly assault)
• Plaintiff had ‘reasonable fear’ of impact or injury
• Plaintiff had a fear of imminent personal injury to self or one’s children...and shock was caused by PL seeing or
realizing it with their own unaided or mediated senses
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High Water Mark for the claim:
McLoughlin v O’Brien
R The test used was reasonable foreseeability – way too broad
Court decided it was reasonably foreseeable that a mother who attended to the aftermath of an accident involving her
own children would suffer psychiatric injury.
F PL attended to the “aftermath” of an accident in which one of her children was killed, and her husband and other two
children were seriously injured
• Claim for psychiatric injury was not based on physical impact, fear for her own safety or fear for the safety of
her children. Nor did she witness the accident
I
Was it reasonably foreseeable for there to be harm?
J The House of Lords found in favor of McLaughlin, that the nervous shock suffered by McLaughlin was reasonably
foreseeable and that policy considerations should not inhibit a decision in her favor.
R HL: It was reasonably foreseeable that a mother who attended to the aftermath of this kind of accident and saw her
injured family “with her own eyes” could suffer psychiatric harm
• What test is the HL using here to determine whether a duty of care exists?
o Foreseeability.
o Proximity from standpoint of person claiming harm and people physically harmed/killed.
o Proximity in time (attended immediately after accident)
o Physical proximity, she saw with her own eyes
• What is the concern about a test that is based on “reasonable foreseeability” alone?
o Not trying to rule out recovery in all cases but rein it in.
o Mischief it could bring is where are the brakes for liability? What if strangers see an accident and
want to claim?
o What’s the answer to that? Should we care?
• What are the options?
o Just use a test of reasonable foreseeability, like in the case of physical injuries
o Limit the test by imposing some boundaries around which claims can succeed
§ Who is making the claim?
§ How close is the claimant to the accident?
§ How did the psychiatric injury occur?
Court laid out the test for recovery of damages for personal injury resulting from nervous shock. First, a close familial
relationship must exist between claimant and victim (the Court disqualified an ordinary bystander). Second, the
claimant must be close proximity to the accident "in both time and place". This includes witnesses of the immediate
aftermath of the accident. Third, and last, the shock suffered by the claimant must "come through sight or hearing of
the event or of its immediate aftermath".
Alcock v Chief Constable of the South Yorkshire Police
R
• A person suffering nervous shock must have reasonable proximity to the event that caused the shock in order
to claim for damages.
• An attempt by the courts to limit the class who can bring a claim – approached from a duty analysis: class,
proximity, means by which shock is produced
F Tickets were for standing room to watch a soccer game and too many people were let in to the confined space and
people were crushed to death and others injured. While in the stadium, 95 people died and over 400 were injured.
Friends and family of people in the stadium (some of whom were also in the stadium) witnessed the event live or
afterwards. It was also televised so that was an issue. The friends and family suffered nervous shock and psychiatric
illness, and sued the police for negligence.
I
J Appeals dismissed. Case by case analysis revealed no proximity and/or no causation. No claims successful. No
liability.
R Issues:
• Watchers did not know that people were dying
• Some people knew their family members were there but didn’t know which part of the stadium
• Some people knew family was there and thought they were elsewhere
• Some didn’t even know their family was there
• Basically people didn’t know till sometime later
Class of persons whose claim should be recognized:
• If duty extends to immediate family, why not other associations?
• Case by case basis (nature of the negligent act or omission, gravity of the injury)
Proximity of the plaintiff to the accident:
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•

Time and space
Immediate aftermath: Case by case -- does not include seeing the body at a mortuary 8 hours later

The means by which the shock is caused:
• Television station mediates what is broadcast
• Therefore shocks sustained through tv or radio cannot found a claim
Court:
• Sometimes relationship wasn’t close enough relationship (not spousal/parental). Court would have had to
open the relationships.
• You have to appreciate incident as it happens (not necessarily see with eyes or hear) but close enough
proximity to appreciate it yourself
• Time lapse between injuries and deaths occurred and people making claims
• Being present at accident or immediate aftermath (doesn’t specify what that means). Hours later is too far
distant and doesn’t count as immediate aftermath
• Needs to be reasonable foreseeability of psychiatric harm and limiting factor (class of persons who can make
claim, proximity to accident, proximity to means by which shock was caused)
The court noted that a breach of duty of care affecting third parties must be determined on a case by case basis.
• A claim for damages can be made when the shock is the result of:
o Shock caused by the defendant’s negligence
o When the death or injury occurs to the plaintiff’s spouse or child or when the shock has come about
through sight or hearing of an event or its immediate aftermath
• There must be a reasonable limit to the extent of the duty owed to third parties
• Three elements regarding proximity:
o Class of persons whose claims should be recognized
§ The closer the tie, the stronger the claim
§ To be assessed on a case by case basis
o The proximity of such persons to the accident – in time and space
§ The proximity to the accident has to be close in time and space
o Means by which the shock is caused
o Shock must come through sight or hearing of the event or its immediate aftermath – seeing or
hearing after (such as through a delayed news broadcast) may suffice
White v Chief Constable of South Yorkshire
• These were police officers who were tending to people at the accident
• Unsuccessful, House of Lords rejected this as well
• Second last full para on 424. Control mechanisms criticized as something normal man wouldn’t understand.
Mother who finds child’s mangled body deems blood is too dry to allow claim. Doesn’t seem like a good way.
• 425: Search for principle in this idea. They don’t even think this is a principled way to distinguish. But academic
says these claims have become so silly that none should be heard. That’s a harsh option. But it has the virtue of
being quite clear.
How else could you do psychiatric harm?
• Allow it but have a damages cap
• Allow but only compensate for out of pocket costs for treatment (therapy, meds, exc)
• Allowing quantifiable losses (work missed, exc)
Page v Smith [primary/secondary victims – rejected by ONCA]
Attempted to articulate the distinction between primary and secondary victims:
• if the individual who is making the claim for psychiatric harm was themselves at risk, all they need to establish
was that they were at risk of physical harm and even if the psychiatric harm wasn’t reasonably foreseeable, they
could still get it. Secondary victims weren’t at risk of physical harm, they have to show that the psychiatric harm
was foreseeable
• ONCA has since rejected this approach
Canadian law on psychiatric harm
How did the SCC approach this issue in Mustapha?
• ON CA rejected the “primary victim” / “secondary victim” approach
• Secondary victims has to have foresight of harm + the other things
• Primary just have foresight of harm
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What does the SCC say on this point?
• Sounds good on paper. Problem isn’t a very workable distinction most of the time.
• Mustapha case: who’s primary and secondary? Doesn’t make much sense
• Not a part of Canadian law.
Mustapha v Culligan of Canada
R The test for the existence of a duty of care in cases of psychiatric harm is whether it is reasonably foreseeable that a
person of normal fortitude or sensibility is likely to suffer some type of psychiatric harm as a consequence of the
defendant’s careless conduct
• To be compensable, the psychiatric harm must be serious and prolonged and rise above the ordinary
annoyances, anxieties and fears that people living in society routinely experience
F After finding dead flies in his bottled water, the plaintiff became psychologically ill and suffered nervous shock. His
behavior became greatly altered as a result and he was constantly worrying about the health of himself and his
family. Damages were awarded at trial and the defendant appealed
I
Whether a defendant may be liable for damages for psychiatric harm where the harm, by any objective measurement,
consists of an exaggerated reaction by an obsessive person of particular sensibilities to what, in reality, is a relatively
minor or trivial incident?
J Appeal allowed, judgment for the defendant. Not recoverable as too remote.
R McLachlin, writing for the court, states that just as in any negligence claim, to get recovery for psychiatric harm you
must prove that there was a duty owed, a breach of the standard of care, resulting damage, causation, and sufficient
proximity. In this case it is clear that there was a duty of care owed, as manufacturers owe a duty of care to their
consumers, and it is also clear that the Culligan's conduct breached this duty.
• There was definitely damage suffered as Mustapha developed a major depressive disorder which had a
significant impact on his life. It is also proven that this damage was caused by the breach of the duty.
• However, in the remoteness question you must consider if the breach would result in psychiatric harm to a
reasonable person. If it is determined that it would, then the "thin skull" rule applies. However, in this case
there is no question that this breach would not result in the psychiatric harm of a reasonable person.
• Although this extreme reaction was imaginable, it was not reasonably foreseeable – which is the standard in
negligence law. However, she does state that if Culligan had known of Mustapha's particular vulnerability,
then this type of damage would be reasonably foreseeable.
• As long as SOME harm was foreseeable to someone ordinary, then the fact that the harm is worse due to
this victim is just too bad for the DF
• But here they can’t get beyond the harm in a fly in water.
Requirements:
• A remoteness inquiry:
o Is the harm too unrelated to the wrongful conduct to hold the defendant fairly liable?
• Ordinary fortitude
o The injury must be one that would occur in a person of ordinary fortitude (reasonable person)
§ This is inherent in the notion of foreseeability
• The harm must be reasonably foreseeable
• SCC approached the duty analysis from a remoteness inquiry
• Didn’t take up the ONCA rejection of primary/secondary victim, so we still don’t know if that analysis is valid
Lessons from the case law…
Scope of the duty of care related to psychiatric harm may shift
• Sometimes recoverable but not in all situations
• Not enough to say harm was foreseeable
• Going to have to be some other bits and pieces, argument of closeness of relationship (parental/spouse), physical
proximity to incident (presence at accident or immediate aftermath), and how harm itself came to exist
• Courts are always looking for some way to limit general negligence principles… and specific formulation of the
restrictions often seem arbitrary

Topic 13: Occupier’s Liability
When someone is injured on a premises that an occupier is responsible for

Common Law
Who is an occupier?
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•

At common law, definition is someone who is in control of the premises in question. This person or entity has
immediate supervisory control and the ability to admit someone to the premises or deny someone. Does not
necessarily have to be the owner. Can be tenant in possession. As long as they have the right to let people in and
exclude others they are an occupier. It’s not an exclusive situation, you don’t necessarily have one, you can have
more than one occupier.
There can be more than 1 occupier, depends on facts which one is responsible

Trespassers:
• Someone on the property/enters the premises without permission from the occupier. Can include a significant
array of people from an innocent child who wanders onto property to someone trying to break in and steal things
• Original Common Law Duty Owed: Not to willfully injure them or act in disregard of them
• New Duty: duty of common humanity, depends on a variety of factors. Court will consider how seriously and likely
injury was, character of the intrusion (intentional or just wandering onto), security of the place, occupier’s
knowledge of trespasser’s being present (if site is commonly a place for trespassing that will be considered), cost
to the occupier of taking measures to reduce the likelihood of injury.
o Duty of common humanity is owed when occupier knows of presence of trespasser or likelihood of
trespasser. Must be aware of facts concerning the property, the activities carried out on it, things that
could increase likelihood of injury. Important thing is that occupier is not under obligation to inspect
premises to make sure it’s safe for trespassers. If they know that trespassers are present on a regular
basis or this group does trespass often then they have a duty of common humanity to them.
• Child trespasser, duty may be a bit more onerous. You may have to put in place a physical obstruction so it
makes it difficult for them to make it onto the property.
• Duty of common humanity doesn’t call for much but does call for more than original duty
• s 12 – occupier does not owe a duty to trespassers, but by s 12(2) they are liable if they injure or kill them by
willful or reckless conduct.
o No obligation to take reasonable steps just
Licensee:
• People who are social guests of an occupier, they are invited or have permission to be on premises. Guest for
social purposes.
o Originally: Owed a duty to prevent damage from hidden damages that the occupier had actual knowledge
of
o New: Requirement of actual knowledge diluted. If there is some kind of unusual danger on your property
and you know or ought to know about it then you owe a duty of care. Duty can be discharged by warning
the people about the danger or unusual circumstance. Warning must be timely. Some kind of warning is
sufficient.
Invitee:
Guest browsing for commercial purposes. Potential mutual benefit, at least possible commercial relationship.
• New: Duty of reasonable care to prevent damage from an unusual danger that occupier is aware of or should be
aware of based on routine inspection of property. Warning will be sufficient to discharge duty provided it was
given in timely manner, so it gives person time to be aware of it before danger presents itself.
• Diff between licensee vs invitee: inspecting land for unknown danger and becoming aware as luck would have it
Contractual Entrant:
Someone who has paid for the right to be on premises (guest in hotel, pay to see movie).
• Higher duty. In absence of contractual terms to contrary the contract between contractual entrant and occupier
implied the premises were as safe as reasonable care could make them. A duty of reasonable care.

Statutory Reform
Reduce confusion and simplify the legal issues here. Newfound Land, has abolished occupier’s liability as a separate
category and they simply use negligence law. That’s one way to reform the law. Other provinces have statutes or some
rely on common law. In AB we have a statute that makes things more clear than common law. Statutes are no identical
from one province to another.
Alberta Occupier’s Liability Act
“occupier” means
(i) a person who is in physical possession of premises,
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or
(ii) a person who has responsibility for, and control over, the condition of premises, the activities conducted on those
premises and the persons allowed to enter those premises,
and for the purposes of this Act, there may be more than one occupier of the same premises;
Two Classes of Injured Person: Trespasser OR visitor
Visitors:
“visitor” means
(i) an entrant as of right,
(ii) a person who is lawfully present on premises by virtue of an express or implied term of a contract,
(iii) any other person whose presence on premises is lawful, or
(iv) a person whose presence on premises becomes unlawful after the person’s entry on those premises and who is
taking reasonable steps to leave those premises.

•

A person who is lawfully on the premises, or person who was originally lawfully on the premises but then
unlawfully and who is taking reasonable steps to leave.

What is the duty owed to a visitor? S 5
An occupier of premises owes a duty to every visitor on the occupier’s premises to take such care as in all the circumstances of the
case is reasonable to see that the visitor will be reasonably safe in using the premises for the purposes for which the visitor is invited
or permitted by the occupier to be there or is permitted by law to be there.
• Bit vague in language
• Duty of care to take reasonable care to make sure individual is reasonably safe using the premises
• This includes not only the condition of the premises but also activities and conduct of 3rd parties on the premises
and the activities going on
o Not responsible for independent contractor if reasonable steps taken in choosing that contractor
o Occupier is not responsible for the activities of certain independent contractors
• The occupier owes everyone in this category the same duty
o They must ensure that the premises are in reasonably safe condition
• Defenses:
o S15:Contributory negligence act applies if PL suffers damage and is partly at fault
o S 7: Risks that are willingly accepted by the visitor – Volenti
Variation of duty of care

8(1) The liability of an occupier under this Act in respect of a visitor may be extended, restricted, modified or excluded by express
agreement or express notice but no restriction, modification or exclusion of that liability is effective unless reasonable steps were
taken to bring it to the attention of the visitor.
(2) This section does not apply with respect to a visitor who is an entrant as of right.
• Parties can agree to vary the liability
• Must be express agreement/notice
• But won’t work unless notice itself was brought to attention by reasonable steps
What is the duty owed to trespasser?
12(1) Subject to subsection (2) and to section 13, an occupier does not owe a duty of care to a trespasser on the occupier’s premises.
(2) An occupier is liable to a trespasser for damages for death of or injury to the trespasser that results from the occupier’s willful or
reckless conduct.
• Occupier does not owe a duty of care to a trespasser
• Back to original duty of common law, just to not willfully or recklessly injure them
• Not much. You can’t hurt them on purpose but short of that there is no exacting obligation
Children:
13(1) When an occupier knows or has reason to know
(a) that a child trespasser is on the occupier’s premises, and
(b) that the condition of, or activities on, the premises create a danger of death or serious bodily harm to that child,
the occupier owes a duty to that child to take such care as in all the circumstances of the case is reasonable to see that the child will be
reasonably safe from that danger.
(2) In determining whether the duty of care under subsection (1) has been discharged, consideration shall be given to
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(a) the age of the child,
(b) the ability of the child to appreciate the danger, and
(c) the burden on the occupier of eliminating the danger or protecting the child from the danger as compared to the risk of the danger to
the child.

•
•
•

s 13 – When occupier knows or has reason to know that children trespass, or that there is a condition/activity that
poses a threat of death or serious bodily harm to children then the occupier has to take reasonable steps to
ensure that the premises are safe.
“Child” is not defined in the act. Cullen v Rice – a 16 year old is not a child for trespasser purposes
More stringent DOC to child trespassers than adult trespassers

DEFENSES
15(1) When the occupier does not discharge the common duty of care to a visitor and the visitor suffers damage partly as a result of
the fault of the occupier and partly as a result of the visitor’s own fault, the Contributory Negligence Act applies.

•
•

s 15 OLA – Defense of Contributory Negligence applies
Clear sign that there are dangers on property but they charge ahead anyways, you may be able to find them
contributory negligent

7 An occupier is not under an obligation to discharge the common duty of care to a visitor in respect of risks willingly accepted by the
visitor.
• s 7 Voluntary Assumption of Risk (Volenti)
• What will occupier have to show for this to be applicable? That they accepted physical and legal risks
Warnings…
Is a warning going to be sufficient to discharge obligation owed by occupier?
9 A warning, without more, shall not be treated as absolving an occupier from discharging the common duty of care to the occupier’s
visitor unless in all the circumstances the warning is enough to enable the visitor to be reasonably safe.
• You have to do something in addition to simply having a warning or have to show that just having a sign is
enough to enable a visitor to be reasonably safe.
• Has to be given in a way that’s effective
When will Occupier’s Liability Act come up?
• Car crash? No
• When someone gets hurt on someone else’s property that is when you should think of this as a potential issue
• Analysis is quite similar to the general negligence analysis
• But for example if you are dealing with someone injured on someone else’s property. What is first question - duty
owed? Look to act and see. Are they a visitor? If so, here is the duty. Are they a trespasser? Child trespasser?
• Anything someone is injured on someone else’s property
Cullen v Rice (1981), 120 DLR (3d) 641 (Alta CA)
R
F Rice works at restaurant, Cullen was there eating. Rice told Cullen and his friends to leave. Cullen didn’t and thus
Rice grabbed him by the jacket, pulled him up from his seat, and started pushing him along the hallway to an exit. PL
was pushed against a glass door and rather than opening, it was shattered and ended up injuring Cullen. Rice also
was a bit injured.
TJ: When Cullen refused to leave the premises, Rice was entitled to use reasonable force to put him out. TJ found
that no more force was used than necessary in removing Cullen. There had been no assault, Rice was acting in the
course of his employment, was negligent, as was Cullen. PL entitled to 50% of damages
• Difficult to see where negligence is as it’s not negligent to push on a door that you expect to open
I
J Appeal allowed and action dismissed.
R Occupier’s Liability Act s 12 applies to a child trespasser. Cullen was not a child as he was 16. Act makes it clear that
no duty is owed to a trespasser other than to not injure him willfully or by reckless conduct. The willfulness goes not to
the act of pushing Cullen towards the exits but to the injury.
Rice did not willfully injure Cullen. In the absence of willful or reckless conduct there is no breach. Without a breach of
duty there can be no negligence.
• This person was a trespasser
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He was 16 à Argument that he was child trespasser but court says not a child trespasser.
Because he’s a trespasser the only duty was not to willfully or recklessly injure him
No willful or reckless conduct to injure him therefore claim cannot be successful
Referred to s 12
ON legislation instead of providing no duty owed to trespasser, says that a trespasser coming onto property
coming to do criminal intention in mind is going to be assumed to willing assume all risks of being there and
therefore no obligation

Topic 14: Vicarious Liability
Form of strict liability à If you do the thing, you’re liable. In this case the fault still exists, it just doesn’t happen to exist by
the person/organization who is vicariously liable. It isn’t based on person wrongdoing but on the relationship between that
individual and the person who committed the tort.
• Someone else did the thing. But because of the relationship, someone else is liable.
What is vicarious liability based on?
• Based on a particular relationship, for us it’s the employment one. Most of the time, employer is liable for torts
committed by employees acting in course of employment.
• When is there an employment relationship?
Why do we have this idea of vicarious liability? If the vicarious DF didn’t do anything wrong why should they be
responsible?
Policy rationales:
• Benefit/risk: Liability on person who benefits most. You should be responsible because you benefit most but you
put risk into community. If employer benefits from employee’s actions, they should also bear the risk
• “Deep pockets”: Injured will more likely receive compensation because the vicarious DF likely has deeper pockets
than the tortfeasor themself (employers have more money)
• Efficiency: Most efficient from economic perspective to shift the loss to the person who can best protect against it.
Shifts the losses to the employer who can obtain insurance and recover their losses. Looks to the entity that can
best protect against the loss.
• Deterrence (Safety/Accident Prevention): Employers will be motivated to ensure their enterprises are as safe as
possible
Vicarious liability doesn’t excuse the tortfeasor. More than one person can be liable in the same situation. Just because
the employer is liable doesn’t mean the employee isn’t.
What is vicarious liability based on?
• Relationship of tortfeasor and vicarious DF
• Who is an employee?
o Control test?
§ Who has control over what the individual is doing as part of their job responsibilities? Who
decides what to do and how to do it? Is boss telling individual in question or is there independent
ability on part of individual? How much control does the employer have?
o Other factors?
§ Who owns equipment that’s being used? Who will profit? Who hire assistants? Who bears the
financial risks? Who will profit from the enterprise/activity?
First contentious question: Is this an employment relationship? If not, then no vicarious liability
Second contentious question: Was the employee acting “in the course of employment”?
• Is the act authorized by employer?
o Unauthorized act? à Was this act outside the scope of employment?
• Or was this an “unauthorized mode” of carrying out an “authorized act”?
• Authorized act
Vicarious liability for intentional wrongdoing
• Was the act/conduct authorized by their employer?
• If not, was the act/conduct sufficiently “closely connected” to authorized acts?
How can employer safeguard from liability? It’s a strict liability. Employer doesn’t have to have done anything that could
be considered negligent or careless is any way. Chance of having an employee do this will be lowered if they have clear
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workplace policy in place and proper supervision. Less likely that employees will act in a way that goes against that.
Employer can be vicariously liable regardless of how careful they’ve been

Vicarious Liability at Common Law
Bazley v Curry
R The test for vicarious liability for an employee’s sexual abuse of a client should focus on whether the employer’s
enterprise and empowerment of the employee materially increased the risk of the sexual assault and hence the harm.
F
• Foundation (non-profit organization) à care of emotionally troubled children (ages 6-12) à employees acted
as parental figures.
• Foundation checked on C and hired him (no background problems)
• C was a pedophile but foundation was not aware
• C sexually abused B
• C was fired à later convicted for 19 counts (2 w/this PL) à later died.
• B wants damages from the Children’s Foundation for injuries suffered during his care.
I
Is there vicarious liability upon the Children’s Foundation for the sexual abused committed by one employee (Curry)
to the children in his care?
J Held vicariously liable
R Curry probably didn’t have much for funds or assets so ability to compensate is greater for the employer.
This isn’t negligent conduct but it’s intentional conduct. What is the scope the employer can be liable for?
McLauchlin J held that so long as the wrong is closely connected to the employment then it can be said that the
employers introduced the risk and thereby should be liable for it. Relevant factors include:
How do we know if the wrongful act is sufficiently “closely connected”?
• Opportunities that the enterprise afforded the employee to abuse his or her power; (yes)
• Extent to which the wrongful act may have furthered the employer’s aims (and hence be more likely to have
been committed by the employee); (no)
• Extent to which the wrongful act was related to friction, confrontation or intimacy inherent in the employer’s
enterprise; (yes)
• Extent of power conferred on the employee in relation to the victim; (yes)
• Vulnerability of potential victims to wrongful exercise of the employee’s power (yes)
Also looked at the policy reasons for this, compensates the victim and also provides deterrence for future harm
Strong Connection test: strong connection between what employee did and what they were authorized to do.
• Are there precedent which unambiguously determine whether the case should attract …. No
• If no precedent, should vicarious liability be imposed based on the broader policy rationales behind strict
liability?
How does the PL show that the rationale for vicarious liability is met on the facts?
• Is the relationship between the tortfeasor and vicarious DF sufficiently close?
• Is the wrongful act sufficiently closely connected to the conduct authorized by the employer?
Griffiths:
Boys and Girls Club, he was hired as Program Director. Both appellants stated their activities were around things from the
club. Both have sexual assault issues against Griffith. And sued boys and girls club as vicarious DF.
• Court split 4/3
• Slim majority found Boys and Girls Club not liable
• Mere opportunity to commit a tort does not suffice to put vicarious liability on the employer
• Non-profit nature of organization is important. Keep in mind rationale and policy reasons might play differently in a
non-profit versus a profit entity. We must assess the goal of deterrence that the case gives rise to
• Job he had was to operate staff and supervise group programming, not supposed to become one-on-one
relationship. He had invited them to his home and further relationships in that way. The abuse happened off-site,
not on Boys and Girls Club land. These facts need to be taken into account.
• Club gave him a mere opportunity and then he took it and furthered it but that’s not the responsibility of the club.
Didn’t think a strong enough connection existed
• Concerned that these are recreational activities, only way sexual abuse because possible was because he used
his position to subvert the aim of the employer
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John Doe v Bennett
R
F Over a period of 2 decades, Father Bennett, a Roman Catholic priest in NFL sexually assaulted boys in his parish
(giving them liquor and tobacco). Evidence also that he gave them money. Two successive bishops failed to take
steps to stop the abuse. A victim told an Archbishop in a neighboring diocese about the abuse. He referred the
complaint to Bennett’s Bishop but nothing was done. Unnamed PLs, 36 of them, suffered greatly as a consequence.
Now as adults, remain greatly wounded. Bennett pleaded guilty in the first instance to 34 counts of gross indecency
and 2 charges of attempted gross indecency.
I
Is employer vicariously liable?
J SCC found employer to be vicariously liable.
R Were there precedents to say there should be vicarious liability? No
Should it be imposed based on broader policy rationales?
PL has to show rationales that underline fair compensation and deterrence are present in the case. How to establish
that? Is the relationship between tortfeasor and vicarious DF close enough? And is the act closely connected to the
conduct authorized by the employer?
Notion that activities church engaged in were non profit and it was outside the scope of those who could be found
liable. McLachlin says no. Where you deal with non-profit entity policy concerns must be present. But no statement in
that case or any case saying non profits are exempt
•
•
•

Bishops knew or ought to have known that Bennett was abusing the PLs and they negligently did nothing to
stop the assaults
Bishops constituted the corporation and acted on its behalf
Therefore, directly liable for these acts and omissions

EB v Order of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate in the Province of British Columbia
R
F
• EB suffered abuse at the hands of a lay employee (Saxey)
• Saxey – worked with children in the bakery and lured EB to his room with candy
• EB felt threatened so he would go; he would get sexually abused
I
Vicarious liability?
J Court of appeal was correct, no VL. Not strong enough evidence linking employees actions and employers demands
R
• A wrong only coincidentally linked to the employee is not terms for VL
• Respondent had taken precautions to prevent improper contact between children and lay workers
• Students don’t allowed to enter living quarters
• Saxey had no authority to insinuate himself into the personal life of the children
5 Factor Analysis
1. Opportunity à Lies at low end of significance. Only provided the opportunity to be with the children for short
time periods and was supervised (kitchen and on boat)
2. Further Aims à No
3. Intimacy to be expected based on contact required in the job à No, based on limited contact there was no
intimacy to be expected
4. Power à Respondent’s only power over the appellant was that he was an adult. Can’t be held VL for this or
else company is an insurer
5. Vulnerability à Based on whether the tasks that the employer asked the employee to do increased the
vulnerability of the child. In this case it did not
Summary:
Failed on all accounts. Not a strong connection between what employee did and what employer asked him to do

Statutory Vicarious Liability
Looking to statute to see when it arises and when its applicable
Traffic Safety Act, s 187(0.1) (Statutes)
(1) In an action for the recovery of loss or damage sustained by a person by reason of a motor vehicle on a highway, a person who, at
the time that the loss or damage occurred,
(a) was driving the motor vehicle, and
(b) was living with and as a member of the family of the owner of the motor vehicle,
is deemed, with respect to that loss or damage,
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(c) to be the agent or employee of the owner of the motor vehicle,
(d) to be employed as the agent or employee of the owner of the motor vehicle, and
(e) to be driving the motor vehicle in the course of that person’s employment.
• Owner of vehicle likely has insurance on it so this makes it more likely to be able to recover
• With no consent
• Also would classify kids who have taken their parents car without consent
(2) In an action for the recovery of loss or damage sustained by a person by reason of a motor vehicle on a highway, a person who, at
the time that the loss or damage occurred,
(a) was driving the motor vehicle, and
(b) was in possession of the motor vehicle with the consent, expressed or implied, of the owner of the motor vehicle,
is deemed, with respect to that loss or damage,
(c) to be the agent or employee of the owner of the motor vehicle,
(d) to be employed as the agent or employee of the owner of the motor vehicle, and
(e) to be driving the motor vehicle in the course of that person’s employment.
• With consent
School Act, s 16 (Statutes)
Liability for damage to property by student

16(1) If property of a board is destroyed, damaged, lost or converted by the intentional or negligent act
(a) of one student, the student and the student’s parent are jointly and severally liable to the board in respect of the act of the student,
or
(b) of 2 or more students acting together, the students and their parents are jointly and severally liable to the board in respect of the act
of the students.
(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to the parent of an independent student.
•

Mainly because you’re not likely to get much from the student in terms of damages

Different routes to vicarious liability, some from common law and some from statute
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